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The shipping industry transported a total volume of 10.3 billion tons of cargo in
2017 (UNCTAD 2017) and is estimated to employ 1.5 million workers (http://www.
ilo.org/global/standards/subjects-covered-by-international-labour-standards/sea
farers/lang%2D%2Den/index.htm accessed 1/2/18) who are classed as seafarers.
Such workers are employed on different vessel types in the cruise and cargo sectors.
Sailors working for the military are not classed as seafarers. However, seafarers may
be employed on board in a variety of roles which are not directly associated with
marine navigation (as croupiers or entertainers on a cruise ship for example) but their
ship should be engaged in a voyage which would differentiate them from taking a
‘fishing trip’ for example. Doumbia-Henry describes some of the provisions of ILO
Convention No. 185 stating that:
Article 1 defines the seafarer as “any person who is employed or engaged or works in any
capacity on board a vessel, other than a ship of war, ordinarily engaged in maritime
navigation”. This is a very broad definition of seafarers, extending the term seafarer to
persons working on board a ship who may not be ship’s crew. It covers all those who work
on a ship and need an identity document for the purposes of shore leave, joining ship or
transit to join a ship or repatriation. (Doumbia-Henry 2003, p. 135)
This edited collection, focuses on those seafarers who work in the cargo sector of
the industry on board a variety of ships such as oil and chemical tankers, gas carriers,
bulk carriers (carrying minerals or wood products for example), refrigerated cargo
vessels, container ships, and what are termed ‘general cargo ships’. Most of these
workers are men (Belcher et al. 2003; http://www.ilo.org/global/publications/world-
of-work-magazine/articles/WCMS_081322/lang%2D%2Den/index.htm) who have
acquired a range of internationally recognized certificates to qualify for work on
board. Such seafarers are employed in various roles relating to navigation, engine
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performance, and vessel/crew maintenance. They are drawn from a range of tradi-
tional (e.g. European, OECD) and ‘new’ (e.g. China, Philippines, Myanmar, Indo-
nesia) labour supply countries and frequently work as part of a mixed nationality
crew. The vast majority of seafarers are employed by third party crew agencies who
are contracted to supply workers to shipowners and shipmanagers on temporary
contracts. Typical voyages last for between three and 12 months and many seafarers
are technically ‘unemployed’ during their leave periods ashore and uncertain of
when, or indeed if, they will be re-called by their agency to join a vessel. As such,
although they are relatively well-paid whilst they are on board, seafarers are gener-
ally temporary workers employed on precarious contracts.
The global nature of the industry is a challenge to nations which seek to protect
their shorelines from pollution/‘security’ threats, and to implement both labour and
environmental laws within their territories (including territorial waters). Major
pollution incidents and those involving loss of life (particularly amongst passengers)
can be seen to have been instrumental in driving change in international regulations
covering safety and environmental protection. Such regulations (as well as those
relating to security) are produced and amended at the International Maritime Orga-
nization which is a United Nations (UN) agency with responsibility for regulating
ships as technical entities. The International Labour Organization (another UN
special agency) also plays a significant role in the regulation of the sector but this
is restricted to matters pertaining to labour standards and seafarers’ rights.
Not only does the industry present challenges to states wishing to safeguard their
national economic and security interests, it also presents difficulties for worker
representation and protection. Employers tend to operate different wage scales for
different nationalities on board and on multinational vessels it also common for the
duration of a contracted voyage and arrangements for overtime payments to vary
with nationality. Thus one third officer from the Philippines (at the end of his
contract) may be replaced by another from Ireland who is paid more per month
and expected to remain on board for a shorter period of time. Such inequities are
accepted by seafarers, who are also acutely aware of their vulnerability in the labour
market and for whom the competition for jobs between labour supply countries
could easily translate into a classic ‘race to the bottom’. In this context the role of the
International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) has been critical in protecting
wages. The ITF is one of a small number of Global Union Federations and is unique
in negotiating wages for seafarers employed on open register vessels which are not
covered by a recognized collective bargaining agreement. In practice the wage scales
negotiated with employers by the ITF play a key role in setting an international
benchmark for wages, and the role of national collective bargaining agreements in
determining wages has diminished. This leaves many trade unions occupying rather
curious positions as job brokers and service providers (Yang 2010) and weakens
their capacity, or willingness, to defend the interests of seafarers in dispute with
vessel operators.
The shipping industry can be seen to be at the forefront of globalization, and it
provides us with a good example of the associated challenges for labour, regulation
and standards. As a crucial part of the transport infrastructure that facilitates trade
between nations it has indeed ‘driven’ globalization. At the same time, it has, been
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transformed by globalisation as ships have ‘flagged out’ and labour recruitment has
been outsourced and off-shored. These processes have been written about and
analysed by a number of authors (e.g. Sampson 2013). However the kind of broad
perspective contained in such accounts is necessarily produced at the expense of an
in depth and detailed consideration of many of the individual elements which
comprise the industry. This book addresses the gap in the literature and provides a
detailed account of the industry which can be metaphorically likened to a mosaic—
or to filling in some of the pieces of a complex jigsaw. The collection is largely based
upon chapters produced by the authors of a variety of PhD theses all of which related
to the shipping industry but which were otherwise unrelated to one and other
constituting free-standing research projects and pieces of work. Students were
from a variety of backgrounds and nation states and came together in Cardiff as
part of a large postgraduate programme led by Helen Sampson who also makes a
contribution to this work as co-editor with Gekara (a member of the first cohort of
PhD students starting in 2004) and as the author of Chap. 8. This PhD programme,
the scholarships that emerged as a part of it and this book, have only been possible
because of generous funding from The Nippon Foundation. The Nippon Foundation
funded the PhD programme in full from 2004–2017. Ten cohorts of PhD students
were recruited numbering 37 individuals in total. The theses were varied and rich
and in this text we attempt to weave a selection of them together to provide a unique
insight into a very complex global industry.
The book is organised into three parts which reflect the trajectory of seafarers as
they enter the industry.
‘Part I’ considers where seafarers hail from, why they join the industry, and some
of the barriers that particular seafarers face in finding and keeping jobs. As such the
component chapters discuss: the history of the Philippines as the leading global
labour supply nation; the recruitment practices of agencies operating in China; the
policy challenges associated with maintaining adequate training and supply of junior
officers in traditional maritime nations in the current labour market jobs; seafaring as
a portfolio career and the opportunities and threats to the industry that are presented
by current recruitment practices; and the barriers presented to would-be women
seafarers who seek a career in this highly male-dominated industry.
Overall, ‘Part I’ provides a better understanding of why it is that the industry may
find it challenging to recruit good quality deck officers, and engineers, in the future.
Officer shortages have been predicted by analysts for several decades (BIMCO ISF
2015) but the reasons behind such predicted shortages have been less-well described.
Whilst relatively poor members of developing (labour export) societies such as the
Philippines may continue to seek a career at sea they may be deterred by the costs of
training and education in the largely private maritime education and training sector.
Meanwhile, Chinese seafarers are less likely than originally predicted to make up
any shortfall in the global supply of officers as a result of the operational constraints
on Chinese crewing agencies which result in the payment of inflated wages to ratings
and inadequate salaries to officers in comparison to international wage rates. These
practices deter Chinese officers from continuing to work at sea and may explain why
it is that China has not come to dominate the global labour market for seafarers as
had previously been predicted by academics and industry insiders. Meanwhile we
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have seen a reluctance amongst employers to invest in the higher salaries demanded
by junior European officers despite the fact that European senior officers remain in
demand. This has undermined labour supply in Europe. When these factors are set in
a broader context in which seafarers find the life at sea less attractive than it once
was, and half of the potential labour force are excluded from seafaring careers as a
consequence of their gender, then the long-term prospects for the global supply of
high quality officers to the international fleet may indeed seem bleak.
The first three chapters in ‘Part II’ of the book provide an insight into the day-to-
day life of seafarers on board. Chapter 7 describes the transitions and adjustments
required of seafarers as they leave home to join a vessel, progress through a ‘tour of
duty’ and prepare for the end of their voyage. Chapter 8 discusses issues of
nationality and hierarchy in the context of a strong occupational culture and the
overwhelming dominance of work on board merchant cargo vessels. Chapter 9
reports on research that focussed upon Filipino seafarers in lower ranking positions
and discusses what it is like to live and work on board alongside powerful supervi-
sors and managers.
Seafarers constantly live and work under threat of severe sanctions whether these
relate to instant dismissal (a potential consequence of the displeasure of a captain or
chief engineer) or to the imposition of personal fines and imprisonment by port
authorities charged with enforcing international regulations. These chapters convey
a great deal about life on board a commercial cargo vessel and the ways in which
seafarers’ activities are constrained and monitored. Such institutionalized and regu-
lated lives can produce high levels of occupational stress. In a context where
seafarers’ opportunities for ‘resistance’ and indeed for psychological ‘restoration’
are highly circumscribed such stress is likely to produce a variety of health problems
and the potential for high levels of seafarer attrition.
The final three chapters in ‘Part II’ direct our attention to some of the specific
challenges of working at sea. Seafaring is known to be a relatively dangerous occupa-
tion characterized by high rates of occupational illness and work-related fatalities. In
2014 Roberts et al. estimated that the mortality rate for British seafarers over the period
2003–2012 was 21 times higher than that found in the general UK working population
(Roberts et al. 2014). However, shipping is also an industry that has been associated
with headline-grabbing oil spills which produce a great deal of pollution and more
recently it has been characterized by some states as constituting a potential threat to
national security as well as playing a role in the facilitation of covert (undocumented)
migration. As a result of these combined ‘threats’ the industry has been increasingly
regulated and Chaps. 10, 11 and 12 deal with some of the intended and unintended
consequences of such regulation. Chapter 10 describes the ways in which regulatory
requirements (in this case relating to environmental protection) structure the experience
of work and the ways in which work is conducted on board. In Chap. 11 Xue sheds
light on the management of safety on board vessels crewed and managed within China,
and in Chap. 12 Senu describes the rarely considered impact, on seafarers, of attempts
to prevent the carriage of shipboard stowaways and to deter the rescue of undocu-
mented migrants imperilled at sea.
In ‘Part III’ we look beyond the ship to consider the shore-based and computer-
facilitated mechanisms which are currently available to support contemporary
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seafarers and their families as they grapple with challenges associated with partic-
ipation in the industry. As such Gekara considers the challenges that are posed to
national trade unions attempting to support and represent seafarers participating in a
global sector; Buiser reflects on the limits to trade union support in the Philippines;
and Tang discusses the on line support that has developed in China to support
seafarers’ partners and assist them in enduring the consequences of the long
absences of serving seafarers.
In combination these chapters provide a wealth of detail about a range of key
actors and stakeholders engaged in the cargo shipping sector. The book is organized
with a logic that allows it to either be read from start to finish or in a more piecemeal
fashion. However it is used, it serves to provide a remarkable insight into a poorly
understood, global, fragmented, industry of considerable scale.
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A Taste of the Sea: Artisanal Fishing
Communities in the Philippines
Nelson Turgo
Introduction
The Philippines remains one of the top suppliers of seafarers to the global merchant
fleet. In the 2015 BIMCO Manpower Report on seafarer supply countries, the
Philippines ranked first for ratings and second for officers with 363,832 Filipino
seafarers deployed to ocean-going merchant vessels in 2014 and accounting for 28%
of the global supply of seafarers (MARINA 2015). Seafarers are crucial in keeping
the Philippine economy afloat and in 2018, Filipino seafarers sent home USD 6.14
billion (Hellenic Shipping News 2019), accounting for about a fifth of the USD 32.2
billion overseas workers sent home that year (Inquirer 2019). The Philippines has
developed as a major player in the crewing sector of the global maritime industry
primarily because of its maritime history (Giraldez 2015; Mercene 2007; Schurz
1939), its maritime geography and the continued centrality of the sea to many
people’s lives (as attested to by the presence of the myriad fishing communities
dotted around the many islands of the country) (Warren 2003, 2007), the economic
liberalisation of the 1970s and the concomitant institutionalisation of the labour
export policies as enacted by Philippine governments since the presidency of
Ferdinand Marcos whose latter policy saw many Filipinos seeking employment
overseas (Asis 2017; Kaur 2016; Wozniak 2015).
This concatenation of circumstances can be seen to have produced the dominant
contemporary role of Filipino seafarers. Some of these have been drawn from
traditional fishing communities where precarious lives are endured, by many who
are subject to exploitation and at times violence on board commercial fishing vessels.
This provides a backdrop to the economic and geographical context of how the
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Philippines became a leading provider of seafarers to the world. This chapter reviews
the existing literature on the topic including international and Philippine government
reports and statistics on seafarers and the maritime industry. Previous interviews
with fishermen and data from fieldwork in the fishing community which contributed
to a PhD thesis by the author are also used.
The Importance of the Sea
As an archipelago of 7107 islands, the Philippines has an extensive coastline of
17,460 km in length and about 26.6 million ha of coastal waters and 193.4 million ha
of oceanic waters. The country exercises authority over 2.2 million square kilome-
ters (or 220 million ha) of territorial ocean waters including its Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ) (BFAR 2014). Prior to colonization, the sea and bodies of inland waters
provided a means of transportation and trade for indigenous people.1 All over the
country, archaeological finds attest to the extensive connection of the archipelago to
ancient kingdoms like Siam (now Thailand) and the Middle Kingdom (now China)
and the far-reaching travels of the native people to other ancient realms like Srivijaya
(largely in what is now Indonesia) (Corpuz 2005). In Butuan in Agusan del Norte
(a province in Mindanao, one of the Philippines’ three major island groups) massive
wooden boats called ‘balangay’ pre-dating the arrival of the Spaniards by hundreds
of years, were unearthed in the 1970s, clear testimonies to the mobile ways and sea
prowess of the ancient Filipinos (Clark et al. 1993). By riding the crest of waves in
their wooden boats, they established connections to their Southeast Asian neigh-
bours, learnt of their cultures and imbibed their ways of life (Warren 2003, 2007).
Later under the rule of Spain, from 1815 onwards Philippine products were sent to
the Spanish empire via Mexico in what historians call the galleon trade. In this
intercontinental exchange, many Filipinos served as crew and had a taste of foreign
cultures and the joys and perils of life on board (Aguilar 2012; Guevarra 2011;
Mercene 2007). When the Philippines became a US territory at the beginning of the
twentieth century, Filipinos were recruited to serve in the US Navy. In 1903 just nine
Filipinos were recruited to join the US Navy; but by the First World War their
number had risen to 6000 (Aguilar 2012, p. 384). Given this continuing engagement
by Filipinos with the sea across time, it is not surprising that Filipinos have come to
dominate employment at sea, bringing with them hundreds of years of sea-going
tradition and culture.
In addition to travel, the sea has presented a myriad of opportunities to Filipinos
providing the means to barter with people in other locations as well as furnishing
them with a much-needed regular diet of protein for everyday sustenance. Thus,
1The Philippines was never called by its present name until 1543 when the islands Samar and Leyte,
two big islands south of Manila, were named after Prince Philip, Prince of Asturias, by the explorer
Ruy Lopez de Villalobos and the name stuck until it referred to the entire archipelago.
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fishing communities are a regular feature of many islands in the Philippines.
Currently, it is estimated that there are over 1.5 million fishermen in the country
whether large-scale (meaning commercial and on the high seas) or small-scale
(within the municipal waters) (BFAR 2018).
The Philippines is one of the major producers of fish in the world and in 2016, it
ranked 10th amongst the top fish producing countries, with a total production of 1.87
million metric tonnes of fish, crustaceans, molluscs and aquatic plants including
seaweed (FAO 2018). Some nine million more Filipinos indirectly depend on the
fishing industry through fish trading, fish food production and the manufacturing of
boats, fishing gear, and related products (PSA 2017). In the fourth quarter of 2018,
the fisheries sector contributed 8.9% to the country’s GDP (DTI 2019).
Fishermen in the Philippines can be divided into two types. The first type
comprises those employed by big fishing companies whose fishing vessels are
engaged in commercial2 fishing outside the country’s municipal waters. The second
type is made up of small-scale fishermen whose fishing is limited to the country’s
municipal waters3 and could be characterised as ‘subsistence’, does not require
fishing boats or whose fishing boats weigh not more than three gross tons (see also
Kurien 1998, 2003; Stobutzki et al. 2006). In many cases, the former earn a monthly
wage of PHP12-15,000 (USD250-315) a month with add-ons and bonuses
depending on the volume of catch per fishing season4 while the latter’s remuneration
is governed by a system unique to the fishing industry called clear or broken lay (see
also St Martin 2005, 2007). The cited monthly income of fishermen aboard com-
mercial fishing vessels is based on an assumed wage arrangement prescribed by the
national government for fishermen working on commercial fishing vessels. How-
ever, reports state that in many cases, “fish workers” all over the country receive an
average daily pay of between PHP150-180 ($3.30-4)—way below the minimum
wage set by regional wage boards for agricultural and non-agricultural workers in
rural Philippines (Corpuz 2014).
Poverty remains a constant defining feature of many, if not all, fishing commu-
nities in the Philippines (Eder 2005; Guieb 2009; Mangahas 1993, 2000; Turgo
2010; Ushijima and Zayas 1994). According to Pamalakaya (an NGO working for
the welfare of fishermen in the Philippines) surveys conducted by the National
2Commercial fishing involves catching of fishery species by passive or active gear for trade,
business or profit beyond subsistence or sports fishing to be further classified as: 1. small scale—
with passive or active gear utilizing fishing vessels of 3.1 GT up to 20 GT; 2. medium scale—
utilizing active gears and vessels of 20.1 GT up to 150 GT; 3. large scale—utilizing active gears and
vessels of more than 150 GT. Commercial fishers cannot conduct fishing activities within the 15 km
municipal waters unless the local government concerned allows them from 10.1 km to 15 km. They
can also operate in foreign or international waters. (Primer RA8550, p. 2).
3Municipal waters as defined in Republic Act 8550 are marine waters 15 km from the coastline
including streams, rivers, public forest, timber land, forest reserve or fishery reserve within the
municipality except those under the NIPAS Law (BFAR 2015).
4Targets are usually set by fishing companies and if these are met and at times surpassed, bonuses
are paid to fishermen. On the other hand, skippers are paid differently depending on the arrangement
they have with company officials.
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Statistical Coordination Board (NCSB) in 2006, 2009 and 2010 revealed that the
fisherfolk sector has the highest poverty incidence in the country. Furthermore, the
NSCB revealed that the fisherfolk, farmers and children comprised the poorest
segments of the population across the country with poverty incidence of 49.9%,
44% and 40.8% respectively (Corpuz 2014). This is not new and a visit to many
fishing communities in the country reveals the appalling quality of life for most
fishermen and their families. They live in houses where basic sanitation is almost
non-existent; there is no running water and no electricity. Hygiene is, to say the least,
dismal.5
These communities are also the most vulnerable to the consequences of climate
change. Since they live close to the shore, their houses and properties are prone to
destruction brought about by strong wind and tidal surges. Fatalities are therefore an
inevitable consequence. This vulnerability was clearly displayed in catastrophic
events in the Philippines and other countries like Thailand, Indonesia, and Sri
Lanka, during the 2004 tsunami, caused by an Indian Ocean earthquake. Recently,
typhoon Haiyan’s (locally known as Yolanda) land-fall in the Philippines in
November 2013 further illustrates the extreme vulnerability of people living in
fishing communities. A report produced by OXFAM, stated that 30,000 boats
were lost to the typhoon. Furthermore, in the aftermath of the typhoon, the Philippine
Department of Agriculture estimated that 202,410 fishing households, a total of
865,305 individuals, had been affected (OXFAM 2014).
Fishing is considered to be the most dangerous occupation in the world (FAO
2018). In this regard, commercial fishing is more prone to accidents and deaths at
sea. Furthermore, exploitation, violence and slavery characterise employment in the
commercial fishing sector (Couper et al. 2015; Pocock et al. 2018). The length of
time out at sea and the intensity of fishing activities taking place on commercial
fishing vessels make it more open to fatal accidents. In addition, while small-scale
fishing recruits people of the same kinship network, which limits if not constrains the
likelihood of exploitation, abuse and violence, commercial fishing does not.6 Com-
mercial fishing operators recruit personnel from the provinces and require them to
fish for weeks and months on end which limits, if not totally cuts off, their
communication with people ashore (Couper et al. 2015).7 This increases the
5In the fishing community that I studied, I once interviewed a couple in their living room that was so
dirty and the smell of dried feces and rotten animals (maybe rats, I thought) was so nauseous that I
had to terminate the interview at some point before I got overwhelmed by the smell. This is of
course not generic as some other houses tried to be as clean and orderly as possible.
6In most fishing communities, fishing is usually conceived to be a family enterprise, and crews are
drawn from within the family or immediate relations. In such an arrangement, as fishermen come
from the same family or kin (both real and fictive), exploitation is almost nil as taking advantage of
others could create rifts amongst family members and endanger close relationships in the
community.
7Unlike modern day merchant vessels, commercial fishing vessels rarely have internet provision or
any other means of communication to the shore aside from satellite phones which are kept most of
the time by the skipper or captain and can only be used in emergency situations.
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possibility of exploitation since fishermen are at the mercy of owners. Cases of
exploitation of Filipino fishermen aboard commercial fishing vessels registered in
Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, New Zealand, the UK and many others are well
documented (Couper et al. 2015; Howard 2012; Yea 2014).
As attested to by many studies, working conditions in many commercial fishing
boats are appalling (see, for example, Couper et al. 2015; Simmons and Stringer
2014; Brown 2009). Sleep is a scarce commodity on board; fishermen may be
required to work 24 hours a day regardless of the weather and their levels of fatigue.
Sleeping quarters may be equipped with simple hammocks and rooms are not
insulated from the cold weather. A fisherman I interviewed told me how he had to
endure sleeping in a very cold room (or very hot depending on the season of the year)
together with some five other men for one entire year. In 2019, I visited a fishing
vessel anchored in a port in Taiwan and saw for myself the very basic and uncom-
fortable living quarters of fishermen. A Filipino crew member told me that on some
fishing vessels that he had been on, they had to schedule their sleeping time since the
room was very small and could only accommodate five people at a time. Medical
treatment was also non-existent for many of fishermen falling ill on the vessel. The
same fisherman also told me that when a young fisherman from Vietnam (14 years
old) fell grievously ill (he had a recurring stomach ache), the owners of the fishing
vessel did not allow them to moor the boat to unload the sick fisherman to seek
treatment. They were told to make use of the available medicine on board instead.
The young fisherman soon died and again the owners did not allow them to berth in
the nearest port. They kept his body in the cold storage together with their catch.
Before going back to the Philippines (they fished mostly in the area between the
Philippines and Indonesia), they were ordered to dispose of the body since it was
considered by the vessel owners to be too costly to repatriate it to Vietnam. The
company then reported to his family that he absconded in a fishing port and was not
seen again.8
In many places in the Philippines, fishing communities have become a fertile
ground for recruitment to these fishing vessels. With their experience at sea, many
small-scale fishermen are lured to working on fishing vessels overseas with a
promise of a better salary than they would get working on small scale fishing
boats or local commercial fishing vessels. In recent years, for example, Scotland
has seen the rise of Filipinos employed in many of its commercial fishing vessels
(Howard 2012; Ross 2015). However, many of them have been victims of exploi-
tation both by their employers and their recruiters in the Philippines (Couper et al.
2015). For example, their monthly salary is lower than their European counterparts
8However unfortunate, I was told that this is the usual practice on most commercial fishing vessels
operating in the Philippines, Singapore and Taiwan and employing fishermen from the Philippines,
Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam. In his first day on the fishing vessel (the vessel was moored in
Singapore and he flew there from Manila), he was told pointblank by the Taiwanese captain not to
fall sick or otherwise they would have to throw him overboard if he dies. He thought it was a joke
until it happened to one of their crew. He stayed on the ship for a year and when he signed off, he did
not renew his contract.
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though they perform the same job on board and may work longer hours. In addition,
instead of receiving their monthly salary in full, it is often remitted to their recruiters
in the Philippines who then send the money to their families’ bank account, with
large, unaccounted deductions. To illustrate, another Filipino fisherman I
interviewed told me how his supposed salary of GBP1000 per month became
GBP600. When his wife confronted the management of the recruitment company,
she was told firmly that the deduction would continue until the expenses incurred by
the company to find him a job and send him to Scotland were fully reimbursed.
However, the amount of this expense was never specified, hence the deductions
continued until his contract was terminated due to some problems with his work visa.
He worked for 16 months.9 In terms of small-scale fishermen, while the abuse and
exploitation associated with their experience may be less visible than in connection
with their counterparts working on commercial fishing boats, their working lives are
also replete with unmitigated dangers and difficulties. For example, in the fishing
community that I studied, there had been a number of incidents involving men
overboard. Their bodies were never recovered.
From Fishing to Seafaring
The precarious socio-economic conditions of fishing may explain the aspiration of
many young Filipinos to look beyond the shore of their localities for better oppor-
tunities. Whilst many would not be able to pursue a career in seafaring due to
poverty, others, whose families are not so dependent on fishing as their main source
of income, but nonetheless exposed to the thrills of seafaring because they live near
coastal areas, have found ways to pursue a career in the maritime industry. With a
love and fascination for the sea, many young people troop to the city to further their
education and obtain the credentials required of maritime professionals. In 2019,
there were more than 90 accredited maritime schools and academies in the Philip-
pines (Geguiento 2019). Maritime schools have an average annual enrolment of
71,200 students in 2006–2010, with about 16% or 11,386 students graduating after
4 years of school work (MARINA 2013). However, there is more than a desire for
adventure and a better life driving many young people of the Philippines to pursue a
career in the maritime industry. There are also a number of historical, economic and
structural factors that have paved the way for the Philippines to become the world’s
crewing capital.
Thus, while I have explained in some detail the possible geographical, historical
and cultural underpinnings of many Filipinos’ connection with the sea, it is also
necessary to highlight other factors that have helped them realise their dream to work
9The expenses of recruitment companies sending Filipino workers overseas varies from one place to
another. However, most of the time, employers pay the recruiters for the recruits’ expenses and
therefore, what was done to the fisherman I interviewed was illegal.
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in the world's merchant vessels. One factor that needs further elaboration here is the
economic context of the 1970s which drove much migrant labour overseas.
In the 1970s, as President Ferdinand Marcos struggled to keep the Philippine
economy afloat, battered from all sides by rampant corruption, the ferocious winds
of high inflation, budget deficits, moribund domestic and international investment
(due to the country’s volatile political climate brought about by the imposition of
Martial Law) and the oil crisis, the Philippine government created an environment in
which it became attractive for Filipinos to seek employment overseas (Fajardo 2011;
Oishi 2005; Semyonov and Gorodzeisky 2004; Tadiar 2003). Furthermore, with a
shift toward agribusiness and export-oriented industrialization, the Philippine state
began in the 1970s to actively encourage the export of temporary contract labour
(Tyner 2002, p. 100; see also Acacio 2008; Parrenas 2015; Rodriguez 2010). For
Marcos, sending Filipinos to work overseas en-masse became an economic stop-gap
measure and a strategy to accumulate the foreign exchange necessary for imports
and, in the long run, to keep the economy afloat. Thus, though the Philippines had
been sending workers to the US for many years, providing farm workers to Hawaii’s
sugar and pineapple plantations (Boyd 1971) and to professional occupations such as
medicine in public and private hospitals (Espiritu 2010), it was only in the late 1970s
that other country-destinations opened up for Filipino workers including: the Middle
East (Humphrey 1990); Singapore; Malaysia; and Hong Kong (Alburo and Abella
undated). By the 1990s, other countries like Israel, Dubai, Taiwan, Qatar and a host
of European countries like Italy, Iceland, the UK and Spain followed and became
destinations for Filipinos wanting to work overseas (Debono and Vassallo 2019;
Hoegsholm 2007; Skaptadottir 2010). In 2017, according to the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA), there were around 2.3 million overseas Filipino workers (OFW).
The Philippines’ role as a state broker (Rodriguez 2010) of labour to the world
was eventually formalized in 1982 when the Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration (POEA) was created. It is a government agency which oversees
and facilitates the deployment of Filipino workers overseas. Other state agencies
assisting the POEA in its functions include the Overseas Worker Welfare Adminis-
tration (OWWA) which as the name suggests looks after the welfare of Filipino
overseas workers. An important function of these government agencies is to protect
Filipino workers from fraudulent employment practices by employment agencies. It
is in this context that the international deployment of Filipinos to ocean-going
merchant vessels and their positioning as a major global player in the crewing sector
of the global maritime industry may be explained.
The growth and development of the crewing industry in the Philippine maritime
industry can also be traced back to events shaping the shipping industry in the 1970s,
including deregulation and the associated globalization of the industry and the
labour market (Sampson 2013). More specifically, however, the dominance of the
Philippines in the crewing sector of the global shipping industry started rather
serendipitously in the late 1960s. As recounted by Peter Toundjis, the former
manager of El Greco Shipping Enterprises:
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in 1966, a Greek ship came to Manila and requested his company to provide an emergency
replacement crew. Although El Greco usually only helped restock and repair ships, it
nevertheless agreed, thus sparking the first placements of Filipinos on Greek ships
(McKay 2007, p. 622).
He further added:
Word quickly spread in Piraeus, New York and other international maritime centers that
Filipinos were good and dependable. El Greco thereupon launched an information campaign
to sell the Filipino seaman, undertaken through brochures distributed to more than 2,000
ship-owning companies all over the world. The brochures generated inquiries from all
directions and helped put the Philippine crewing industry firmly on its feet. Indeed, as the
word spread, other major shipping firms that were experimenting with foreigners in their
lower-rank positions began trying out Filipinos. (McKay 2007, p. 622)
Soon, local shipping owners as well as foreign ones (mostly European) saw
tremendous growth potential in the business and started putting up or locating
their crewing offices in Manila. In 1974, an association of crewing agencies in
Manila was formed and called itself Filipino Association for Mariners’ Employment
(FAME), probably the first of its kind in Asia and the world. In the 1980s, an
industry pioneer, Jacob Stolt Nielsen, made it possible for an all-Filipino crew to
man a vessel. Economic developments on the global front also affected the growth of
the crewing industry in Manila. By the late 1980s, Manila’s transformation into the
world’s ship crewing capital was complete.
Other global developments also shaped the positioning of Manila as the global
crewing capital. Until the 1970s, the international industry was regulated almost
entirely along national lines: ship-owners registered or ‘flagged’ their vessels in their
home country, requiring them to employ their own nationals and observe domesti-
cally negotiated labour regulations and wages. However, rising competitive pres-
sures led ship-owners looking to lower their costs to ‘flag’ their vessels in countries
that promised minimal interference and low or no taxes (McKay 2007, p. 620, see
also Bergantino and O’Sullivan 1999; Bloor et al. 2000; Sampson 2013). Given that
these ‘open registers’ did not stipulate the nationalities to be employed on board, or
the terms for employment, ship operators became more autonomous in terms of their
recruitment choices. In this context the Philippines was seen as an attractive recruit-
ment base for many ship owners who wanted to save on operational costs without
compromising on levels of commitment and professionalism. Filipino seafarers
possessed sufficient technical skills, were ‘cheap’ compared to their European
counterparts and they could speak English well, three vital components of a suc-
cessful crewing strategy.
The positioning of Manila as the crewing hub of the global maritime industry
created an add-on effect to other sectors of the industry as well. As demands for
Filipino seafarers increased, more and more maritime schools opened. Prior to this,
the production of Filipino merchant seafarers was monopolised by the Philippine
Merchant Marine Academy (PMMA), which was established in 1963 although its
foundation could be traced back to 1820 with the creation of the Escuela Notica de
Manila by the Philippine colonial government. Another pioneering school, the John
B Lacson Foundation Maritime University opened its doors to aspiring Filipino
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seafarers in 1948. Soon, many maritime schools were established, with the support
of shipowners, business organisations, and seafarer unions. For example, in 1998 the
Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP) was set up. MAAP is a joint
venture supported by some of the Philippines’ most influential maritime business
and labour organisations like FAME, Associated Marine Officers’ and Seamen’s
Union of the Philippines (AMOSUP), the All Japan Seamen’s Union, the Norwegian
Seafarers’ Union (NSU), the International Maritime Employers Committee Limited
(IMEC), the Danish Shipowners Association, the Norwegian Shipowners Associa-
tion (NSA), Japanese Shipowners Association (JSA), and the International Mariners
Management Association of Japan (IMMAJ). Filipino students who are admitted to
MAAP do not pay any matriculation fees. They are also provided with free accom-
modation on campus and a monthly stipend. Perhaps most significantly they are also
promised jobs on board once they graduate from the school courtesy of Japanese and
Norwegian sponsors.
These developments demanded action from government which responded with
the creation of the Maritime Industry Authority (MARINA) in 1963. This paved the
way for the further institutionalization of governmental support for Filipino sea-
farers. The agency, as well as looking after the development and growth of the local
domestic maritime sector, assumes responsibility for managing the professionaliza-
tion and welfare of Filipino seafarers deployed on board foreign merchant vessels. In
2014, to solidify the status of the Philippines as the prime hub of crewing in the
world, President Benigno Aquino Jr signed into law Republic Act 10635 creating a
single maritime administration to oversee the training and certification of Filipino
seafarers. Prior to this, many public agencies were involved in managing the affairs
of Filipino seafarers which made it a bureaucratic nightmare for many Filipinos
aspiring to work in the industry. With only one government agency to deal with in
relation to matters pertaining to licensing, training and certification, it was hoped that
the establishment of the new ‘super’ agency would improve the competitive edge of
Filipino seafarers over their foreign counterparts.
Financially, working as a seafarer provides Filipinos with one of the best ways
out of poverty. Though the Philippines has registered one of the highest economic
growth rates in Asia since 2010 (Tupaz andWagner n.d.), the country is still mired in
poverty. The Philippines has one of the highest unemployment rates in Asia, pegged
at 5.8 in January 2016 (Inquirer 2016). In addition low quality jobs persist in the
labour market. In 2014, just 58% of workers—in both formal and informal employ-
ment—were in paid jobs. Of the rest, 28% were self-employed, with no guaranteed
income, and 11% worked on family owned farms or other businesses where they
typically receive food and lodging but no actual cash (Salvosa 2015). With a basic
salary of PHP10,000–20,000 (USD220440)10 gross per month for most workers, the
quality of life is relatively poor. However, amongst seafarers such problems are less
pervasive. The lowest ranked seafarers—ratings—whose income per month, is tax
10Wages vary though. Workers living in the Metropolitan Manila area receive a higher rate
compared to their compatriots living in other cities and the provinces.
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free, averages USD1000. As a result, Filipino seafarers are financially better off than
their land-based counterparts, including their overseas compatriots in Hong Kong,
Singapore and the Middle East. In many rural areas in the country, it is not
uncommon for big houses to be owned by seafarers (Acejo 2012). Such economic
opportunities fuel the desire of many to work on board regardless of the emotional
hardship that it entails (Sampson 2005).
Conclusion: Challenges and Opportunities for Filipino
Seafarers
Fishing communities may be described as the ‘staging post’ for many Filipinos
seeking to expand their horizons and have a better life. This is not an overstatement
since as the study of Filipino seafarers by Amante (2003) tells us, some 32% of those
he interviewed came from fishing families and more than 80% of respondents from
the same study hailed from the Visayas and Mindanao, two major groups of islands
in the Philippines known for their fishing activities. Whether the archipelagic
character of the Philippines and the promise of a better life will continue to inspire
many young Filipinos to seek employment in the maritime industry remains to be
seen. There is a myriad of challenges ahead. As alternative careers open up to
Filipinos ashore providing them with better and safer working conditions and career
progression, the sea becomes a less alluring place to work. Though there are now
more maritime schools than before, matriculation expenses (charged by private
schools and colleges) have become even more prohibitive. In 2003, it was estimated
that around 5000 USD would be needed by a Filipino seafarer to complete a
maritime degree (Amante 2003). This amount has since increased significantly.11
In addition, as more and more schools and training centres open to meet the rising
demands of the domestic and global maritime markets, substandard maritime edu-
cation and training have become an issue (Bloor and Sampson 2009). MARINA has
the challenging task of monitoring compliance by recognised Maritime Higher
Educational Institutions (MHEIs) and accredited Maritime Training Institutions
(MTIs). In recent years the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) has
11An interview with a maritime student studying in Manila in 2016 revealed the following
expenses: PHP25,000 tuition fee (2 semesters per year 4 years)¼ PHP200,000. Other expenses
include monthly stipend of PHP10,000  10 months  4 years ¼ PHP400,000. So a maritime
student will spend roughly P 600,000.00 to be able to complete a degree in marine transportation
(deck and engine) in the Philippines. This is equivalent to USD12,500 (48 exchange rate to 1 dollar),
a big leap from the estimate made by Amante in 2003. Students studying in other cities and in the
provinces spend much lower than the figures provided here. Training and examinations to obtain
certificates and licenses are not included in the estimates made. The last year for maritime students
is spent on-board as a trainee. Some shipping companies pay them while they are on-board (usually
ocean-going vessels where they ‘work’ as cadets) while others don’t and in many cases, they have to
pay the shipping company that provides them with seatime on-board (usually domestic ships).
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identified serious deficiencies in the auditing of training and education in the
Philippines (Inquirer 2013; Manila Bulletin 2019). To avoid sanctions MARINA
has sought to address many problems but this has sometimes been challenging.
Failure to address the issues identified by EMSA would have meant some 80,000
Filipino seafarers being barred from joining ships registered in the EU. Additional
challenges come in the form of political interventions in running the affairs of the
maritime industry. Continuity of programs to make Filipino seafarers competitive in
the global market are always under threat given the ways in which every successive
president appoints ‘their own people’ to run government agencies. As every admin-
istration comes and goes, existing programs are scrapped without due diligence to
give way to new ones favoured by the incumbent. This could ultimately prove
disadvantageous to the Philippines in the face of stiff competition from other
seafaring countries like Poland, Ukraine, and India all of which also provide highly
skilled seafarers to the global fleet. For the moment, however, the Philippines leads
the way in the crewing industry and is predicted to remain as the prime crewing hub
for shipping in the foreseeable future.
In spite of these challenges and others relating to global competition as the sun
sets on one of the fishing communities in the Philippines, it seems for the moment
that opportunities remain within the global merchant maritime sector and that for the
present Filipino seafarers will continue sailing the oceans of the world.
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Recruiting and Managing Labour
for the Global Shipping Industry in China
Zhiwei Zhao
Introduction
China’s economy has experienced dramatic growth in the last 30 years and in
relation to seafaring labour supply many expected that Chinese seafarers would
eventually come to dominate the world seafarers’ labour market. In fact, although the
number of Chinese seafarers in the international fleet has grown steadily since the
1990s, the increase has been slower than many international shipping industry
commentators and academics predicted (BIMCO/ISF 1995; Li and Wonham 1999;
Sharma 2002; Wu 2004; Wu et al. 2007; Zhao 2017).
This chapter aims to explain the shortfall in the anticipated export of China’s
seafarers by highlighting the reform and market-orientation of China’s state-owned
crewing agencies (SCAs). It raises questions concerning the interventions of the
government and higher institutions in the SCAs and discusses how reforms have
affected seafarers and seafarer labour export. It also systematically examines the
employment and labour supply procedures of two SCAs and the impact of their
strategies.
The Idea of ‘Going Global’
Since the late 1990s, articles in trade papers for the maritime industry have reported
that China’s seafarer export would increase remarkably (Lloyd’s Ship Manager
1999; Lloyd’s List 2000, 2008, Zhao 2017). This conclusion is supported in the
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academic literature and BIMCO/ISF (1995), which estimated that China’s seafarer
export would increase to more than 89,000 by 2000 and to 104,000 by 2005. Li and
Wonham (1999) evaluated the report of BIMCO/ISF (1995) and argued that
BIMCO/ISF had underestimated China’s export of its seafarers in the 2000s, and
that it could supplant the Philippines as the largest supplier of global seafaring labour
(1999, 299).
Having evaluated the advantages (i.e. huge population of seafaring labour, good
training infrastructure and the availability of alternative occupational opportunities)
and the disadvantages (i.e. weak English and low occupational tenure) of China as a
labour market, Sharma (2002) predicted that China would emerge as the new leader
of the global seafaring labour market. Wu et al. (2006) also predicted the substantial
increase of China’s seafarer export after considering two issues. They deemed that
the emergence of the hundreds of crewing agencies in the market would open new
channels for Chinese seafarers to work on board foreign ships (Wu et al. 2007) and
predicted that they would flood the world’s seafarer labour market due to the
attractions of working in foreign shipping companies, such as better pay
(Wu 2004; Wu et al. 2006, 2007).
However, in 2000 and 2005, only 38,164 and 41,260 Chinese seafarers, respec-
tively, worked in the global labour market, representing 42.8% and 39.7% of the
numbers predicted by BIMCO/ISF (Bao and Liu 2008, p. 380). China has been
ranked as the 4th/5th largest country in terms of maritime manpower supply1 in the
world since the 2000s but represented approximately one fourth/fifth of the seafarer
export from the Philippines both in the 1990s and the 2000s (Bao and Liu 2008;
POEA 2018). In 2013, the Philippines, exported 367,166 seafarers which was more
than three times higher than the 119,316 seafarers supplied by China (MSA 2014;
POEA 2018). In 2017, 378,072 seafarers were exported by the Philippines and
China dispatched 138,854 seafarers, representing 36.5% of the number of the
Filipino seafarers working in the global labour market (MSA 2018; POEA 2018).
In consideration of this overestimation, a few researchers incline to a cautious
analysis of Chinese seafarer export. Shen et al. (2005), Zhao (2000, 2002), and Tang
et al. (2016) discuss the reform of China’s seafarer labour market and analyze the
potential constraints on the development of seafarer export, such as the development
of the social security system, the English-speaking ability of Chinese seafarers and
the complex dynamics of the world seafarers’ labour market.
Whatever the assumptions and expectations, previous studies have focused on the
export of Chinese seafarer labour while neglecting to analyze the ways in which
crewing agencies operate and the extent to which crewing agencies have reformed
into market-oriented economic entities that play a central role in providing labour to
the global market. This gives rise to a number of elementary questions:
1BIMCO/ICS 2015 Manpower Report indicates that China is the largest labour supply country,
meaning that China has the largest numbers of registered seafarers, rather than China supplies the
largest number of seafarers to the global labour market.
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• To what extent can SCAs determine their own business strategy?
• To what extent are managers actively involved in improving and reforming
management strategies?
• What specific management methods are applied by the crewing agencies?
• What are the consequent impacts on seafarers and on foreign manning businesses?
Answering these questions is critical when seeking to understand seafarer recruit-
ment and employment in China and may contribute to a better understanding of the
historic overestimates of China’s seafarer export.
Given the lack of systematic evidence in the literature on these and related
questions, the chapter seeks to explore the questions through an analysis of
54 semi-structured and 32 in-depth interviews conducted with 22 managers and
50 seafarers between 2008 and 2013 in two Chinese SCAs (hereinafter referred to as
SA and IA; for more details please refer to Tables 3.1 and 3.2). The interview
Table 3.1 Interviews conducted between 2008 and 2013a
Years 2008 and 2011 2012 to 2013
Interviews taken in SA 11 interviews with managers and
23 with seafarers
4 interviews with managers and
3 with seafarers
Interviews taken in IA 11 interviews with managers and
27 with seafarers
4 interviews with managers and
3 with seafarers
Number of interviews in
total
72 interviews 14 interviews
Identity and post of inter-
viewees in SA
Director, the Chair of the Trade Union, the Training manager, the
Human Research Management (HRM) manager, the Manning man-
ager, the Vice Director of the Head Office and the Director of the
parent shipping company (PSC); Seafarers of all ranks
Identity and post of inter-
viewees in IA
Director, the HRM manager, the Manning manager, the Chair of the
trade union, the Business manager and the Training manager; Sea-
farers of all ranks
A majority of the interviews lasted at least 1 hour and was voice-
recorded
aThe tables and figures in this chapter first appeared in Zhao et al. (2016), pp. 737–747
Table 3.2 Basic information about IA and SA
Company name IA SA
Category ISCA SSCA
Year established 1985 1995
Main client Foreign shipping companies PSC
The number of ships manned in total in 2013 32 43
The number of foreign ships manned in 2013 32 9
The number of staff in 2013 20 58
The number of regularly employed seafarers in 2013 722 3380
The ranks of seafarers Mainly officer seafarers All ranks
The number of freelance seafarers employed in 2013 387 0
Sources: The two crew agencies
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questions were varied in accordance with the different positions of the interviewees.
Each interview lasted at least one hour and was voice-recorded. The crewing
agencies in the case studies have reformed to different degrees. They represent the
largest examples of two types of Chinese crewing agency that dominate seafarer
labour export. The study of the agencies allows an evaluation of the operations of the
most important players in the Chinese seafaring labour market.
Before looking at the case studies, the chapter provides some macro level social
and economic background by overviewing the reform of the Chinese economy, the
seafarer labour market and ship crewing agencies.
China’s Economic Reform, Seafarer Labour Market Reform
and Ship Crewing Agencies
Before the economic reform of 1979, all political and economic activities in China
were strictly planned and directly controlled by the Chinese government. Chinese
enterprises were all state-owned. In 1979, in order to improve the economy, eco-
nomic reform was introduced. The main focus of enterprise reform was the decen-
tralization of power from the government. With the implementation of key reform
measures, in theory, most of the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) were no longer
supported by the government. They were supposed to operate independently and to
be responsible for their own profits and losses. Non-state owned companies includ-
ing privately-owned and foreign-backed enterprises made their first appearance in
the late 1980s and have grown rapidly since the 1990s. They have contributed
tremendously to the growth of China’s economy (Garnaut et al. 2012).
The emergence and development of the Chinese seafaring labour market was the
result of the economic reform. Before 1979, there was no labour market in China, as
all workers were assigned by the government to certain work units (danwei)
according to the government’s plan. Since the 1990s, the evolution of the Chinese
seafaring labour market has been driven by several main forces. Firstly, as a result of
the economic reform the central government replaced the planned workers’ assign-
ment mechanism with a free, two-way selection system between employees and
employers. This meant that workers could freely choose their employers, and
employers were free to recruit and manage all employment issues associated with
workers, without any intervention from senior government levels. Secondly, the
reform of shipping companies, especially the emergence and development of
privately-owned and foreign-backed companies, caused a huge demand for seafaring
labour employed on fixed-term contracts. Thirdly, the implementation of the Labour
Law in 1995 enabled SOEs which ‘possessed’ most seafaring labour to fire workers
and to ‘liberate’ them from their traditional life-long employment status, replacing
this with employment based on fixed-term contracts (Shen et al. 2005).
Hundreds of crewing agencies were set up to meet the demands of shipping
companies as a result of these combined factors. However, according to the Labour
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Laws of 1995 and the New Labour Contract Law of 2008, Chinese workers working
overseas are not allowed to be directly employed by foreign employers but only
through Chinese crewing agencies with foreign manning credentials. These serve to
facilitate the participation of Chinese seafarers in the global labour market. In the
crewing process, different sorts of contractual relations are involved (Fig. 3.1).
Seafarers first sign an employment contract with a Chinese crewing agency which
consequently becomes the buyer of the seafarers’ labour and decides all employment
issues, e.g. wages, working-hours, holidays, etc. These are based on the condition
and standards of the Chinese labour market, and are lower than those of foreign
shipping companies. Chinese seafarers rely directly on the Chinese agencies for
employment. The crewing agency then signs a dispatching contract with the foreign
ship-owner, the user of the seafarers’ labour, who pays the agency for the labour.
Chinese seafarers have no way of getting in touch with the foreign ship-owners
whose ships they sail upon or to read this dispatching contract. They know nothing
about the contents of the contract. Such a management mechanism sacrifices the
interests of Chinese seafarers but protects China’s shipping companies from foreign
competition for labour resources.
SCAs have dominated the foreign manning business in China due to the support
of the government in granting foreign manning certificates and financial subsidies. It
has been reported that:
Between 1979 and 1998, COSCOMAN [COSCO’s Manning Agency] employed 150,000
Chinese seafarers for foreign ship owners and operators, enjoying the lion’s share of the
market (60%). MASES [a crewing agency owned by China Shipping] follows, during its ten
years of business between 1988 and 1998, with a total supply of 40,000 seafarers, taking a
market share of 16% (Zhao 2000, pp. 13–14).
Until the twenty-first century, the dominant position of the major SCAs was still
evident. In 2012, the largest SCAs held a market share of around 65%, which in 2017
increased to about 67%. The remaining seafarers were supplied by small SCAs.
Privately-owned crewing agencies played a minor role and to date only one foreign-
backed crewing agency has established itself in China, making a minimal contribu-
tion to overall supply (interview with a maritime safety administrator (MSA) officer,
September 4 2018).
Fig. 3.1 The contract relationships in the foreign manning process
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In the following section, the chapter focuses on the operations of the SCAs that
dominate the crewing business in China in order to highlight some of the reasons
why Chinese seafarers have not yet dominated the world’s seafarer labour market, as
previously predicted.
Two Types of SCAs in China and the Two Agencies
in the Case Studies
SCAs in China can be roughly divided into two types. One is an independent SCA
(ISCA), which is not affiliated to any shipping company. The other is a subsidiary
crewing agency of a state-owned shipping company (known, for short, as subsidiary
SCA (SSCA)).
The ISCA in the case study (hereinafter referred to as Independent Agency (IA))
was set up by the municipal government. IA has cooperated with foreign shipping
companies since its establishment. It is one of the crewing agencies with the longest
history and also one of the most influential agencies in China. IA is not affiliated to
any shipping company, but supposedly operates independently, being responsible
for its own profits and losses. SSCA is another type of SCA in China. Unlike ISCAs,
which are established by the government, SSCAs are set up by state-owned shipping
companies following the reform aimed at ‘separating the management of the seafar-
ing labour resource from the management of ships’ (ren chuan fenli), by the Chinese
central government in the 1990s. The SSCA in the case study (hereinafter referred to
as Subsidiary Agency (SA), registered in 1995, is a constituent part of the largest
operator in the entire Chinese shipping industry. It is a subsidiary crewing agency of
its local branch shipping company (Fig. 3.2). Before registry, SA was the Seafarers’
Resource Administration Department of its parent shipping company (PSC), respon-
sible for crewing the company fleet as well as operating a crewing business that
supplying seafarers to foreign shipping companies.
At this point, it is important to understand the constraints under which Chinese
SCAs operate, then look at the support provided by government and the implications
Fig. 3.2 The structure of the relationship between SA and its parent shipping company and head
office
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for foreign businesses. The two SCAs that are examined in the case studies represent
the largest examples of the two types of Chinese crewing agencies that dominate
seafarer labour export, i.e., SSCAs and ICSAs. The case studies allow us to see the
operations of the most active and important players in the Chinese seafaring labour
market.
The Control of the Higher Institutions
Despite registration as an independent company, at the time of the research, SA had
little autonomy regarding its business operations. SA’s clients and business cooper-
ation details had to be approved by the parent shipping company (PSC) before
starting the cooperation. To enjoy priority in selecting and employing high-quality
seafarers, PSC defined the foremost task of SA as to offer the best crewing services
to the PSC’s ships, rather than enlarging the foreign manning business.
To maintain a high employment rate, the local government restricted SA in
relation to sacking surplus labour (for the surplus rates please refer to Table 3.3).
According to the human resources (HR) manager a vast majority of these seafarers
were ratings. The Vice Director of the head office explained the reasons for
employing surplus labour as follows:
We need to maintain the stability of society by increasing employment opportunities. If
surplus workers were fired, society would not be stable and the director of the PSC would be
fired. It is the Party that leads the company. If you do so [fire the surplus workers], the leaders
from the head office will instantly crack down on you. . .so you cannot ask SA to be market-
oriented.
Concerning the specific HR management strategies, e.g. manning and promotion
strategies and material support of seafarers etc., SA was also under the strict control
of the PSC. Take the management of seafarers’ material support for example. The
gross input for the material support of seafarers and managers in SA was regulated
by the head office of the PSC. When the wages of officer seafarers in the Chinese
labour market increased rapidly in the mid-2000s, the wages of officer seafarers in
SA did not increase much. The director of the PSC explained: ‘We cannot improve










1982 17 612 1619 62
1995 47 1692 3082 45
2006 62 2232 3003 25.7
2013 43 1548 3380 45.8
Source: SA’s HRM Department
Note: With 24 seafarers on board each ship and a backup rate of 1.5, demand of seafarers equals to
(number of manned ships) * 24 * 1.5
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the wages of seafarers according to the situation in the labour market because the
input for the wages is controlled by the head office’.
Following directives from the PSC the ratings in SA received much higher wages
than the market rates in contrast to those of officer seafarers in SA. In the Chinese
seafarer labour market freelance ratings were redundant, doing manual work for low
wages; they were excluded from trade unions and easily exploited (Han 2008;
Huang and Ning 2008; Zhang 2016). Providing ratings with high wages, permanent
contracts and social insurance at the highest level was at odds with the position of
ratings in the wider labour market. The HR manager explained the high material
support for ratings as follows:
Over 70% of the registered ratings are over 45 years old. We need to take care of the elder
comrades. It is the tradition of SOE that the working-class is the ‘elder brother’.2 Therefore,
although the wages of the ratings outside the state-owned enterprise are low, we still take
care of our ratings, providing them with good wages and welfare. After all, we are all the
working class.
The ratings in SA were very satisfied with their material support. However, some
officer seafarers complained about management practice and considered it to be very
unreasonable. A chief officer said:
The wages of ratings in SA are high. This violates the rule in the labour market. We officer
seafarers should have been given higher wages because there is a shortage of us in the market
and we need much longer training and face much greater costs than ratings. . . But now
officer seafarers’ wages in SA are lower than the rates in the domestic market. But ratings’
wages are higher. . . This is very unreasonable.
As a result many officer seafarers who were able to find jobs for higher wages in
other domestic agencies and shipping companies left SA. SA suffered from a loss of
high quality seafarers, which resulted in the shrinking of the number of foreign ships
manned by SA, from 24 in 2006 to nine in 2013. Its profit in 2013 had decreased by
65% of the 2006 profit. In 2017, it manned 12 ships. Although the number of
manned ships increased compared with 2013, because the ship-owners were small-
scale, the profit levels remained similar.
Such control and intervention was not only restricted to SA. Although IA is
presumed to operate independently and to be responsible for its profits and losses the
case study demonstrates that there are interventions from its higher institutions
(i.e. head office).
When IA was set up by the municipal government, the deputy mayor of the city at
that time was elected as the first Chairman. IA merged with a SOE (which afterwards
became IA’s head office) in 1991 in accordance with the orders of the local
government. Although IA still operated its business independently, the management
2In the planned economy, workers were the ‘working class’ and the ‘masters of enterprises and the
state’. Guided by this socialist ideology, workers were treated well and also as equally as possible,
no matter of their skills or capability. Concerning the seafaring industry, there was no big difference
in the wages of seafarers of different ranks. For instance, in 1988 a captains’ wage was around
110–150 USD per month, while ratings could earn almost 90 USD.
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of IA was supervised by the head office for the local government. In terms of the
distribution of profits, although the head office required IA to manage its own costs,
including the seafarers’ and managers’ wages (which are set by the head office) they
were required to hand over almost all net profits. These could not be lower than a
certain amount set by the head office annually. In order to fulfil these demands IA
was unable to pay officer seafarers competitive wages. The Manning manager said:
‘The wage of our officers is not high: it is equal to or lower than the average rate in
the domestic market’. The Director of IA explained:
We also want to increase seafarers’ wages. However, the head office will not allow this. If
we were to give more money to seafarers, the agency’s profits would fall. In this case, how
can we reach the required standard [set up by the head office]? In fact, the managers of the
head office do not consider the condition of the labour market or adjust the requirements
accordingly. . . the head office does not allow us to become independent, as it would lose the
profit that we submit. So we are stuck here.
The independence of IA was still quite circumscribed by the relationship with the
head office and this suggests that IA was not really independent in terms of the
control that it had over its profits. This control resulted in the low wages of seafarers
and a mass of officers left the agency for land-based jobs and jobs in other domestic
shipping companies with higher wages. Ultimately the export of seafaring labour
stagnated.
In addition to these controls and interventions, the case studies showed that SCAs
received various kinds of support from their higher institutions, which resulted in
managers being reluctant to carry out any reforms. This was particularly evident
when looking at the case of SA.
The Support of Higher Institutions
Despite being registered as an independent company, SA still acted like an internal
department of the parent shipping company (PSC). All costs of the agency were met
by the PSC. Unlike IA, when SA made losses, the PSC compensated for it. Reliant
on the PSC, SA did not have to be responsible for its profits and losses. The director
of the PSC explained the relationship between the PSC and SA:
The agency was registered as a company by the PSC, which means one of our departments is
qualified to do business with other companies. To other companies, the agency is a
company; but for the PSC, it is our department, as everything of the agency is from us.
With such support, managers in SA were not incentivized to carry out any
reforms. While ignoring reforms or achieving low profits will not cause the man-
agers problems, implementing reforms (e.g. the advancement of management strat-
egies and improvement of market-orientation) could be complicated, risky and
troublesome. The president of the Trade Union explained this in the following way:
Everyone knows the problems of the management but no one talks about them. The reason is
like this: if nobody changes the management, when problems occur, no one will be blamed.
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This is because the problems have existed for 20 years, and have not been caused by any of
the current managers. But if anyone reformed any strategy, he would take the full respon-
sibility and be blamed for any consequences. Therefore, it is safer to keep the current
strategies rather than reform them.
Consequently, the managers would rather choose to stay safe than implement a
potentially risky reform that might damage their personal interests. This in turn
resulted in management strategies in SA lacking a market orientation in keeping with
the economic reform.
Lack of Reform of Management Strategies in SA
To date, crew management and promotion policies are still based on a strategy of
’fixed ship, fixed crew’ (FSFC) which can be traced back to the beginning of the
1990s. This requires seafarers assigned to a ship to work there consistently for as
long as the vessel is in operation. Seafarers who have not been assigned to a
particular ship get few working opportunities under this system. A HR manager
said: ‘In the agency, a group of seafarers are so tired because they are always called
to work on board ship, while the rest have no opportunity at all’.
Lack of reform by management also resulted in the slow promotion of seafarers.
The regulations implemented in 1991 required captains and manning managers to
take full responsibility for any mistakes on board ships. Since newly promoted
seafarers lack experience, captains and manning managers were reported to block
seafarers’ promotion in order to avoid potential consequences and punishment. The
manning manager said:
If there is an accident, the director of the parent shipping company or the Head Office will
first ask the manning manager whether the dispatched seafarers have worked in the position
before or whether the seafarers have adequate experience. If not, the leaders will ask the
managers why they dispatched those new, inexperienced seafarers. There have been some
bad examples when manning manager have faced serious consequences because they
dispatched newly promoted seafarers. We have now learned to avoid these mistakes. This
is the problem with the institutional system - seafarers’ promotion is delayed.
Concerning the management of seafarers’ training, managers and seafarers
complained that training opportunities were not systematically planned or distrib-
uted among seafarers. As a result, some seafarers were trained repeatedly in SA
while others hardly got any training. The President of Trade Union commented on
the management of training:
When there is a training opportunity, in many cases, it is the manning managers who look for
training candidates, not based on any training schedule but randomly. . . Because of the lack
of any plan, some seafarers undertake the same training several times, while others are not
trained at all.
A rating who was related to a crewing manager said:
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Sometimes, when I am on leave, the manning manager calls me to take some training. I had
already done those modules several times and I don’t want to do them again. But considering
my relationship with the manning manager and considering that he consistently gives me
good working opportunities, I cannot refuse him. So I take the lessons.
The analysis shows that the reform of the management strategies was limited in
SA. Seafarers experienced slow promotion, limited working opportunities and poor
regulation of training. This contributed to the loss of high quality seafarers and hence
limited the potential to increase seafarer export.
Conclusion
Despite 30 years of economic reform, the volume of Chinese seafarer export has
grown much more slowly between 1990 and 2015 than was predicted by the
international shipping industry and some academics (Li and Wonham 1999; Sharma
2002; Wu 2004; Wu et al. 2007; Zhao 2017). Though previous research mentioned
some obstacles to China’s seafarer export, it was taken for granted that the problems
would be solved with the expansion of the economic reform and the emergence of
hundreds of crewing agencies in China. The complexity of the problems and the
capacity of crewing agencies to man foreign ships was not considered however. This
chapter reveals the extent to which inertia prevails in the operation of Chinese
manning agencies and the ways in which conservative strategies for survival block
the paths to reform and the opening up of the labour market.
A few western social scientists have looked into the reform of Chinese SOEs of
land-based industries. They argue that despite the dramatic growth of the Chinese
economy, the reform of China’s SOEs remains limited in terms of managerial
autonomy due to the government restrictions (Bodmer 2002; Gu 2001; Zhang and
Rasiah 2014), government’s support of the SOEs (Lewis 2003; Taylor 2005; Wei
et al. 2015) and the maintenance of the traditional administrative ties within the SOE
system, which give parent companies strict control over their subsidiaries (Cui and
Jiang 2011; Xiao et al. 2006).
So far, the SCAs dominate the foreign manning business. However, the case
studies of SA and IA, two of the most influential foreign manning agencies in China,
demonstrate that the SCAs may not be as reformed or market-oriented as assumed
(Li and Wonham 1999; Sharma 2002; Wu 2004; Wu et al. 2007; Zhao 2017).
Although the agencies were registered as independent enterprises, they received
various forms of support and constraints from governmental departments and head
offices. Their autonomy regarding business operations was limited and flexibility in
adjusting management strategies in response to labour market conditions was
constrained producing management strategies which lacked market orientation. As
a result of these problems, companies faced the resignation of officers and shortfalls
in high quality seafarers which consequently constrained the volume of seafarers
‘exported’ to the global labour market.
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It seems that although economic reforms demand that the state relinquishes the
control and central planning of the seafarer labour market it has nevertheless retained
these by applying different control mechanisms to crewing agencies. The research
underpinning this chapter indicates that that the market remains heavily government-
controlled. The contradictions underlying the policy reforms explain the failure of
Chinese seafarers to dominate the global market as anticipated.
To improve the competitiveness of the foreign manning business and the market
orientation of Chinese SCAs, it may be necessary for the state to further relax its
control over the Chinese seafarer labour market. This can be achieved by granting
more autonomy and responsibility to crewing agencies enabling managers to act
more effectively. This research suggests that if allowed to change then some of them
are prepared for such a transition. However, there are no present indications that such
changes are likely to occur.
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Chapter 4
Can the UK Tonnage Tax Minimum
Training Obligation Address Declining
Cadet Recruitment and Training in the UK?
Victor Oyaro Gekara
Introduction
This chapter presents a critical analysis of the capacity of the nation-state to develop
and implement effective policy interventions on behalf of national labour interests in
highly globalized industries. This follows the consistent observation that, under
neoliberal capitalism, governments have lacked the power and/or will to implement
pro-labour legislation in the same way as they have done for capital (Fourcades-
Gourinchas and Babb 2002; Peck 2004; Kotz 2015). This discussion is developed
with reference to the Tonnage Tax policy, introduced by the UK government in 2000,
as the key policy strategy to revitalize the ailing shipping industry (Department for
Transport 1998). In the broadest terms, the strategy is a tax concession designed to
attract British ship owners to re-flag their ships to the UK national register, retain the
majority of their ship management in the UK and train British seafarer cadets (Selkou
and Roe 2002; Brownrigg et al. 2001; Gekara 2010). The core of the strategy, i.e. the
tax element, represents an alternative system of calculating corporation tax for
shipping companies based on fixed rates and with reference to a shipping company’s
total operating tonnage per year rather than its total income, which represents a highly
reduced rate of taxation. To specifically address the decline in the British national
seafarer labour market and the supply of British officers, a Minimum Training
Obligation (MTO) was included for all British-registered ships, which simultaneously
incentivized and compelled shipping companies to increase their cadet recruitment
and training activities (Selkou and Roe 2002).
In order to understand the developments in the British shipping industry leading
to decline, one must consider the wider global-scale industrial transformations,
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involving a restructuring of global production and distribution patterns. Business
liberalisation and deregulation, growing power and influence of multinational cor-
porations, and outsourcing and offshoring of business processes are some of the key
features of these changes, often generically referred to as economic globalisation
(Chomsky 1999; Peck 2004). An important outcome of these transformations,
particularly in advanced industrial economies, is that, key traditional local industries
have declined leading to similar decline in domestic labour markets as employment
opportunities are lost alongside workforce training and development opportunities.
In the case of British shipping, large-scale flagging out1 of the nationally owned and
registered fleet (Kovats 2006), and consequent decline in the demand for national
seafarers occurred, as globalisation opened up new cheaper international ship regis-
ters and low-cost international sources of seafarers for ship owners. It is in this
context that the tonnage tax was introduced as a policy strategy for the revitalisation
of the industry (Selkou and Roe 2002).
Following a qualitative social science study, in which interview data was col-
lected from key shipping industry stakeholders between 2005 and 2007, this chapter
examines the performance of the tonnage tax, with specific focus on the MTO. The
discussion follows observations that, whereas the corporation tax reductions
succeeded in attracting a reflagging of ships to the UK national register, as well as
relocating key operations and management activities to the UK, its performance in
relation to increasing cadet recruitment and training was generally poor (see
e.g. Selkou and Roe 2002). Some commentators have argued that this outcome is
unsurprising, considering that shipping companies clearly profited more from
employing cheaper foreign seafarers (Gekara 2009, 2010; Brownrigg et al. 2001;
Selkou and Roe 2002) and had little incentive to train British officers. These studies
consistently conclude that the main weakness of the strategy lies in its predominantly
supply-side orientation, which largely ignored the demand side of the labour market
equation.
These observations and arguments will be further examined in the remaining
sections of the chapter. After briefly describing the nature and extent of the decline in
British shipping between mid-1975 and late 1990s, the chapter will consider the
design and implementation of the UK tonnage tax. It will then examine the impact
with regard to increasing training of seafarers and discuss the various inherent
challenges.
1Flagging out is a practice by which shipowners shift the nationality of their ships from one national
register to another for the purposes of benefitting from the latter’s lower-operating costs, including
the cost of labour, taxation as well as reduced regulatory pressures.
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Globalisation and Decline in British Shipping
The shipping industry, unlike many others, is characterized by four key features,
which make it susceptible to globalising processes and which make it an exemplar of
industrial globalisation. Firstly, the primary shipping asset—the ship—is ordinarily
globally mobile. Secondly and closely related, ship owners can switch the national-
ity of their ships with little national regulatory restriction, for the purposes of
reducing overall operating costs, including taxes, cost of labour and regulatory
costs (Metaxas 1985a; Marlow et al. 1997; Marlow 2002). Thirdly, the crews on
board ships are often multinational in composition and recruited internationally on a
uniquely global labour market (Wu 2003, 2004), and finally, different aspects of ship
management are, more often than not, performed in different parts of the world
(Klikauer 2003). For all intents and purposes, therefore, a typical international cargo
ship can, without fear of contradicting any existing theories on spatiality, be
described as effectively existing and operating in a regulatory space characterized
by polycentric governance (Sampson 2003; Sampson and Bloor 2007; DeSombre
2006). Based on these four unique features Goss (1989, p. 75) has described
shipping as:
. . . an industry which, of necessity, operates internationally, selling its services in many
countries and, correspondingly, buying such factors of production as insurance, fuel and the
ships themselves on a world market.
Up until the early twentieth century the shipping industry was strongly defined by
the identities and national affiliations of the owners’ country of citizenship, or, in
many other situations by the country of registration, which often corresponded with
the nationality of the owners. Thus, shipping tended to operate within strict regula-
tory boundaries set by nation states (Metaxas 1985b; Goss 1989). This relationship
has changed over the years, following general trends of economic liberalisation,
leading to a decoupling of ownership, registration and crew nationality, so that ships
are no longer necessarily registered in the countries of owners’ domicile, and
seafaring labour is no longer nationally defined and organized but rather developed
and utilized globally (Alderton et al. 2004; Sampson 2003). Consequently, between
the mid-1970s and the end of the century, a lot of the countries, which previously
dominated and controlled the shipping industry experienced decline, most signifi-
cantly in their nationally registered fleets and national seafaring labour markets.
Figure 4.1 shows the decline of the so-called traditional maritime country (TMC)
national fleets as those of open registers, commonly known as flags of convenience
(FoC), grew. The graph represents the yearly gross tonnage of six major open
registers including Liberia, Panama, the Bahamas, Singapore, the Philippines and
Cyprus (FoC curve) and six major traditional maritime countries, including USA,
UK, Japan, Germany, France and Norway.
The decline in TMC fleets illustrated in Fig. 4.1 is also reflected in the national
fleet of the UK, which correspondingly, experienced a significant decline in its
national registered fleet, between the mid-1970s and late 1990s as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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From a peak of 33.1 million GT (3822) in 1975, the UK national fleet fell to
3.4 million GT (1391 ships) by 1997 (World Fleet Statistics various years). As
earlier explained, the decline in the British shipping fleet inevitably caused a decline
in the pool of available British seafarers.
During the same general period the number of British qualified officers dropped
from 28,000 in 1980 to 17,000 in 1998 (House of Commons 1993; Obando-Rojas
et al. 1999). Thus, by the mid-1990s it was clear that the entire UK maritime sector
was under significant threat of irreversible demise. The shrinking national fleet,
combined with a similar shrinkage in the number of qualified British officers, further
threatened the shore-side maritime cluster of firms in the City of London, which
relied heavily on the transfer of essential skills from the sea to fill technical positions
in shore-side operations (Gardner and Pettit 1999). The possibility that some of these
firms could cease operations while others relocated to emerging overseas maritime
centers, as a result of critical skills shortages, became a major concern for industry
and government. Furthermore, the decline in the fleet also meant that the country’s
Fig. 4.1 Fleet registry trends 1960–2004. Source: Created by author from Lloyd’s Register-
Fairplay World Fleet Statistics, various years
Fig. 4.2 UK Gross Registered Tonnage 1970–1999. Source: Created by author from Lloyd’s
Register-Fairplay World Fleet Statistics various years
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training capacity was reduced since domiciled shipping companies are traditionally
responsible for the recruitment and training of seafarers.
The Impact on Seafarer Training and Skills
The shrinking national seafaring skills base in the UK maritime sector happened as a
direct consequence of the many years of decline in the UK national fleet and
seafaring labour market. Within the wider maritime sector, the shipping industry
commonly plays the role of core catalyst for all the other maritime related industries.
Growth or decline in shipping activities, therefore, automatically influences similar
fluctuations in the entire sector. For example, traditionally, ship-owners not only
recruit cadets but also financially support their training and provide training berths
for practical sea experience. The impact of the declining fleet on cadet training was,
therefore, that the capacity to recruit and train cadets significantly reduced because
British ship-owners operating under foreign flags were neither willing nor obliged to
train British officers. As Gardner et al. (2001) observe:
. . . . many British shipping companies have reduced or given up altogether their former
commitment to cadet and junior officer training in order to save costs and remain
competitive. . . (2001:353).
Accordingly Pettit et al. (2005), observe that what was happening in the UK
national shipping industry and labour market were a result of wider transformations
associated with economic globalization and global scale industrial restructuring.
They explain that:
As the shipping industry has adapted to the global labour market the UK has increasingly
sourced its seafarers from other nations. This has in turn led to a significant decrease in the
number of UK nationals training as seafarer cadets and following a career path through to
Unlimited Certificates of Competence as either Masters or Chief Engineers (2005:521).
As indicated earlier, the shift towards the employment of foreign crews by British
ship-operators had a knock-on effect on supply as, with the decline in employment
opportunities for British seafarers, the number of young British nationals willing to
train for, and follow, seafaring careers, reduced. This was confirmed in national
statistics, which showed that following the decline in the UK ship register between
early 1970s and late 1990s, cadet recruitment correspondingly reduced from about
4300 to about 1000 (see Gardner et al. 2001). By the 1990s the decline in the
maritime skills base had become critical and required effective and immediate
attention (Obando-Rojas et al. 1999; Selkou and Roe 2002). The government’s
view was that the decline hugely undermined the position of the City of London
Maritime Cluster as the global center for shipping, as well as potentially threatening
the country’s strategic security interests, hence the birth of the tonnage tax and
the MTO.
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The Tonnage Tax Minimum Training Obligation and Its
Impact
The Alexander Commission, which was set up to investigate and advise on a tonnage
tax as the possible strategy for the recovery of the shipping industry, concluded that
‘without a user-friendly and virtually tax-exempt environment there [was] no real
prospect of achieving the aim of Government policy to revive the industry’, and
proceeded to recommend that ‘a tonnage-based form of corporation tax [was] the
means proposed to achieve this fiscal environment’ [Alexander Report 1999, p. 3].
Following this strong endorsement, a multi-pronged strategy was developed with
the intention of addressing all the aspects of the decline. That is, to rebuild the UK
registered fleet, by creating a more predictable, business-friendly and tax exempt
atmosphere for ship-owners, support the rejuvenation of the seafaring skills-base, by
obliging ship-owners to invest more in the recruitment and training of British cadets,
and shore up the City of London maritime cluster, through a requirement that all
participating owners relocate key commercial and strategic ship management activ-
ities to the UK (see Department for Transport 1998; Brownrigg et al. 2001; Selkou
and Roe 2002).
The Minimum Training Obligation (MTO), also referred to as the training link,
was thus one of the key elements of the strategy by which participating companies are
required to train one British cadet for every fifteen officer positions entered in the
effective officer complement2 of all participating vessels irrespective of their (officer)
nationality, plus a notional 50% to cover back-up officers. This commitment is for an
initial period of three years after which the ratio of cadets to officers reduces to one
cadet for every five officer positions. In this way the number of cadets each company
has to train per year gradually increases. In order to qualify, the company has to
submit a comprehensive training plan to the Department of Transport (DfT) demon-
strating their commitment to the MTO. Those companies, which, due to exceptional
circumstances, are unable to directly execute their obligation, may opt to make a
payment in lieu of training of a specified amount of money. At the time of introduc-
tion, this amount was £550 GBP but has been revised to £1236 per calendar month
per trainee from October 2016 (Brownrigg et al. 2001; Gardner et al. 2001; Selkou
and Roe 2002; Leggate and McConville 2005). In reality, although the companies
pay for the recruitment and training of cadets, the arrangement amounts to a govern-
ment cadet training subsidy, since they claim reimbursement for 50% on evidence
that the company has met its quota in cadet recruitment. Employer buy-in into the
MTO is crucial not just in the financial contribution to the training but, particularly,
to provide training berths onboard their ships for practical sea training, without
which cadets cannot qualify for their certificates of competence as junior officers.
2The effective officer complement is calculated as the number of relevant officers entered on the
Safe Manning Document (SMD) for all vessels entered in the tonnage tax regime, adjusted to
include back-up officer provision.
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In an attempt to strengthen employer obligation, the commitment is strictly
implemented so that failure to fulfill the requirement will lead to expulsion from
the regime and, possibly, being charged with a criminal offence for defrauding the
government (HMSO 2005).
How successful this government intervention has been is subject to great aca-
demic and industry debate. On one hand, the size of the UK’s registered fleet
increased significantly within the first six years of its introduction, from GT
5,531,986 in 2000 to GT 12,149,988 in 2006. By 2012 it had grown to 32,185
GT, according to data from the Lloyd’s Register World Fleet Statistics and UNCT
AD Statistics. This is quite a remarkable positive industry response to the improved
investment and tax conditions, which indicates clear success in the strategy. On the
other hand, however, cadet recruitment and training did not register a similar positive
response. Cadet intake showed very little recovery, remaining around the 500 to
600 level between 1999 and 2006. Similarly, the number of cadets actually in
training each year grew only slightly from 981 to 1090 in the same period, according
to data obtained from the Merchant Navy Training Board and the UK Seafarers
Analysis for 2006 (Fig. 4.3).
According to a study conducted in the mid-1990s estimating the UK’s seafaring
skills requirement (Gardner and Pettit 1999), it was determined that the UK needed a
yearly cadet in-take of about 1200 cadets in order to maintain the minimum maritime
skills base. With the introduction of the tonnage tax it was hoped that this target
would be met within the first five years but unfortunately this did not happen.
This also means that the ultimate object of revitalizing the size of the national
pool of seafarers did not materialize in any significant way. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the
total number of qualified British officers only increased slightly from about 13,000
to 14,500 between 2000 and 2006 according to the UK Seafarers Analysis of 2006.
Fig. 4.3 Cadet Intake and Training Levels 1999–2006. Source: Created by author from Glen
(2006), United Kingdom Seafarers Analysis, https://tinyurl.com/vx27kdd (pg 41)
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The Shortcomings of the Minimum Training Obligation
All analysis therefore seems to suggest that the MTO did not deliver the levels of
cadet recruitment and training that were anticipated by the designers of the inter-
vention in terms of raising cadet training levels. Its performance is in stark contrast to
that of other aspects of the tonnage tax as illustrated by its success in the revitaliza-
tion of the UK ship register, where it is viewed as achieving great success in
attracting ships to the national fleet register. In order to examine why the MTO did
not perform as well as intended the views of key industry stakeholders were
collected via semi-structured interviews. Those interviewed included representatives
of industry regulatory agencies, shipping company managers, recruitment and train-
ing company officials, industry union representatives and relevant government
officials. A selection of representative interview quotes is used to illustrate the
analysis of the situation in this section.
The poor performance of the MTO is clearly expressed in the majority of the
interviews. For example, an official of the Merchant Navy Training Board (MNTB),
which played a key role in the operationalization of the MTO, provided the follow-
ing assessment:
Clearly the training side of things has not gone as well and this is due to a combination of
factors. . . we had anticipated a much better response and were hopping to hit the 1,200 mark
within the first five to six years but that never happened. ... In fact we are still struggling to
reach 600 even after ten odd years (MNTB Interview 2011)
With regard to the reasons, the interviewee explained that growing international
competition from low cost labour supply countries and loss of competitive advan-
tage, as a seafarer labour supply country, were the key factors:
There are any number of reasons but mainly we are facing very strong competition from
other countries internationally and, to be honest, we have lost that market and cannot expect
to compete very strongly (MNTB Interview 2011)
Fig. 4.4 Total Number of UK Officers 2000–2006. Source: Created by author from Glen 2006,
United Kingdom Seafarers Analysis, https://tinyurl.com/vx27kdd (pg 33)
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The data however further shows that the story is a lot more complex than this. It
appears that the reasons for the dismal performance of the MTO can only be
understood through a complex cross perspective analysis of views and experiences.
It is only by interrogating the perspectives of the different stakeholder groups that we
can begin to grasp the situation. For example, employers, i.e., ship-owners and
operators argue that, whereas there was an increase in the resources for training
following the tonnage tax MTO, young people in Britain were no longer attracted to
careers at sea. One human resource manager at one shipping company for example
summed up the situation as follows.
Our company is involved in cadet training and recruits cadets from the UK but this has been
decreasing with time mainly because the number of British people wanting to go to sea
seems to be drying up. Seafaring is simply not an interesting career anymore. I wouldn’t go
back to sea whatever it paid, and even if you paid me double what I am paid here I wouldn’t
consider it. There are many other better and less stressful alternatives for the young people in
Britain and they are clearly taking them [Ship-owner HR Manager Interview 2006].
The unions, on the other hand, have a very different take on the issue, in as far as
cause and effect go. Their view was that the MTO was inadequate as a strategy for
increasing cadet training and growing the national pool of trained seafarers. The
argument from the main union for merchant navy officers—National Union of
Marine, Aviation and Shipping Transport Officers (NUMAST3)—in the UK was
that the strategy left out an obvious and essential element—an employment link.
If the legislation [was] seriously aimed at the increase in UK based seafarers, there is clearly
a case for establishing a method whereby these cadets are able to secure stable employment
within the UK fleet [Employment Link, 2004].
The gist of this argument is that training uptake for any profession or occupation
is, to a very large extent, dependent on the availability of employment opportunities
in the sector. Yet, while the MTO managed to get cadets into training and whilst
many completed their apprenticeships, they struggled to find a job, as ship operators
preferred to employ cheaper junior officers from elsewhere and were not obliged
under tonnage tax rules to retain the cadets that they trained. This argument is further
illustrated in the interviews conducted with ex-cadets, i.e., cadets who, at the time of
the research, had recently dropped out of training to seek career opportunities
elsewhere. In these interviews, additional reasons were given for abandoning sea-
faring career aspirations. Some cadets described difficulties in the actual training
process and content, while others talked about challenges with the environment of
training, particularly on board ship and an unsupportive attitude from senior officers.
Mostly, however, they described their discouragement from the knowledge that
there were few job opportunities available to British seafarers, as explained by one
ex-cadet:
3NUMAST has since 2006 restructured and changed its name to Nautilus International after a
merger with similar maritime professionals unions in Netherlands and Switzerland.
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They say that there are no jobs for British officers, not anymore; everybody is talking about it
and it is discouraging. . . . Companies are employing foreigners. . . . they claim that the
British want too much money. . . . Too expensive. . . .it is very discouraging. . . . better to
find something more promising (Cadet Interview 2005)
Thus, some cadets, like the one quoted next, talked of not wanting to pursue a
dead-end career while they missed out on opportunities in other sectors:
I thought I would lose other opportunities if I waited around, so I quit and joined university
instead to study engineering. Maybe I will work for a ship management company when I
finish (Cadet Interview 2005)
Therefore, although many factors were given, lack of employment prospects at
the end of training formed the main factor for people dropping out. In contrast to
employer arguments that young British people were not interested in seafaring
careers, none of the cadets interviewed thought a seafaring career was not attractive
and they all seemed to have been driven by the desired to work at sea. Interviews
with some of the major cadet recruitment and training agencies also contradict this
popular employer view about a lack of interest in seafaring careers. As the manager
of such an agency pointed out, young people were responding positively to the
recently introduced cadetships under the tonnage tax:
We get hundreds of people applying for these cadetships every time we advertise. You
cannot say that they are not attractive. The problem is what happens after recruitment and
placement in training. . . . These companies do not care about the quality of cadets admitted
on their behalf, they do not care whether or not they complete the course and certainly they
are not going to employ them, so they just don’t care (Training Agency Interview 2006).
His conclusion therefore was that what seems to be a lack of interest in seafaring
careers, was rather a response to the labour market reality that shipowners did not
have jobs for British junior officers, including those that were recruiting and training
them. The fact that the cadets abandoned their aspirations post recruitment, i.e.,
dropped out mid-training, also contradicts the lack of interest thesis. This observa-
tion concurs with previous research findings that the problem was more about cadet
disillusionment with employment prospects, leading to high attrition rates, rather
than a lack of general interest (Gekara 2009).
Concluding Assessment: The Peril of Supply-Side Labour
Market Policies
The analysis of the data presented here points to one significant shortcoming of the
tonnage tax strategy as an intervention for the British seafarer labour market. It is
also illustrative of key characteristics of neoliberal state policies and affirmation of
the neoliberal government’s lack of capacity, and/or will, to regulate on the side of
labour (Jessop 2002; Beck 2005; Peck 2004; Fourcades-Gourinchas and Babb 2002;
Chomsky 1999). By availing resources, and rewarding employers, for the recruit-
ment and training of cadets without considering the employment outcomes of the
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graduating junior officers, the policy ignored a major component of the equation. It
is this element that NUMAST, aptly referred to as the missing link, in its campaign
for the introduction of some form of employment link in the strategy, that is, an
incentive or obligation for the tonnage tax participating companies to provide
employment for British junior officers (NUMAST 2004). The data clearly show a
number of things: first, that the failure of the strategy to increase cadet training was
due to a failure in cadet retention and hence poor completion rates rather than a lack
of interest in the cadetships made available under the tonnage tax, as suggested by
employers. Second, that among other factors, the dominant reason for cadet drop-out
was uncertainty regarding future career prospects at sea considering that most ship-
owners, including training sponsors, preferred to recruit foreign seafarers from
cheaper international sources. In such a situation, the implementation of a purely
supply-side intervention could only be counterproductive in the long run.
A chain of events is discernible associated with the missing employment link,
which confirms a vicious circle of training decline. Lack of incentive or obligation to
employ British officers meant that British shipowners were not particularly keen on
recruiting and training of British cadets. As one maritime academy official remarked
in an interview:
. . .the training commitment is no commitment at all. It is simply a requirement for compa-
nies to fulfil so that they may benefit from the tonnage tax. . .
Another interviewee –a fleet manager of an old family owned shipping company
in the UK was of the view that the MTO was, ‘a half-hearted and tokenistic gesture
from government to placate the unions’. The training official’s observation above
suggests that, in fact, many of the shipping companies which undertook to train
cadets under the MTO did not get directly involved in the execution of their
obligation and instead, either subcontracted the obligation entirely to third party
training agencies or opted to pay the stipulated sum-in lieu of training. Interviews
with some of the training agencies, as well as training academies, confirm that a large
number of the companies and their training agencies failed to take proper care of the
cadets during training. This is one of the causes for the reported high rates of cadet
attrition. The interviews also suggest that, because the companies were not training
junior officers for their own use on their ships, they were not particularly concerned
with either the quality of the cadets recruited or their completion of training. Thus,
there was little incentive for the shipowners to follow up on the progress of the
cadets’ training or worry about whether they completed the training or not. All this,
as repeatedly explained by union officials, was due to the lack of an employment
commitment to give impetus to the training obligation.
In their analysis of the design and performance of the tonnage tax, (Brownrigg
et al. 2001), Selkou and Roe (2002), Gardner et al. (2004) and Gekara (2010) have
arrived at similar conclusions with the consistent observation that, with the blanket
deregulation of the British shipping industry, removing any requirement for domicile
ship-owners to employ British seafarers, a strategy such as the tonnage tax MTO
would be difficult to successfully implement. These studies attribute the failure of
the MTO primarily to government’s lack of capacity and/or will to legislate more
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assertively for labour because of its commitment to neoliberal principles. Because of
the British government’s commitment to the neoliberal agenda, its focus was more
on supporting business, through tax cuts and labour market deregulation, than
supporting the revitalisation of national labour markets, particularly in cases where
it was in business’s best interest to rely on cheaper foreign labour than recruit locally.
Therefore, rather than a unique and isolated case, the tonnage tax strategy, in its
design, implementation and overall performance, is illustrative of long-standing and
broad shifts in national economic priorities under neoliberal capitalism.
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Chapter 5




The notion of a ‘career for life’ in the global labour market has been under scrutiny in
the last four decades or so, as flexible employment, which refers to contractual and
temporary work, has become the norm in many companies worldwide (Brown 1995;
Baruch 2006; Baruch and Peiperl 2000; Sampson 2013; Stone 2005). A major
feature of this change has been a shift from jobs offering life-long job security to
work on temporary contracts (Stone 2005; Burgess 1997). Although there are still
organisations that offer long-term secure careers to their employees, it is in fact the
‘norm’ for most people (approximately 75% of the world population) not to have a
permanent job (ILO 2015, 2019). Such a lack of permanency can result in people
accepting a series of contract-based, short-term jobs which may have long-term
consequences for their future career development. Consequently, some individuals
are compelled to plan a skill-based career, in which their working life is constructed
by way of a series of short-term positions enabling them to gain skills that they hope
will assist them in finding better employment, often across different organisations
and industries. This kind of career structure is referred to as a portfolio career (Cohen
and Mallon 1999; Mallon 1998).
In the past, seafaring was considered to be a life-long occupation (Baum-Talmor
2018; Glen and McConville 2001; Hill 1972; Mack 2007), offering hierarchical
advancement and job security Nowadays, despite the hierarchical structure of the
work division and roles on board, the attitude towards the longevity of the seafaring
career has shifted, and it is no longer considered to be a ‘job for life’ for most
individuals (Alderton et al. 2004; Baum-Talmor 2018; Gould 2011; Sampson 2013).
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Shipping is an example of a global sector which utilises flexible employment on a
regular basis. Such flexible employment is generally associated with the offshoring
and outsourcing of recruitment to third-party agencies (Sampson 2013; Bloor and
Sampson 2009; Fei 2011; Alderton et al. 2004; Sampson and Schroeder 2006).
These modifications in industry employment and recruitment strategies have caused
the origins of seafarers that join the industry to change. In the past seafarers from
developed countries made up the majority of the workforce, according to BIMCO
(Baltic and International Maritime Council) whereas at present the seafaring profes-
sion has become more dominated by individuals from developing countries (BIMCO
2005, 2010, 2015). The latest available manpower report (BIMCO 2015) suggests
that it is anticipated that there will be a decline in officers originating from OECD
countries in the next few years with a concomitant increase in seafarers from
developing countries (BIMCO 2015, p. 34).
Within the context of such changes it is important to appreciate that whilst some
jobs at sea are relatively unskilled (those of ‘ratings’) (Barnett et al. 2006; Klikauer
and Morris 2002), others are highly skilled (those of ‘officers’) (Hill 1972; Mack
2007; Sampson 2013; Zurcher 1965). Formerly jobs with a high-skill requirement
necessitated a considerable amount of training and were likely to be permanent. In
contrast relatively unskilled work was more likely to be offered on a ‘casual basis’.
However it seems that this is no longer the case as employers are demonstrating a
lesser degree of commitment to the long term training and development of their
officers (Sampson and Tang 2015).
This chapter seeks to explain the attractions of seafaring which is a relatively
dangerous occupation (Baum-Talmor 2018; Belousov et al. 2007; Sampson 2013),
has precarious employment prospects and requires long periods of time to be spent
away from home (Acejo 2012; Baum-Talmor 2012; Sampson 2013). Specifically it
is of interest to consider the influences that might continue to steer individuals
towards a ‘career’ in the modern cargo shipping industry, and to examine whether
individuals nowadays perceive seafaring as a ‘career’ for life or a temporary job.
In order to address these issues, data that relates directly to the reasons seafarers
join and stay in this occupation were collected and analysed.1 My focus has been on
current seafarers rather than retired seafarers and therefore insights into the reasons
for leaving this occupation are based on seafarers’ intentions as expressed during the
interviews, which are complemented and enhanced by the existing literature. As part
of the data collection, non-participant observation was conducted on board a cargo
ship, which enabled a direct glimpse into seafarers’ working routines. The use of an
immersive research technique enabled a holistic view of the circumstances behind
the choice of seafaring as an occupation. In addition to observation on board,
in-depth interviews with key participants in the shipping industry were conducted
1The mentioned project is a PhD thesis at Cardiff University, funded by the Nippon Foundation and
the Seafarers’ International Research Centre (SIRC), entitled “Careers and Labour Market Flexi-
bility in Global Industries: The Case of Seafarers”. The thesis was published in 2018 and is
available online: http://orca.cf.ac.uk/109438/.
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and included interviews with seafarers, crew managers and recruiters. This provided
direct input regarding seafarers’ occupational choices. This chapter draws upon
56 formal interviews and 15 informal conversations. The seafarers in the research
came from various backgrounds and nationalities and the categorisation used previ-
ously by the International Monetary Fund (IMF 2015, 2019) is utilised here, dividing
these seafarers into those coming from developed countries (n ¼ 11) and those from
emerging nations and developing countries (n ¼ 45).
Going to Sea: Influences on Joining
One of the common reasons for going to sea is to earn a good salary. This is seen by
many individuals as adequate compensation for the hardships involved in such a
career choice. In a variety of studies seafarers from countries like the Philippines,
UK, Ecuador and Taiwan identify ‘good pay’ in the seafaring occupation as the main
reason for choosing to join seafaring (Gould 2010; Seaways 2014; Baylon and
Stevenson 2005; Østreng 2000; Calderón 2011; Guo et al. 2006). In my research
both seafarers and recruitment agencies identified finance as the prime motivation for
the choice of a job at sea. For example, Roslin, a crew manager from the Philippines,
revealed:
Usually, from Philippines side, [the reason to join seafaring] is always money. It is always
that. [. . .] Well, given the economy of the Philippines, it’s like there is no other option. [. . .]
Let’s talk about an OS [Ordinary Seaman], that’s the entry level [of a seafarer], for a German
flag, [on a] German vessel, the salary will be around $1000, which is equivalent to 50,000
pesos. If he works in the Philippines, he will most likely receive a salary of 7000 pesos. For
officers, if you get paid like $4000 a month, if you work there [ashore], you can likely get
15,000-20,000 [pesos] $4000 is like 200,000 pesos a month, it’s a big difference, and that’s
without tax. If you work at home [in the Philippines] you get taxed 25% so, the attraction is
so [big]. [Roslin, Crew Manager, 38, from the Philippines, interview in English]
As a result of limited choices of alternative employment ashore Filipinos often
feel pushed towards the seafaring profession. This happens in other developing
countries as well (Sampson and Schroeder 2006; Dearsley 2013; IMF 2015) such
as Ghana, Cape Verde, India, Russia and Ukraine. Seafarers from these countries
stated that the high wages in the shipping industry meant that jobs ashore could not
compete in terms of pay and the promise of a good salary was a significant reason for
joining the merchant navy. Wu and Morris (2006) report that at the turn of the
century the working lives of employees in China, Former Soviet Union countries and
Eastern European countries were heavily affected by ‘instability, job insecurity, an
erosion of social welfarism and greatly differentiated wages’ with the result that
some individuals were compelled to join the shipping industry (Wu and Morris
2006, p. 43). Similarly, one interviewee from Ukraine revealed:
In childhood, every person fantasises about becoming something, [. . .] but when you
become older you start understanding that you have to choose a profession that will bring
you money. For us, there are young people that don’t understand that, he [a person] just goes
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and studies, and eventually, he receives a higher education in some rocket science Institute,
he spent a lot of energy, wrote projects, but he works somewhere in a shop, selling cell
phones. It happens. A person with higher education, in our country, Ukraine, will sell cell
phones in a shop. [. . .] Because there aren’t jobs. Even if there is this kind of job, there are
many students. . . [. . .] You don’t have places to work in. I mean, you have the qualifications
but you don’t have a workplace. That’s why, I mean, when I was already applying [to work
on board], I didn’t know much about it, that’s why this is not something I might have wanted
in life, but I knew that I had to set myself somehow in this life, to earn [enough money].
That’s why I came here [to work on board]. [Mace, Second Engineer, 26, from Ukraine,
interview in Russian]
The quote indicates the lack of employment opportunities in Ukraine that can
push individuals towards employment at sea. It is not exclusively for financial
reasons that the choice to become a seafarer is made. Individuals’ geographical
origin is also mentioned as another reason for going to sea with physical proximity to
the sea being cited as a reason for their career choice (Gould 2010; Østreng 2000;
Barnett et al. 2006; Hill 1972). On several occasions during interviews, seafarers
mentioned coming from a nautical background with pressure being exerted on them
to choose this occupational path by their closest relatives. For instance, Stannis, a
chief cook, mentioned:
My family is completely seamens, they are all seafarers. So when I am in [. . .] school, I am
thinking we must go to the sea, like that. That time I know. That I have to go there. Because
father is a seafarer, uncle seafarer, brother seafarer, mother’s father, mother’s side every-
body, where I live in that place, all of them seamen. [Stannis, Chief Cook, 50, from India,
interview in English]
In a sense Stannis implied that he had little choice about going to sea given that
this was the chosen occupation for so many family members. His career choice was
almost inevitable. This emphasises the pressure individuals in sea-going societies
can be under when making decisions regarding their future. Influence from families,
i.e. pressure or support from partners (Barnett et al. 2006; Baylon and Stevenson
2005; Calderón 2011; Dearsley 2013; Guo et al. 2006) can be significant. For
example, one seafarer revealed:
My wife [. . .] she said ‘go and earn money, we need money for the family, we need money
for the baby. . .’ I mean she was already used to, since my first contract, she had my card, I
was receiving my salary, from the first contract [she could use my money]. And when I
returned from my contract, I needed to stay at home a little bit because there weren’t enough
jobs, and then the complaints started. Why don’t we have that, why don’t we have this? And
she was already used to getting everything she wanted [not denying herself from anything]
and there it was. . . and is continued going downhill from there. [Will, Third Mate, 36, from
Ukraine, interview in Russian]
Other seafarers report going to sea because of good career prospects (Barnett et al.
2006; Calderón 2011; De Silva et al. 2011; Baylon and Stevenson 2005; Guo et al.
2006) which may include fast-track promotion opportunities. For example, Captain
Edmure described the importance of good career prospects for his choice of occu-
pation. Throughout the interview Edmure mentioned his life-long aspirations to
become a seafarer but despite his emotions he described practical motives as playing
a significant role in his decision:
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When I did my [officer] license, I was still single, after that I got married, so the consider-
ation was, instead of working in several jobs, to work in one job, hoping there was a fast
promotion route, and then getting a senior position, at least first mate, and then Captain, and
then to see where I can develop from there. Doors close, doors open, but this was the
direction. [. . .] It does not mean that now, after eight years that I’ve reached the highest rank,
that it means that I have outgrown it. In fact, now I am starting to learn, every day, in every
port, you learn something that you did not know before. It is endless, this experience. To
leave this area? No way. I will be doing something that relates to [the sea] for the rest of my
life. [Edmure, Captain, 48, from Israel, interview in Hebrew]
In contrast to what might be termed ‘aspirational reasons’ for going to sea,
sometimes it was the lack of an aspiration or goal that resulted in an individual
joining the occupation. Many seafarers mentioned arbitrary reasons for joining
seafaring, and those reasons were mostly associated with what they referred to as
‘luck’, ‘chance’, and ‘fate’. Seafarers in the study mentioned that they did not have a
specific plan to work at sea when they were young, but they happened to ‘stumble
upon’ their job at some point during their lives. For instance, Renly, administrative
officer, said:
[My friend] was doing a cadet course in the [Maritime] Academy, and he told me that there is
a course for the job I am doing right now, and I can apply. That is how I got to know about
the seamen’s life and all this. So I did four years training in the Academy. [. . .] [In high
school] I had no idea about any kind of, like sea work, about working at sea, I had no plans
like nothing, no plans for future, I just, doing my study, and whatever happens, happens. Just
go with the flow, enjoy that. [Renly, Administrative Officer, 27, from India, interview in
English]
Renly’s work on the ship seems to be an almost coincidental occurrence, as he did
not plan on becoming a seafarer before the encounter with his friend. Similar stories
were uncovered by Sampson and Schroeder (2006) in their research with migrants to
Germany. Others expressed the adventurous nature of working at sea as a main
attraction to join and stay in this occupation (Barnett et al. 2006; Gould 2010; Hill
1972; Mack 2007; Baylon and Stevenson 2005; Dearsley 2013; Seaways 2014).
These reasons might be interpreted as somewhat whimsical choices with seafarers
describing no particular plans for a long-term future and consequently ultimately
abandoning the seafaring occupation.
Leaving the Sea: Attrition Influences
Those seafarers who have no intention of staying and developing a ‘career’ in the
shipping industry may leave the industry after several years. Some treat seafaring as
a passing phase in their lives and, when they first join the occupation, their intention
is to work for a short period until they have earned enough money to achieve certain
set objectives (Barnett et al. 2006; Klikauer and Morris 2003; Dearsley 2013). For
example, one Chief Mate revealed:
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[Seafarers] came [to work on a ship] for a short time to earn some money, like the Dutch
people call it “quick money”, so they joined to get “quick money”. To earn money quickly
and that’s it, and later on, those people in the company will move forward, to something
more constructive and interesting, they might open up a business, perhaps something else,
but in any case, they don’t return [to the company or to seafaring]. [Oberyn, Chief Mate,
40, from Ukraine, interview in Russian]
Thus, after several years during which they put aside money, they are ready to
leave, to fulfil their plan to search for a different job ashore. In many cases seafarers
wish to get to the ‘top’ of the career ladder at sea and work as a chief engineer or
captain and then leave. In other cases, the opportunity to gain transferable skills that
an individual can use for positions ashore is also mentioned. For instance, the
prospect of a good career path was an evident attraction for Varys, a trainee cook:
I was working in the kitchen [ashore], and I saw the chefs, how much respect they got, how
[many] skills, you know, they were able to present. So, I was very, you know, fascinated
about this. So when, it was a time when, [it was] hard to select a particular field, so I told my
father, like okay, this is what I want to do [cooking], but, not on land, you know? Not on
shore. I want to work in sea. [. . .] [A]shore, [in] one year I cannot become a chief cook or. . .
you know, because there are a lot more people waiting. And here [on board] I become a chief
cook in one year, even [in] less [time]. [Varys, Trainee Chief Cook, 23, from India, interview
in English]
Varys perceived work at sea as his way forward to a more challenging job ashore.
He regarded his work as a ship’s cook as the quickest way for him to learn and gain
the skills needed for opening his own restaurant ashore. In this example Varys
believed that working at sea would help him develop a professional identity as a
‘chef’, not as a seafarer. He believed that he would be able to acquire transferable
skills at sea that he would be able to apply for employment ashore, one of the
characteristics of the ‘portfolio career’ as described by a few authors (Arthur 1994;
Cohen and Mallon 1999; Mallon 1998; Platman 2004).
Another reason for leaving could be seafarers’ failure to cope with the strenuous
conditions of work on board. These include the cultural differences, the small crews,
the constant stress and high workloads (Barnett et al. 2006; Slišković and Penezić
2017). The following example of a seafarer’s intention to leave is illustrative:
[I’m planning to work] maybe another five years more. Until I’m like 40 years old. I will stay
at sea [and then leave]. [. . .] Because I think about the health side, this is a hectic job,
especially as a marine engineer, compared to navigation side, engineering side is more
tough. [. . .] Because we’re working in heat, engine room is always above 40C, 45C, and
the vibration, a lot of things. So it’s better to quit at the age of 45, if I can make enough
money, then I would think of something else. [Aegon, Second Engineer, 31, from India,
interview in English]
In addition a general lack of physical and mental preparation for shipboard life
(Ervin et al. 2002; Fei et al. 2012; Gekara 2009; Guo et al. 2006; Hill 1972) may
cause many individuals to leave after a few contracts. Some colleges and institutions
for seagoing officers still present a romanticised view of seafaring in their advertise-
ments, promising individuals a ‘unique opportunity’ to ‘travel the world’ and
develop a ‘successful career’ with job opportunities ashore. In reality however,
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seafarers are constantly pressurised to return to the ship when in port (Sampson
2013; Kahveci 2007a, b) and the number of positions available ashore for sea-going
personnel are limited (Pettit et al. 2005; Barnett et al. 2006; Gardner et al. 2007). The
romanticised view seems to influence some individuals since they join the shipping
industry and work there for many years. Others find the reality of shipboard life
negative with the romantic illusion shattered once they start working on the ship, and
they are likely to leave after a short period of time.
In other cases, the influence of a seafarer’s family can be behind a decision to
leave the seafaring occupation. For example, some seafarers are pressurised by their
families to change to a shore-based job due to the demanding nature of work at sea
and the, associated, long periods of absence from their homes (Barnett et al. 2006;
Calderón 2011; Ervin et al. 2002; Thomas 2003). Changes in domestic circum-
stances (Dearsley 2013) can also lead to a need to leave seafaring. For example,
Lancel, an electrician weighing up whether to work at sea or not, predicted:
My family, I don’t know, if I get married, I will have children, yes, it will affect my decision
[whether to join the shipping industry or not], [if] it will damage my family, I will be looking
for something else. [Lancel, Electrician, 24, from Ukraine, interview in Russian]
Despite the fact that in many cases seafarers successfully combine their occupa-
tion and their family life (Thomas et al. 2001; Thomas 2003), it is not always
perceived as possible as Lancel’s example shows. For others, low pay in relation
to the sacrifices they make (Dearsley 2013; Calderón 2011; Gerstenberger 2002)
plays a significant part in their decision to leave and seek less demanding occupa-
tions ashore. Despite being paid much less they are able to spend more time with
their families and work in less arduous conditions. Some seafarers, especially
seafarers in low-demand positions like junior officers and ratings (where supply
often outstrips demand), find that the lack of employment opportunities in the
shipping industry causes them to search for alternative employment opportunities
ashore (Barnett et al. 2006; Fei et al. 2012; Gould 2010; Mack 2007; Ervin et al.
2002; Seaways 2014). Many junior officers in the research complained about the
lack of employment options at sea. One officer revealed:
[Seafarers need to wait for the next contract] because there’s this thing, too much of, many
people are like fourth engineers, too many fourth engineers are there, so they [crewing
agencies] cannot give job to everybody, too much of waiting, [for] fourth engineers
especially. [Jon, Fourth Engineer, 25, from India, interview in English]
Jon indicated the difficulties he had had in securing a contract at sea due to an
over-supply of seafarers holding a similar role. In the same way another officer
explained:
In my first year [of studies] we were 700 [cadets] in my university, 700 people, and we
finished around 250. Most of them, they quit because they found out that there is no way to
go on sea as a cadet, so no point to lose four years for nothing. Most of them they finished,
but there is no chance, they didn’t have any chance [to find a job at sea], so they are working
either in harbour, or in [the] office, in some small companies, depends on their luck of
course. [Dontos, Second Mate, 27, from Romania, interview in English]
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Dontos implied that some people leave seafaring during their training because of
the lack of career prospects in the industry and difficulties in finding a job. Just as
good career prospects were cited as a motivation for going to sea so too were they
given as a reason for staying at sea for a limited period of time (Baylon and
Stevenson 2005; Calderón 2011; Barnett et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2006). When
interviewed, both formally and informally, many seafarers talked about wanting to
stay at sea for just a fixed length of time for example ‘for ten years’ or ‘until I get my
captain’s ticket’, and then continue their ‘career’ ashore. The following quote is
illustrative:
[Seafaring is] not a job for life. I will never work in one place for the rest of my life
[laughing] [. . .] I don’t like working in one place all the time, because after a certain time,
everything repeats itself, everything will be standard, you also have to progress. [. . .] I want
to see new things. That’s what life is about, not to be stuck in the same place all the time, in
the same company, in the same factory, in the same table in the same office, you always have
to see new things. [Walder, Electrician, 27, from Israel, interview in Hebrew]
Nevertheless there are seafarers who continue to work at sea long-term, whether
they originally planned to do so or not.
Staying at Sea: Retention Factors
Despite their intentions to leave and pursue a different career, several seafarers in my
research indicated that somehow they had got ‘stuck’ on board. This is sometimes
described as the phenomenon of ‘golden handcuffs’ whereby seafarers become
accustomed to higher incomes that cannot usually be earnt elsewhere. One of the
interviewees put it this way:
[Being a seafarer] it’s like this weakness, [. . .] it’s like [being] a drug addict, you know?
Someone who got used to drugs, and says ‘well that’s it, this is the last time. . .’ and after that,
‘I need to feel good’, he feels the craving, he needs a particular dose of drugs to ease the
craving, and once he gets off, he says ‘that’s it, that was the last time and I will not do that
anymore’. And afterwards when he starts to feel the craving again, again he runs after this
dose. The same happens with seafarers, the same. When the money finishes, do you
understand? And he got used to living in luxury, he has gotten used to [spending large
amounts of money], where would he go? With his education, he cannot earn anything at
home, I mean what’s next? You go to sea. . . you have to. And this way, every voyage it’s
like the last, that’s why. . . I’m attracted to this profession. [. . .] [The seafarer] has already
gotten used to not denying anything from himself, for instance he got used to, there is a new
phone model that came out, he can just go and buy it. Just because he has a sufficient salary,
[. . .] if I want to buy a phone for $400, I just go and buy it, without problems. But at home,
with a salary of $200, $300, I will not be able to afford this. [Will, Third Mate, 36, from
Ukraine, interview in Russian]
The difficulty in leaving the sea can also be as a result of adapting to the shipboard
way of life and environment which whilst frequently disagreeable nevertheless
makes settling ashore hard. For example, Tywin, motorman, describes how:
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I wake up, and after 15 minutes, I descend two levels, and I am at work already. I know that
[when] I arrive [on board], I get fed, I’m always warm, I don’t need to pay for water, I don’t
need to pay for bills, I don’t need to cook. [. . .] But at home, [when] I come [home], I lose
weight straightaway, [laughing], during the contract I always gain weight, [but when] at
home I lose weight straightaway because I eat only once a day, it just happens this way. Plus,
[at home] you have all these domestic problems, you need to pay for energy, for water, going
there and there, you have a queue there, [stand in] a queue there, you’re not used to that
anymore. [Laughing] so it becomes hard in some way [to come ashore]. [Tywin, Motorman,
27, from Ukraine, interview in Russian]
Tywin describes the provision of basic needs on board that were not provided
ashore, explaining how he had become too used to the institutionalised life at sea.
There were similar statements from interviewees who felt unable to cope with the
ship to shore transition that they had always imagined making. One Chief Engineer
described how:
If until the age of 35 a person could not separate himself from the sea, then he will not be able
to do that for the rest of his life. For many reasons, I tried, about twice, once I worked for a
year ashore the second time even more [. . .] seafarers can work only at sea. Ashore I could
find a job with reasonable pay, [. . .] it didn’t work out. I could spend time ashore, I was
searching and searching and searching, but when [. . .] you get countless offers to work at
sea, to get paid twice as much, but it is at sea, [laughing] and you also have the documents
you need in order to work, to take care of all these issues, of course you will choose
[seafaring], [uses an expression in Russian] “better one bird in the hand than two birds in
the bush”, so after that, the point of [working ashore] was lost. [. . .] This is it. So long as my
health is good enough, I hope it is enough until retirement to continue. [Sandor, Chief
Engineer, 49, from Russia, interview in Russian]
Sandor emphasized the golden handcuffs that he found himself ‘wearing’, how-
ever his account also endorsed the view that once acculturated to sea-life seafarers
can ‘only work at sea’. This resonates with accounts stressing the ‘addictive’ nature
of working at sea, mentioned by Heen (1988) and Hill (1972), which often compli-
cates any attempts to transfer ashore from a sea-based job and consequently trans-
forms seafaring into a life-long occupation.
Conclusion
The nature of work at sea is different from that of employment ashore due to the
intensive and all-consuming work environment on ships and the long absences from
families and friends while seafarers are on board. In the light of this, this chapter
focused on some of the factors which influence an individual into making seafaring a
choice of occupation, on circumstances of retention that predispose a seafarer to
remain and on influences of attrition that may ultimately affect a seafarer’s decisions
to leave the sea. The reasons behind an individual’s decision to work at sea are
varied. A common motivation in going to sea is money, another is the lack of local
employment opportunities and a third is pressure from family and friends. In
addition some seafarers may wish to develop their skills at sea, in order to pursue
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a ‘portfolio career’. Others may plan to enter seafaring as a temporary strategy but
remain because they have become institutionalised.
A challenging career development route exists. On the one hand individuals face
contract-based (temporary) employment and on the other hand may have ambitions
for promotion. In most cases, there is no commitment on either side (employer or
employee) to remain with the same company. Despite this challenge, however, many
individuals often remain and work at sea for the rest of their lives. Even though it can
last over the whole period of an individual’s employment, this lifelong work does not
generally follow the traditional trajectory that characterises a ‘career’. In bureau-
cratic employment practices individuals have job security and can expect employ-
ment for the rest of their lives. This is generally with a single employer. In the
precarious shipping industry, seafarers’ employment is not guaranteed, and they
often feel that they are ‘stuck’ at sea with few options to work elsewhere. While
some seafarers remain at sea for the rest of their working lives other seafarers
develop a ‘portfolio career’. They treat seafaring as a stop along the way and use
it as leverage to improve their employment options in the global labour market where
they intend to continue their employment across different organisations and across
different industries.
By utilising flexible employment practices, shipping companies have appeared to
enjoy the best of both worlds, having seafarers available for employment when
required and at the same time retaining the option to shed them when it is necessary.
However seafarers who develop a ‘portfolio career’ intend to engage with seafaring
as a temporary job and are very likely to leave the sea after several years of
employment. Consequently shipping companies might not be able to rely on a
ready supply of seafarers. In the future the lack of commitment by both the employer
and the employee to a permanent employment contract could well create supply
problems across the industry.
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Chapter 6




Historically, men have been the predominant gender in seafaring. Political debates
regarding the need to empower women in the maritime sector are strengthened by the
economic projection that in the future there will be a shortage of maritime officers.
Seafarers are a long-term investment, particularly because under the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers
(STCW), 1978 as Amended, they are required to spend at least 12-months on board
prior to being issued with a licence. In 2016, the International Chamber of Shipping
(ICS) and the Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMCO) reported that an
additional 16,500 officers would be needed worldwide to meet anticipated future
demand (BIMCO and ICS 2016). In this context it would be unwise for shipping
companies to discount the potential of women in mitigating crew shortages.
Notwithstanding labour market imperatives, the development of gender equality
in the maritime sector is currently slow. Some efforts have been made to promote the
recruitment of women seafarers in the last couple of decades but these have not had a
significant impact on the overall numbers of women seafarers employed at sea. For
the purposes of this chapter women seafarers are classified as those women who
work in the operational section of cargo ships as deck officers and engineers. Where
they are employed at all, these women are usually assigned as a lone female to a
vessel which typically accommodates 18 seafarers. This chapter examines the
barriers to the employment of women seafarers and identifies problems in the current
attempts at addressing the gender imbalance in the maritime industry.
Three impediments to female employment will be discussed in the context of
modern shipping: occupational cultural barriers; lack of awareness and knowledge
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about women at sea; and the slow development of effective policies and strategies
aimed at recruiting and retaining women seafarers. It draws the conclusion that the
employment of women seafarers should be more focused and that the engagement of
employers, including shipping companies and crewing agencies, is necessary to
improve the situation of women seafarers.
Gender Segregation in Seafaring Occupations
Transport businesses, including road, rail, and air (ITF 2014) are generally male-
dominated. Similarly, shipping is known worldwide as an extremely male-
dominated industry. Accurate numbers of female maritime transport workers are
difficult to obtain especially in the private sector, including merchant shipping and
the fishing industry. However, it has been reported that the percentage of women
seafarers in 1998 was approximately 2% according to the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) (Belcher et al. 2003). This figure included women in
non-operational sections of vessels such as hotel and catering. Female deck officers
and engineers are present in much smaller numbers on cargo ships, and are estimated
to constitute 0.12% of the total seafaring population (Drewry, ILO and ITF 2009).
The latest manpower report estimates that women seafarers represent only 1% of
all seafarers (BIMCO and ICS 2016). This seems to imply a 1% decrease in the
number of women seafarers over 15 years. However, this figure includes women in
ship operational sections only. Nevertheless, approximately a half of this figure
comes from female cadets and trainees who have not yet completed their
12-month sea time in order to obtain a license. Therefore, fully qualified women
seafarers in ship operational sections would be considered to number only 0.5%.
Women officers are sometimes observed in passenger ship sectors, such as cruise
ships, passenger ships, and small ferry boats. If these numbers were contributing to a
part of this 0.5 percent, the earlier figure of 0.12% of women seafarers on cargo ships
would still be a realistic picture.
Gender segregation in seafaring occupations is even more significant in the
engine department. Most women choose to study nautical sciences rather than
marine engineering in school. According to the study conducted by the Women in
Maritime Association, Philippines (WIMA-Phil) from 2008 to 2011, among 30 mar-
itime education and training institutions in the country, the numbers of female
graduates were five (0.56%) in marine engineering courses and 123 (0.94%) in
marine transportation courses (Limcaoco 2013). Women’s participation rates in
both navigation and engineering courses are reflected in the actual proportion of
women in deck and engine departments where female deck officers outnumber
female engineers (Belcher et al. 2003; Chan 2019).
It is clear that there has not been much progress made in terms of increasing
overall numbers of women seafarers. This begs the questions:
• Have there been any efforts made to encourage women to go to sea?
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• Who participated in these efforts and who did not?
Why Are Women Seafarers Still a Minority?
It has been only in the last few decades that women have emerged as an important
element of the workforce in seafaring. There have been a small number of female
pioneers who proved themselves to be competent seafarers and most of these hailed
from Europe, in particular, Scandinavian countries (Belcher et al. 2003; Kaijser
2005; Kitada and Langåker 2016).
In response to the poor representation of women, the IMO has launched several
campaigns to promote women in the maritime sector. During the period 1988–1996,
the IMO focused on the development of a gender strategy to establish formal
institutional structures to include gender balance in their strategic goals. From
1997 to 2004, the programme entered a sensitisation phase with campaigns across
the regions. Since 2004, the IMO has engaged in the strategic development of
regional associations for women maritime professionals (Tansey 2015) and in
April 2013 the IMO hosted a regional conference relating to the development of a
global strategy for women seafarers in Busan, South Korea. This concluded with the
Busan Declaration,1 which refers to the promotion of women seafarers around the
world.
An important milestone was the recognition of women seafarers at the level of
international conventions which was achieved in 2010. The so-called, ‘Manila
Amendment’ of the STCW, included ‘Resolution 14: Promotion of the participation
of women in the maritime industry’ which was adopted in the Final Act of the
Conference of Parties to STCW (IMO 2010). While the STCW convention focuses
on the education and training of seafarers, another convention specifies the rights of
seafarers, including women.
The International Labour Organization (ILO) provided some support to women
seafarers in the drafting of the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) 2006, by
including specific requirements to ensure the conditions of shipboard facilities for
women. Those conditions include separate sleeping rooms and separate sanitary
facilities for men and women (ILO 2006). The MLC 2006 specifies the minimum
living standards for seafarers, including women, and defines the responsibilities of
flag states in responding to the needs of seafarers (Kitada 2015b). The 2016
amendment of the MLC, 2006, included the Guideline B4.3.1 at paragraph 4 with
the addition of a new subparagraph (d) harassment and bullying. This was a specific
reference to the Guidance on eliminating shipboard harassment and bullying, jointly
published by the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) and the International
Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) (ICS and ITF 2016). Other organisations who
1http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/women/Documents/BUSAN%20DECLARA
TION(Revised1)%20(3).pdf (Accessed on 21 July 2020).
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support women seafarers are the Women’s International Shipping and Trading
Association (WISTA), and the International Seafarers’ Welfare and Assistance
Network (ISWAN) who actively advocate the rights of women seafarers.
As discussed earlier, various reports indicate a negligible increase in the number
of women seafarers, however the efforts made by international associations seem to
have contributed to the advancement of women seafarers to some extent. The
following section looks more closely at the evidence.
Advancements in the Promotion of Women Seafarers
Thanks to the international campaigns, including the United Nations
(UN) Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2000 followed by the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015, the importance of encouraging women to work
in the maritime sector has been generally acknowledged across countries. Despite
the fact that women are seemingly welcomed into the shipping industry, the actual
progress in encouraging women seafarers seems to be limited. There are still some
shipping companies which are reluctant to employ women seafarers and some which
openly refuse to consider female applicants because of their gender. This problem
was widely acknowledged by the participants at the IMO’s regional conference on
the development of a global strategy for women seafarers, held in Busan, in 2013.
The IMO launched a publicity video to promote positive change for women sea-
farers, called ‘Women at the Helm’,2 and the Busan Declaration was adopted as a
conclusion to the conference, requiring a further advancement of unified efforts to
support women seafarers. Such efforts were followed up by the IMO’s World
Maritime Day (WMD) 2019 theme: ‘Empowering women in the maritime commu-
nity’ by corresponding to SDG 5 (Achieve gender equality and empower all women
and girls). The World Maritime University (WMU), which was established by the
IMO in 1983, hosted the Third WMU International Women’s Conference on
Empowering Women in the Maritime Community, and adopted a set of conclusions,
calling for actions to increase the visibility and employment opportunities of women
maritime professionals (IMO 2019a; WMU 2019). These conference conclusions
were further emphasised by the adoption of the IMO resolution A.1147(31) at the
31st session of the IMO Assemby, recalling for the roles and responsibilities of
various maritime stakeholders to promote gender equality in the sector (IMO
2019b).
In recent years, more Maritime Education and Training (MET) institutions have
opened their doors to women for enrolment in navigation and marine engineering
courses. For example, the Arab Academy for Science Technology & Maritime
Transport (AASTMT) in Egypt accepted the first female student in the College of
2http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/10-women-film.aspx#.
Vom6qZOLTVo (Accessed on 21 July 2020).
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Maritime Studies in 2007 (Saeed 2015) while the Bangladesh Maritime Academy
(BMA) recruited 16 female cadets in 2012 and increased its intake to 20 in 2013
(Hussain 2014a). Among these women, 13 female cadets were accepted as on board
trainees by the Bangladesh Shipping Corporation (BSC) (Hussain 2014b). These
examples are often initiated by a few champions who act as change makers.
However, unless they continue to advocate and reach out at the industry level,
there may be a limited impact on the encouragement of women seafarers.
In China, the Shanghai Maritime University (SMU) accepted female students into
nautical studies from the year 2000 onwards. While SMU is still the only university
in China to offer a nautical study course to women, they seem to controversially
discourage their female students from becoming seafarers. According to the Gender,
Empowerment and Multicultural Crews (GEM) project conference in 2016,3 female
nautical students at SMU are required to take an additional course on ‘ship man-
agement’, because it is believed that women are most unlikely to be employed as
seafarers. It is common practice for SMU to convince female students to ‘backup’
their future. The SMU female nautical students, therefore, have the double burden of
studying two courses for the same duration and are expected to perform well. In
addition, they have a higher financial burden of paying for double courses at the cost
of 50,000 Chinese yuan while male students pay 25,000 yuan for their navigation
courses. These male students are further entitled to receive a 50% subsidiary from
the government with an expectation of going to sea. Female students are not eligible
because they are not expected to gain employment as seafarers.
This example clearly shows the gap between the education and the employment
of women seafarers. The problem is, although more women have been receiving
education and training as seafarers, they face barriers in relation to getting jobs at
sea. Despite the successful efforts to increase female students in MET in line with
global initiatives, (for example, ‘Education for All (EFA)’ (UNESCO 2015) and
‘Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all’ as SDG 4 (UN 2015), few women succeed in gaining their
licences. One barrier relates to the completion of their required ‘sea-time’ as cadets.
Unless MET institutions have access to training ships, it is entirely up to female
cadets to find a company with which to complete their 12-month sea-time and obtain
their licence (See for example, Tifuh 2014).
Consequently the advancement of women seafarers is slow and it seems that the
many initiatives have failed to facilitate the engagement of the industry. In order to
further understand this gap in encouraging women seafarers, three aspects of the
barriers to women seafarers will be discussed based on the literature: the occupa-
tional culture of seafaring; lack of awareness and knowledge; and slow development
of effective policies and strategies.
3https://www.solent.ac.uk/research/current-projects/gem-project.
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Occupational Culture and Barriers for Women Seafarers
Seafaring has been a male-dominated occupation from the Age of the Sail. An
assumption that seafarers are men can be found in a number of documents referring
to seafarers as ‘he’, ‘his’ and ‘him’ (Kitada 2013). Researchers describe how rarely
women have participated in seafaring and how their presence has been substantially
overlooked within accounts of the male-oriented culture of the seas (Cordingly 2002;
Bin Ahmad Ong 2019; Chan 2019).
The first barrier for women seafarers is culture embedded in occupation. Kitada
(2010, 2011) studied the occupational culture of seafaring and concluded that
masculine norms and values are reflected in the work culture on board ships.
Seafaring jobs are often assumed to require muscles to operate equipment on
board. According to the research (Kitada 2010; Chan 2019), women seafarers
noted that even though technology is advanced, using muscle power demonstrates
the traditional masculine value of labour and privileges the employment of strong
and tough men. The idea of masculinity embraced in the occupational culture of
seafaring is not limited to physical aspects but also to mental aspects. The idea that
women tend to be emotional and cry promotes a negative image about women’s
capacity to work at sea (Kitada 2010, 2013). Leadership and teamwork skills have
been formally recognised as part of seafarers’ competences in the STCW convention
(IMO 2011). In one institution, their course material on leadership and managerial
skills defines ‘determination and drive’ as one of the leadership qualities and
describes ‘masculinity’ to be important for seafarers:
DETERMINATION AND DRIVE - include traits such as initiative, energy, assertiveness,
perseverance,masculinity, and sometimes, dominance. People with these traits often tend to
overheartedly pursue their goals, work long hours, are ambitious, and often are very
competitive with others. [emphasis added by the author]4
This example reflects an expectation about leadership in the maritime industry in
the context of the STCW convention. Kitada’s research (2010, 2013) reveals that as
a result of these stereotyped expectations many women seafarers attempt to conceal
feminine characteristics using various identity management strategies, including
avoiding tight clothes and choosing loose and baggy garments to hide their bodies,
trying not to show their emotions and feelings, and/or smiling less. Some women
used swear words to behave in a similar manner to their male colleagues. Such
gender identity management strategies help women to make themselves look less
feminine and/or more masculine in male-dominated workplaces like ships. Stapleton
(2003) also pointed out in her study on gender and swearing that strong language is
habitually deployed by both women and men in the context of shared group
enterprises.
4It was reported on the Facebook group, ‘Coastal Beauties’ which comprises of primarily women at
the US Coast Guards.
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The masculine tone of seafaring work culture is significant. It encourages minor-
ity groups of workers, such as women seafarers, to adapt to masculine norms in order
to be part of the team. Unless women modify their behaviour to meet the expecta-
tions of masculinity embraced within the occupational culture of seafaring, many of
them will not succeed or survive. Some women suffer from gender stereotypes
implying that women cannot perform as competently as men at sea and others
experience overt and covert discrimination while on board (Belcher et al. 2003;
Kitada 2010; WMU 2019). The burden of such gender-related challenges often falls
onto women. Changing the attitude of the industry towards female maritime pro-
fessionals is not always a priority, because employers have not yet come to fully
appreciate that recruiting women seafarers may be their best available option in the
face of a shortage of officers. The major seafaring supply nations, such as China,
Philippines, Russia, Ukraine, and India, are currently regarded as able to maintain
their capacity to supply seafarers (BIMCO and ICS 2016) whilst shipowners can
easily explore the male labour markets in other emerging economies, such as
Myanmar, Vietnam, Brazil, and South Africa.
A Lack of Awareness and Knowledge About Women at Sea
The second barrier for women seafarers is the misconception that women are not
suitable for seafaring jobs and this is a common prejudice worldwide (Kitada 2010).
Basak (2015) highlights that such prejudice is often proved wrong and many Turkish
women seafarers have proved to be capable in their jobs at sea. In addition a widely
held old myth in Europe is that women bring bad luck at sea when they are on board
(Cordingly 2002).
The main challenge for women seafarers is a common problem in general for
women workers in male-dominated occupations: a lack of awareness and
stereotyping about women’s ability to work. A gendered division of labour is still
common in many parts of the world (Walby 1988; Cunningham 2007; Kring 2017).
Women tend to be perceived as suitable for ‘caring’ jobs while men are likely to fit to
muscle-required or managerial jobs. Stereotypes for both masculine and feminine
types of jobs are culturally and socio-economically constructed and hinder the
opposite gender from entering a gender-segregated industry (e.g. the ideas of
seafaring being unsuitable for women; and nursing not suitable for men). An overall
development plan of gender equality by reducing a bias against women in general
would affect the ways in which women seafarers are perceived and accepted on
board as well as in shore communities. Hence, the integration of women into
seafaring jobs should be a long-term strategic objective for the industry.
A limited amount of research about women seafarers is available on a variety of
topics, such as sexual harassment and discrimination (Belcher et al. 2003; Thomas
2006; Raun 2019; Piñeiro and Kitada 2020), perceptions (Dragomir and Surugiu
2013; Theotokas and Tsalichi 2013), gender identity management (Kitada 2010,
2013), work-life balance in relation to marriage and family (Kitada 2009, 2015a),
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leadership (Fjærli 2015; Ortega et al. 2015; Kitada 2016), religious influence (Bin
Ahmad Ong 2019), and health issues (Hansen and Jensen 1998; IMHA, ISWAN,
ITF and SHS 2015). Such a pool of research-based knowledge is useful and constant
efforts to do research should be encouraged.
Nevertheless the necessary information for women who are considering seafaring
jobs is not easy to obtain or may simply be lacking. For example, a company’s policy
about the security and health issues of women on board is of the utmost importance
to women seafarers and those who are contemplating a career at sea. However the
way a company deals with such critical issues is often unclear. Consequently this
lack of transparency may in itself present a further barrier to women who are
considering work at sea.
Slow Development of Effective Policies and Strategies
for Women Seafarers
The development of effective policies and strategies for women seafarers seems to
have been rather slow in the past couple of decades. At an international level, MLC
2006 specifies a minimum level of work conditions for women seafarers and is the
only legal instrument to enforce its implementation, although it is limited to the
ratifying countries—95 nations as of November 2019. International laws, including
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) by UN, and the Maternity Protection Convention (C183) by ILO, have an
upper level of priorities applicable to all human beings on earth. Such international
agreements are effective only when each country adopts them into their national
laws. These national laws regulate shipowners and other stakeholders, prohibiting
discrimination against women (Piñeiro and Kitada 2020).
While such laws need to be strengthened at a national level, a wide range of
instruments, including guidelines and codes of conducts, can be developed. ITF has
developed a guideline for the cruise sector, so-called ‘ITF Miami Guidelines Pol-
icy’5 which includes rules against discrimination. Some shipping companies proac-
tively promote women to seafaring positions as part of their corporate social
responsibility (CSR). CSR is indicated in the ISO 260006 as a marketable element
of corporations. Yet, industry engagement, including knowledge sharing of business
strategies and best practices for women seafarers, is limited. To respond to this
concern, the ILO hosted the Sectoral Meeting on the Recruitment and Retention of
Seafarers and the Promotion of Opportunities for Women Seafarers in Geneva from
25 February to 1 March 2019. The conclusions identified several priority areas,
including cadet and trainee berths, equal opportunities and treatment of seafarers,
and combatting harassment and bullying. It also reminded stakeholders that
5The full name of the document is called ‘Policy Guidelines Governing the Approval of ITF
acceptable CBAs for Cruise Ships flying Flags of Convenience’.
6International Organization for Standardization 26000 – Social responsibility.
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‘mandatory pregnancy testing shall not be used to discriminate against women as
this would violate the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention,
1958 (No.111), and the Maternity Protection Convention, 2000 (No.183) (ILO
2019).
A lack of gender policies in shipping companies has been addressed in various
literatures. For example, the survey of shipping companies conducted by Belcher
et al. (2003) shows that very few companies have specific policies regarding women.
In 2019, Bin Ahmad Ong collected data from 15 Malaysian shipping companies,
only two of which had a gender equal employment policy, and three of which
actually employed women seafarers. While some shipping companies were positive
about recruiting women seafarers, even to senior positions like Captains, it was also
reported that quite a few European and Asian shipping firms had a negative image of
women seafarers and they had never employed women (Belcher et al. 2003; Bin
Ahmad Ong 2019). The main concern of shipping companies, relates to the safe
operation of ships, with any human element, including seafarers’ rights and gender
issues tending to be overlooked. The priorities are operational costs, safety and
security (Couper 1999; Fitzpatrick and Anderson 2005; Kitada and Langåker 2017).
After many years, it is still the case that a large number of shipping companies do not
have gender-related work policies; or even if they have one, they may not necessarily
have a mechanism to effectively implement such a policy and fail to communicate it
with their (potential) employees.
It may be also worth noting that the distance between a manager and employees
also creates a further complication in the effective implementation of gender equality
policies. Kitada and Ölçer (2015) explain that the shipping industry tends to be
hybrid at inter-organisational levels in terms of regulated/unregulated, or in-house/
outsourced workplaces, which can pose a challenge. If the employer of seafarers is a
third party crew agent to whom responsibility for crewing has been outsourced it
may be difficult for a distant manager further up the supply chain to ensure gender
equality in place and know whether there is a problem and how the problem is
solved. Detailed reporting may be replaced with simplified checklists relating to
compliance with gender-related issues and these may not be adequate. In the end, no
one may be interested in gender-related policies unless a problem is raised externally
with implications for public image and reputation.
Conclusion
The efforts to promote women seafarers in the past decades have focused on MET
which has appeared to be successful to some extent in opening doors for more female
students to enrol into seafarer training around the world. However, not as much
progress as expected has occurred because there has been a missing link between this
vocational education and actual employment practices. No matter how many female
cadets are trained, unless shipping companies or crewing agencies employ them,
those human resources are simply wasted and unwanted in the labour market.
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The recruitment practices in the maritime sector still favour men over women.
This chapter has outlined three barriers to the employment of women seafarers.
Firstly, masculine values and norms are evident in the occupational culture of
seafaring where gender discrimination or sexual harassment can be triggered
towards a lone woman seafarer. In the globalised nature of shipping, many ocean-
going vessels accommodate multi-national crew who bring various gender norms
that may include different interpretations and expectations of women working at sea.
Secondly, although awareness and knowledge regarding women seafarers are gen-
erally growing, the critical information needed for women to be employed as
seafarers, such as security and health issues, is often unavailable. It is notable that
very little research has been conducted in the area of employment policies for
women seafarers. This should be a focus of future research, which would combat
the third barrier: the slow development of effective policies and strategies for women
seafarers. Greater engagement with shipping companies and crewing agencies
should be promoted in terms of the development and implementation of gender-
related policies and strategies for seafarers. Were more companies to employ women
seafarers effectively the promotion of women seafarers would be facilitated.
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Transitions and Adjustments Made
by Seafarers Whilst at Sea
Helen Devereux
Introduction
In this chapter some of the issues surrounding seafarers’ experiences of transition,
readjustment and change during a tour are presented. The voices of seafarers are
heard through the inclusion of verbatim quotes from interviews conducted on board
ships.
Seafarers’ experiences of life at sea encompass two distinct phases: being on
board a ship and being at home. As such the life of a seafarer is somewhat cyclical
with change, readjustment and transition between the two phases occurring. For
some seafarers this circular routine of employment-related mobility is regular with
periods of time on board and at home remaining relatively consistent. These
seafarers tend to be from economically developed countries. However seafarers
from less economically developed countries experience sporadic employment-
related mobility with their periods of time at sea occurring on a generally more ad
hoc basis (Sampson 2013).
This chapter aims to give a flavour of a seafarer’s cyclical lifestyle and considers
themes regarding change and transition throughout an entire tour. These themes are
discussed in chronological order moving from the start, to the middle and concluding
with a consideration of the end of a tour.
It is important to note that these three concepts of start, middle and end of time
into tour mean different things to each individual seafarer and as such it is not
possible to quantify them. These concepts have been used as a device in order to
examine seafarers’ perceptions of the nature of their work and to make sense of their
experiences. Bailey et al. (2007) used similar concepts of ‘the beginning and end of a
seafarer’s time on board’ to consider seafarers’ perceptions of risk.
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In order to appreciate the somewhat unique aspects seafarers experience in
relation to change, readjustment and transition throughout a tour it is firstly impor-
tant to understand some of the peculiarities of being a seafarer.
Life as a Seafarer
One such peculiarity of life at sea relates to the number of seafarers on board a ship.
Long gone are the days of hundreds of individuals employed on board a single ship,
sailing from their home port around the world for vast periods of time before
returning to their home port and ‘paying off’ with the wages they have earned.
In today’s seafaring industry the number of seafarers on board can vary with the
number of seafarers decided by the vessel’s flag state in accordance with safe
manning regulations (ILO 2006). Winchester et al. (2006) state the average crew
size of dry cargo vessels to be between ten and twenty-five people (depending on
various factors including ship size). On board a single ship there are likely to be crew
members of numerous nationalities, all of whom are subject to different pay scales.
Furthermore, the length of time a seafarer spends on board a ship per assignment is
subject not only to the type of ship they are sailing on but also to factors such as rank,
nationality and which crewing agency recruited them. It is not uncommon to find
two seafarers on board the same ship, working at the same rank but having
completely different tour lengths. As one seafarer described:
There’s a Polish guy and a Croatian. The Croatian he has I think 3 months and the Polish I
don’t remember but they have a much longer contract than we have Second Officer.
To give a further example, Oldenburg et al. (2009) found the average contract
duration for Europeans to be between three and six months and for non-Europeans
between six and nine months.
Inevitably, the differences in tour lengths between seafarers working on board the
same ship can lead to issues which can include resentment as well as a lack of
understanding of the amount of time some individuals spend on board in comparison
to those from more economically developed countries.
Perhaps the main reason why differences in terms of employment for seafarers
exist is the issue of widespread precarious employment prevailing throughout the
seafaring industry. Bloor and Sampson (2009, p. 713) explain:
[. . .] contractual arrangements for outsourced labour vary between ship operators and
between ship sectors (ferry, cruise, bulk carriers, container ships, oil tankers, gas carriers,
etc.) but typically only senior officers will be employed on permanent contracts if permanent
contracts are in place at all: junior officers (frequently) and crew (almost invariably) will be
employed on short-term contracts of a year or less, but will remain ‘on the books’ of the
crewing agency.
It is necessary to understand how issues regarding precarious employment relate
to a seafarer’s familiarity with both their workplace and their colleagues in order to
appreciate the concept of transition, readjustment and change throughout a tour.
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Therefore, in terms of familiarity with colleagues and their vessel seafarers can be
broadly categorized into the following three categories:
1. Seafarers who return to the same vessel and work alongside familiar colleagues.
2. Seafarers who return to the same vessel and work alongside unfamiliar
colleagues.
3. Seafarers who join an unfamiliar vessel and work alongside unfamiliar
colleagues.
A seafarer who returns to the same vessel for subsequent tours is generally
employed on a back-to-back schedule. ‘Back-to-back’ is a term used to describe a
situation where an individual is ‘paired’ with another seafarer of the same rank.
These two individuals return to the same vessel for consecutive tours, with one
individual on leave whilst the other is on board and as such the position on board is
consistently filled by these two seafarers. These seafarers tend to be senior officers
from more developed countries and the back-to-back working arrangement facili-
tates a number of advantages when compared to other seafarers’ working schedules.
Back-to-back seafarers enjoy greater flexibility regarding when they join and leave
the vessel, and they are to some extent able to determine their tour length. This is
because back-to-back seafarers tend to arrange relieving each other between them-
selves with little input from shore side manning. As one explained:
I could just email [seafarer’s name] and say can you join now and he would just say yes or no
and then that’s how we do it. We arrange our reliefs and then I just go and see the captain and
say [seafarer’s name] is coming this port (Second Engineer).
Other seafarers however are granted little, if any, flexibility regarding when they
join the vessel. For some seafarers the notice they are given prior to joining is
particularly short. One complained that:
They [crewing department of shipping company] tried 12 hours once and I said no way Able
Seaman (AB).
The AB’s comment gives rise to an interesting issue as it suggests that some
seafarers may begin a tour with little or no time to begin to process the transition
between life at home and life at sea.
The Beginning of a Tour
The idea of transition between life at home and life on board suggests that a
seafarer’s use of time immediately prior to joining a ship is of particular interest.
In addition, the change, readjustment and transition is further complicated by the fact
that not all seafarers travel directly from home to the ship. Some seafarers, partic-
ularly those from developing countries, first attend a manning agency to complete
paperwork and other formalities prior to joining. This situation exists in the Philip-
pines whereby a seafarer must travel to Manila, regardless of the distance from their
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home prior to joining a vessel. Other seafarers attend International Convention on
Standards of Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) or company training imme-
diately before going to a ship. In addition some seafarers may transfer from one ship
directly to another according to company requirements.
Even when travelling directly from home a seafarer may travel for a considerable
period of time in order to reach a ship. The journey may involve any number of
connecting flights and then numerous hours travelling in a helicopter or taxi before
arriving at the ship. The following example is illustrative:
We usually take the [Swedish term] flight in the morning, 6 o’clock in the morning from the
airport, you arrive at the ship, if you go to Pembroke you arrive at the ship 3 o’clock in the
afternoon and then you have your reliever standing there and he want to go also (Chief
Engineer).
This increasingly international nature of joining a ship means that many seafarers
arrive at a vessel weary from travel and jet lagged, a result of the time zones crossed
during the journey. Cleary this is not an ideal situation as jet lag can cause effects
such as difficulties with sleeping and decreased performance (Waterhouse et al.
2007). These effects are likely to hinder a seafarer’s ability to transition to life on
board at the early stage of time into tour.
To put this issue into perspective Wadsworth et al. (2006) utilized questionnaires
and identified that 66% of respondents had no opportunity to sleep between travel-
ling to a ship and beginning their first work shift. Of particular concern is the fact that
47% of this group had travelled in excess of six hours and 19% had travelled for
12 hours or more (Wadsworth et al. 2006).
In addition to tiredness from travelling, seafarers may well be joining a vessel
they are completely unfamiliar with and sailing with colleagues they have not met
previously. For some seafarers, particularly those with little experience of the
lifestyle, it can be somewhat overwhelming. One told me that:
The first week I don’t know my way around, I don’t know the people, I’m jet lagged, I’m
tired, I hate it, I want to go home, I want to cry, it’s just the worst experience ever (Deck
Cadet).
Furthermore, even with experience of life at sea, a lack of familiarity with their
vessel can cause additional stresses to individuals. One seafarer described how:
I haven’t even done any bridge equipment familiarization yet. I mean cos tomorrow morning
I’m going to get a pilotage on the way out, you know I might have to set up the bridge and of
course I can’t do the AIS or any of that shit yet because I haven’t even been shown it,
different radar systems, different ECDIS systems (Third Officer).
The issues regarding familiarity are not so apparent for those seafarers working a
back-to-back schedule however the process of readjusting to the generality of
sea-life can still be challenging as a bosun stated:
You’re just getting back into it, you’ve had 5 weeks off of possibly doing nothing, playing
golf, getting drunk and then you’re back to no alcohol, no free time as such and that’s it so
you’re well, I would liken it to prison but it’s not, you’ve gone from being able to do
anything you want to this is what you’ve got to do so yeah probably say 3 or 4 days to a week
to sort of get into it (Bosun).
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Readjusting to life on board can take different seafarers different periods of time.
Therefore to appreciate the concept of the beginning of a tour it is important to
understand that the seafarers interviewed suggested the beginning was until they felt
settled on board with any time after this being considered either the middle or the end
of the tour.
The Middle of a Tour
Regardless of when within a tour they are, seafarers work fixed routines whilst at sea
and in port and these routines last for the entire duration of their time on board. As
such, daily life at sea has a rhythm as regular as clockwork, marked by recurring
events such as meal times and watch changes (Knudsen 2009). For some seafarers
the routine can be an issue, particularly during the middle of a tour when they look
back at the length of time they have already followed the routine for and also look
forward to how much longer they must continue to do so. One explained how:
The middle of the trip is quite tough because you are feeling little bit tired, the routine you
know like the well every day’s the same, every day you are eating on the same time, every
day you are starting the day from the same things (First Officer).
This mid-tour feeling of monotony could be compared to workers in shore-based
occupations who work a traditional pattern of Monday to Friday and refer to
Wednesday as ‘hump day’, meaning ’the middle of a work week; used in the context
of climbing a proverbial hill’ (Urban dictionary 2019) [online].
Unlike workers in shore-based occupations however seafarers experience a lack
of traditional temporal markers such as weekends. For this reason seafarers devise
concepts to observe the passage of time spent on board. One described how:
I start counting down, I work on ports I might say I’ve got 3 ports to go, 2 ports to go, 1 port
to go, if it’s a long trip then. No say 3 weeks, I’m counting down now I’m thinking I’ve only
got 3 weeks (Deck Cadet).
There is however an interesting variation regarding the routine of life on board
between officers and ratings. The routine of ratings on board is controlled by the
officers and generally, tasks are set each day by those seafarers sailing in manage-
ment positions. The tasks are set according to the planned maintenance system and
prevailing weather conditions. In contrast those in management positions plan their
own work day and many reported doing different tasks depending on how they felt.
One explained that:
Sometimes you have harder day but the next day you can compensate it a little bit do
different kind of work but my job you know I do different things every day I have some
routine jobs but I can plan for myself (Chief Cook).
In addition to controlling the tasks carried out on board each day, senior officers
also control the working hours of each individual seafarer on board. This power held
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by senior officers and lack of oversight from shore-side however is not always a
positive aspect for seafarers. One suggested that:
When I was with [company name] I was doing sixes1 all the time cos we had this lazy Chief
Officer (Third Officer).
In this quote the third officer illustrates how senior officers can utilize their ability
to dictate the working routine of another seafarer in order to work less hours
themselves. Clearly such a senior officer would be unpopular on board due to
what would be seen by many as an abuse of power but there would be little the
junior officers could officially do in such a situation unless they were breaking any
rest hour regulation.
Working such a demanding routine of successive shifts with no days of rest in a
demanding physical and psychosocial environment invariably impacts upon sea-
farers and for many the end of a tour is eagerly anticipated.
The End of a Tour
Inevitably, it is during the time period at the end of a tour that seafarers may begin to
focus on the transition between leaving the vessel and returning home and for some
seafarers this process of adjustment involves a change in working practices. One
suggested that one way in which working practices change at the end of a seafarer’s
time into tour is a reduction in the amount of work undertaken. He said that:
I try and do as little as possible towards the end, seriously. I’d say a week before I go home or
anyone goes home my opinion is you shouldn’t be undertaking anything new you should just
be repairing stuff and preparing for your handover (Second Engineer).
This reduction in work at the end of a tour is sometimes a pre-planned alteration
in working practices as illustrated by a first officer who explained that:
I did everything ahead, looking ahead to be prepared to not leave too much work on my last
days, to get proper rest before home (First Officer).
Other seafarers however suggested that whilst they worked the same number of
hours the work at the end of their time into tour involved more paperwork and less
manual labour than at other periods of time during their tour. In contrast some
seafarers reported that they did more work at the end of their tour in order to ensure
they left their responsibilities fully discharged for the person relieving them.
In addition, this process of change towards the end of a tour is further complicated
by the fact that only rarely do some seafarers know the exact date on which they are
going home and mandatory extensions of time on board are common. The reason for
this is that for many seafarers their employment contract permits the shipping
company to keep the seafarer on board for a predetermined time in addition to that
1Sixes is a common term used to refer to a shift pattern of six hours work followed by six hours rest.
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stated in the contract. A seafarer having to remain on board may be due to the lack of
available relieving seafarers. In some countries crew members may be unable to
leave the vessel due to visa requirements; such is the situation in China for British
seafarers. Additionally, the vessel may be sailing on a long ocean passage and the
next port of call may be a number of weeks’ away.
In some shipping companies managers are reluctant to let seafarers leave the
vessel in expensive countries and try to minimize repatriation costs by waiting for
the vessel to call at cheaper ports. Repatriation costs can be further reduced by only
allowing seafarers to be repatriated in small groups and some seafarers may then be
required to wait until such a group can be formed. These mandatory tour extensions
can impact upon a seafarer’s transition, readjustment and change. One described
how:
When you came and you know you need to do 6 weeks it’s you know you prepare yourself
looking for the calendar, that okay end of the month you will be at home yeah but other
things you are coming and middle of the month you will be at home and then someone is
telling you you need to stay longer. Then you are not thinking about the job you are thinking
only to finish your trip and not that the job needs to be done. Of course you are doing
everything but the way of the thinking has changed rapidly (First Officer).
In some circumstances mandatory tour extensions can therefore be a cause of
additional anxiety and worry for seafarers who are anticipating returning home and
impact upon the transition process. It is important to consider that there are few other
industries whereby it is compulsory for workers to remain at work for weeks or even
months longer than they anticipated.
Conclusion
This chapter has illustrated how the transition, change and readjustment process
which seafarers experience is a complex process and not one which can be quanti-
fied. Seafarers’ lives are characterized by different temporal rhythms and two
locations, one being home and the other being a ship. Whilst parallels can be
drawn with other occupations which require an individual’s intermittent absence
from home the transition, readjustment and change process undergone by seafarers is
somewhat unique. The transition process varies at different points within a tour, with
an early stage and a late stage of a tour proving to be the most demanding for many
seafarers.
Upon joining a vessel readjustment must occur quickly and in many cases
alongside recovery from long distance travelling and jet lag. It is also important to
acknowledge that many seafarers do not know when they will be returning home, an
issue which affects not only themselves but also those individuals who are waiting at
home for the seafarer to return.
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Several words repeatedly crop up when you ask a seafarer working in the interna-
tional cargo fleet to describe a life at sea: ‘boring’, is one; ‘lonely’ is another; and the
word ‘sacrifice’ is used very frequently as well. Most contemporary seafarers are
recruited from developing economies where well-paid opportunities for work ashore
are scarce and, if they can be found at all, are only available to highly skilled or
qualified personnel. As a result, the money that can be earned at sea by both officers
and ratings is often unparalleled and this encourages people to seek work as a
seafarer when they are young. It also keeps many of them coming back to sea as
they get older (as described so vividly by Baum-Talmor in Chap. 5) despite having
come to grips with some of the rather unglamorous aspects of the job.
However, from the outset some people can’t cope with the conditions found on
board. Many leave after their first or second experiences of ‘sea-time’ as cadets (Gould
2010). They speak of the institutionalized regimes, the bullying, the monotony, and the
isolation, as ‘intolerable’. As the observations of Hill (1972) attest, this is not a new
phenomenon. However, as modern life and the expectations of young people have
changed it is likely that some of the disadvantages of a life at sea have come to be even
less acceptable to contemporary seafarers than they once were to their predecessors. In
2010, some of Gould’s young interviewees struggled with captains who bullied them,
physical abuse, loneliness, and depression. One described his experiences of a ship
from which he was hugely relieved to ultimately ‘escape’. He told Gould that:
[The cook] threatened me with a knife, he was absolutely blind drunk. When he was cooking
he used to drink, it was awful really. So after that episode I, well, after that incident I just
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went to my room and cried. And I’ve never, I’ve never actually cried in my life, I was just so,
so scared and so, so lonely. And my company couldn’t care less, they didn’t even phone in,
or send anything. [. . .] Well I, I just could not wait to leave the ship, I could not wait to get
off that, off that ship. No one was there to say, you know good luck and see you later, or
anything. So, I got off the ship and then I got back home. I was so glad to be home. (Sam
quoted in Gould 2010, p. 174).
The institutionalized nature of the ship, its isolation, the occupational culture on
board and the complexities of legal jurisdiction, all combine to make ships unique
workplace settings which carry both threats and opportunities for seafarers. They are
first and foremost workplace settings where work dominates almost all other con-
cerns. However, they are also spaces where strong hierarchies determine all activities
(work-based and leisure-based) and where occupational cultures and multinational
crewing practices have a strong influence on behaviour. This chapter describes some
of these features of contemporary ships and provides a sense of the context of daily
shipboard life. It is based upon the insight that has been acquired as the result of
ethnographic work undertaken over a period of 21 years.
The Dominance of Work
One of the central reasons why many seafarers describe life on board as ‘boring’ is
because it is overwhelmingly dominated by work. Work is ‘what the ship does’ and
an idle ship ‘haemorrhages’ cash at a phenomenal rate. Ship operators are driven to
maximize the productivity of their vessels which essentially means keeping them at
sea, and on the move, for as much of their time as possible (Sampson and Wu 2003).
They are driven by financial imperatives to keep the ships loaded and in transit and
this, in turn, causes them to maintain pressure on their seafarers to keep to schedules,
load and off-load cargoes as swiftly as possible, and maintain vessels in seaworthy
condition.
For seafarers this essentially means that: they get very little leisure time ashore;
that they may be at work at any time of the day or night; and that the majority of them
work seven days a week (Ellis et al. 2012). In 2016, the average number of days
spent in port (this means within port limits and not necessarily on a berth) was
reported by Marine Traffic to be 1.37 days across all vessel types. The average for
container vessels was lower with an average of just 0.87 days in port (UNCTAD
2017). Given that this is an average and that many ships will arrive in a port during
the hours of darkness it is evident that many seafarers have little, if any, opportunity
for shore-leave. Once their vessel is berthed the port-based duties of seafarers are
onerous with a requirement for some of them to work six hours on and six hours off
in shifts that involve duties relating to cargo, stores, maintenance and security. In
general, seafarers work above average hours with a normal working day described as
just over ten hours long once berthed in port and almost nine and a half hours long
when at sea (Ellis et al. 2012). Much of the remainder of a seafarers’ time is spent
eating, sleeping and undertaking domestic chores such as laundry. If there is an email
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or internet connection on board (which is frequently not the case) then some of their
non-working time is also spent ‘chatting’ with family or friends via email, SMS, and
(more rarely) video link. Otherwise, seafarers may socialize intermittently whilst
watching a DVD, or they may engage in physical activity if there is gym equipment
on board (usually in the form of a fixed cycle, weights or a treadmill). This generally
represents the extent of their non-work shipboard life.
In terms of work, the vessel is divided into three ‘departments’ namely the ‘deck’
department, the ‘engine’ department and the ‘galley’. On most contemporary ves-
sels, the galley crew is skeletal in nature and consists of just two crew members—a
chief cook and a messman. Between them these two people cook for the whole crew,
keep the galley and the food storage spaces clean, manage the garbage, order
provisions and maintain cleanliness in communal spaces (messrooms and alleyways)
and sometimes the cabins of senior officers. They are amongst the hardest working
of all the seafarers on board, working split shifts seven days a week for months at
a time.
The remaining crew are fairly evenly divided between the deck and engine
departments. On the ‘deck side’ the officers are generally involved in navigating
the vessel, maintaining stability, and stowing and offloading the cargo. The captain
is the highest ranking officer and beneath him there is usually a chief officer, a
second officer, and a third officer. There may also be a cadet. The bosun occupies a
position in the hierarchy that is sandwiched between the officers and the ratings. The
bosun and deck ratings are mainly involved in vessel maintenance and cleaning. The
bosun usually meets with the chief officer each morning to report back on the tasks
that have been accomplished by his team and to receive instructions relating to new
ones. He then goes on to assign jobs to the ratings who work with him on
maintenance jobs such as washing decks, chipping and painting.
In the engine room, a chief engineer oversees operations and undertakes admin-
istration and ‘paperwork’. The second engineer is usually the overall supervisor and
each engineer has responsibility for different pieces of engine equipment (generators
or purifiers, for example, or the main engine itself). Ratings assist the engineering
officers and as such there is usually at least one wiper and one motorman. Fitters may
also be attached to the engine department and, as with the deck department, there
may be one or more cadets at any given time.
There are other positions that are associated with very particular kinds of ship. On
a tanker a pumpman is employed, and on a refrigerated cargo ship there is normally a
specialist ‘reefer’ engineer who takes care of the refrigeration systems. On container
vessels, when large numbers of refrigerated containers are on board, there may be
several electrical engineers monitoring and maintaining them to ensure that valuable
cargoes are not damaged as a result of the malfunction of cooling systems. These
officers are part of the regular crew, however, from time to time so-called ‘riding
crew’ may work on board for limited periods of time to accomplish specific
maintenance tasks which are too time consuming for the usual crew to take care
of. These additional members of the crew are often quite segregated from the other
seafarers on board. This is partly a consequence of their transient presence and partly
due to the fact that there are normally at least two of them and they are usually of the
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same nationality as each other and may regularly work together. From time to time a
company may also provide additional support in the form of an extra third officer to
assist officers with arduous navigational schedules where it has been demonstrated
that it is not possible to meet the requirements for work-rest hours without additional
resources.
All seafarers understand the primacy of work on board and all have generally
joined the vessel to make money. Ratings welcome overtime if it will attract extra
pay and resent officers who restrict their hours in ways that limit their capacity to
earn extra cash on board. Officers are concerned to get good reports from their
seniors and to achieve promotion and therefore put in any extra hours which they feel
are necessary to achieve this and senior officers (captains and chief engineers) are
frequently paid bonuses that are linked to key performance indicators (KPIs). They
are also subject to a great deal of pressure from ashore if, and when, things go wrong
in terms of damage to machinery, delays to port schedules, accidents, or detentions
by inspectors in ports. Many seafarers also find that keeping themselves busy with
work on board is a good way of staving off the boredom which is associated with
their very limited and institutionalized experience. When combined, these factors
generally produce an attitude to work that was nicely summed up by a seafarer
posting to a public web forum about life at sea in the ‘old’ days. He wrote:
We were trained at sea by our superiors that it didn’t matter if you were sick or dying on your
feet. It didn’t matter if you were injured or genuinely ill. ‘get your **** down below. You
have a watch to keep. Your god is ‘the job’ [sic]. http://www.shipsnostalgia.com/
showthread.php?t¼48587 (accessed 24/11/19)
Whilst this engineer felt that ‘times’ had ‘changed’ this attitude is still hugely
pervasive on board (Sampson 2013). ‘Your God is the job!’ nicely sums it up.
Hierarchies and the Social Order
Not only do work activities dominate the lives of seafarers on board but occupational
rank dominates all aspects of the shipboard social order and all the interactions
between seafarers on board. The captain makes every decision pertaining to social
matters such as ‘parties’, ‘shore leave’ and access to the ship’s ‘shop’ known as the
‘bond’ or ‘slop chest’. Many also liaise a great deal with the galley staff, setting the
overall ‘policy’ for meals on board and deciding on provisioning—what should be
bought and where. Some captains consult with chief engineers on such matters and
some have a less collaborative approach. However, everyone is very clear that
ultimately the captain is ‘king’: that what the captain says goes (Sampson 2013).
Chief engineers are also socially powerful figures on board as they are of the same
‘rank’ as the captain, carrying the same number of ‘stripes’, but they do not have the
same overall responsibility for the vessel and its activities. Seafarers defer to chief
engineers and to captains in similar ways but recognize that it is the captain who
‘rules the roost’ at the end of the day. On a recent voyage I witnessed a clear example
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of this understanding in action. The captain and chief engineer did not enjoy a close
relationship and they were quite often seen to be at odds with each other. On one
occasion, the air-conditioning was switched off by the chief engineer to allow for a
procedure to take place in the engine room. As a result, the chief engineer ordered all
the outer doors of the accommodation block to be left open so that there was
adequate ventilation. The captain did not agree with this and was particularly
concerned to ensure that the outer doors (which were watertight and as such played
an integral part in the ship’s safety design) were closed at night. I was on the bridge
when the officer on watch instructed the watchman to go around the vessel and to
close all of the outer doors on every deck. He went further telling him that if the chief
engineer saw him and said anything about his actions he must reply that it was
‘captain’s orders’ and must continue to close all doors. The seafarers in this situation
displayed their understanding of the fact that the captain and chief engineer were in
disagreement about the best course of action but they were concomitantly in no
doubt at all over whose orders must be obeyed.
In general, chief engineers and captains do their best to get along together and the
happiest ships are usually those where the senior officers enjoy a good rapport with
each other as well as with other crew members. However, rapport with crew
members is usually seen by officers as something which must be constrained and
kept within certain limits. Officers are acutely aware of the need to maintain their
authority on board so that their orders will be unquestioningly followed. Whilst the
personal management style of captains varies considerably, there is nonetheless a
strongly shared understanding amongst them of the need for captains to maintain a
social distance between themselves and the remainder of the crew. Chief engineers
and more junior officers also share this view—but usually to a lesser extent.
Generally speaking, the most junior of the officers on board (particularly cadets)
feel the most at liberty to freely socialize with ratings. In this context, it is interesting
that many senior officers feel that it is much easier for them to preserve the necessary
social distance with more junior ranks when they do not share a nationality. For this
reason, multinational crews are often preferred over single nationality crews
(Sampson 2013). Once again this emphasizes the primacy of work on board as it
is precisely because social relationships are less easy-going (and enjoyable) amongst
multinational crews that seafarers regard these contexts as the easiest ones within
which to maintain a ‘suitable’ professional distance.
Regardless of the precise nature of the relationships between the individuals on
board, the social life that is possible is, in any case, very limited. There are a variety
of reasons for this. Firstly crews are very small and many crewmembers work split
shifts. The galley crew wake up early each morning to prepare breakfast. They then
clear up and prepare lunch. After lunch they may take a short break before preparing
dinner and they are usually the first crewmembers to go to bed. Deck officers work
on shifts (08.00–12.00, 12.00–16.00, and 16.00–20.00 repeating the same hours
again through the night and morning respectively—20.00–00.00, 00.00–04.00,
04.00–08.00) and they are accompanied by watchmen (particularly in the hours of
darkness and periods of poor visibility) in the form of able seamen (ABs) who may
alternate the additional night shifts that are required. Engineering officers on vessels
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with so-called ‘unmanned’ engine rooms (which do not require constant overnight
attendance) nevertheless rotate night watches. In the course of these they are tasked
with visiting the engine room and carrying out any necessary activity whenever an
engine alarm sounds (this can be expected to happen several times a night even on
well-maintained modern vessels). Finally, the senior officers may all be called upon
to work late hours at any time in response to urgent tasks such as demands for
information from shore-side managers (Sampson et al. 2016). Consequently the
opportunity for social activities is constrained from the outset by the rhythms of
work. However there are also other factors which contribute to the extent to which
modern vessels are ‘all about work’. They include: company rules pertaining to
social activities such as sports, barbecues and alcohol consumption; the limited
space that is provided for leisure activities; seafarers’ fears about accidents; and
(relatedly) the extent to which seafarers are constantly aware of the need to stave off
the effects of fatigue.
Alcohol consumption on board is restricted by international law. The 2010
Manila Amendments to the International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping, (STCW) 1978 establish limits on permitted levels
of blood alcohol for any seafarers while ‘performing designated safety, security and
marine environmental duties’ (Spark 2016). Prosecution for contravention in the UK
(for example) may result in fines and/or prison sentences of up to two years. For
many companies, however, such limits are insufficient. In response to fears about
accidents at sea resulting in costly pollution incidents and damage to infrastructure/
vessels many companies have introduced ‘no alcohol’ policies on board what are
known as ‘dry ships’. Large companies such as Maersk have banned alcohol on all of
their vessels (Karstensen 2016) and many tanker and gas carriers are also designated
by companies as ‘dry’ in line with charter party agreements imposed by cargo
owners and/or their own requirements. The findings from a questionnaire survey
undertaken in 2016 indicate that 58% of contemporary cargo ships are ‘dry’
(Sampson et al. 2017). This represents a significant change from the past.
For crew members who are culturally inclined towards an association between
alcohol and relaxation these limits have had a profound impact on the social life on
board. This is perhaps summed up best by seafarers themselves and one posting to a
public online forum for merchant seafarers just before Christmas in 2012 put it
like this:
Present company went [to a daily limit of] four beers, then reduced to two then this year went
dry. What limited social scene there was given the multinational demographic, it has
virtually disappeared now. Our non-alcoholic beer and soft drinks are free, but that’s little
compensation. Happy feckin Christmas! (sic). (http://www.shipsnostalgia.com/showthread.
php?t¼48587 accessed 29/01/2018)
However it is not only the absence of a ‘bar’ and the chance of a ‘chinwag’ over a
cold beer that has killed much of the social life that once existed on board. There are
other rules that have been introduced by companies which have had an impact too. It
was formerly commonplace for seafarers to enjoy the ritual of a barbecue on deck if,
and when, a weekend fell in the midst of an ocean passage. Today many companies
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have banned the barbecue in line with their safety policies much to the chagrin of
seafarers. I sailed with one such company in 2000. The captain on board was
generally a great supporter of his company but when he described the barbecue
ban to me, and the fears underpinning it (largely—fire risk due to potential flying
sparks), he laughed bitterly and contemptuously whilst gesturing upwards towards
the smoke stack ‘haven’t they seen what comes out of the funnel’ he exclaimed. I
looked upwards and sure enough witnessed a stream of small glowing particles
rising into the air from the ships’ ‘exhaust’. Some sports have also been banned
alongside the barbecue. Basketball was banned on a tanker I sailed with in 2006
because too many seafarers were adjudged to have sustained finger injuries whilst
playing. More pervasively, other facilities, such as swimming pools, have just been
removed from ships and have thereby been ‘designed out’ of seafarers’ shipboard
lives (Sampson and Ellis 2019).
A further constraint on the shipboard social lives’ of seafarers is the very basic
matter of physical space. The prioritization of cargo space over accommodation
block space has led to a squeeze on communal spaces on board. Messrooms which
were once large enough to accommodate whole crews for social events are now too
small to do so. Indeed the last vessel I sailed with did not have a room which was
large enough to accommodate the whole crew for a first aid training drill or for
debriefings following training. The crew squeezed into the deck office as best they
could but some were forced to sit in the alley way, such was the limited space. This is
not untypical in the modern fleet.
Finally, seafarers themselves may limit their own social lives on board as a result
of their need to protect themselves from fatigue. The shipboard motion, disturbance
from vibration, uncomfortable mattresses, light ‘pollution’, and shift work all com-
bine to make sleep on board a precious commodity. Many seafarers recognize the
critical importance of achieving adequate levels of rest and spend their free time
trying to sleep or undertaking domestic tasks. They may also attempt to preserve
their physical health by using weight machines, fixed cycles or other ‘gym’ equip-
ment where this is provided. Most of these activities are inherently solitary and
militate against the development of any kind of vibrant shipboard social life.
Within this constrained context it is still possible for particular ships to be
characterized as ‘happy’ ships by seafarers. These are usually vessels where the
captain permits and encourages social activities such as bingo, ‘horse racing’, and
similar ‘games’. In general, and perhaps universally, the shipboard occupational
hierarchy is such that without the captain’s encouragement and endorsement such
activities do not occur. The same applies to the scheduling of social events such as
‘parties’ to mark birthdays on board or significant cultural occasions such as
Christmas. It also applies to barbecues where these remain permitted by companies
and to the filling and use of swimming pools where these exist. Captains may even
determine use of gym equipment by having some of it moved to areas where it may
be exclusively used by themselves or perhaps by other officers.
For many seafarers the captain is only one of a relatively long list of people who
hold a position of authority over them on board. Deck ratings are subject to the
authority of the bosun, the junior officers (deck and engine), the chief officer, the
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captain and the chief engineer. This means that the majority of their crewmates are in
fact their superiors in rank and authority. For them, socialising in the presence of
seniors is inevitably constrained and it may be avoided by some seafarers altogether
for fear of attracting criticism. Hierarchy is also an issue when seafarers have the
opportunity to enjoy shore-leave, as senior ranks do not cease to exercise their
authority once ashore. This results in some seafarers choosing to go ashore alone
rather than in company, simply to have a few brief hours when they feel free of
‘surveillance’ from managers and supervisors.
Occupational Culture and Multinational Crews
As previously noted, truly multinational crews are often popular amongst seafarers.
However some crewing patterns are less effective than others in terms of both the
work and the social life on board. Generally speaking where there are just two or
three nationalities present on a ship there are associated challenges. These are
considerably exacerbated when there is only a small group of people from a
particular country. On the vessel Pollyanna, which I joined in 2013, I found that
almost the entire crew was from India with just the chief engineer from elsewhere. In
this instance, given the professional distance that he preferred to keep between
himself and lower ranking seafarers, and his long experience at sea, the chief
engineer was not unduly perturbed. Nevertheless for lower ranking seafarers, and
particularly cadets, such skewed patterns of crewing can be highly unsatisfactory
and associated with an extreme degree of social isolation.
Ships carrying only two or three nationalities may be characterized by strong
divisions. Sometimes officers are all from one country and ratings are from another.
However, in many cases the divide between nationalities does not match perfectly
with the occupational divide between ratings and officers. In such circumstances
ratings who share the same nationality as all the officers on board (but not the other
ratings) may be accorded the temporary social status of officers (eating in the
officers’ mess etc.). By the same token on other vessels, where the demarcation
between nationalities takes place further ‘up’ the hierarchical ladder, some officers
may be ‘demoted’ to ratings’ status in relation to social activities and life on board
(Sampson 2013). This can have significant operational as well as social conse-
quences, as it may often be in ‘off-duty’ time (e.g. during a lunch or coffee break)
that significant information and knowledge is shared amongst officers. Junior offi-
cers who are relegated to the ‘crew mess’ as a result of their shared nationality with
ratings will not be party to such information and as a result will not be as effective in
contributing to the officer team as they could otherwise be. Equally, they may be
encouraged to relate more to the ratings of their nationality than to the officers from
whom they are socially excluded. This could result in the inappropriate sharing of
confidential information which could contribute to undermining officer authority
and/or respect and trust. Such practices are exacerbated by the tendency of crews,
made up of just two or three nationalities, to frequently speak in their own languages
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rather than in the commonly understood international language of the sea—English.
This can create a range of misunderstandings, a strong sense of suspicion and a crew
which lacks a sense of solidarity and motivation (Sampson and Zhao 2003).
Mixed nationality crews may also be associated with discrimination and bullying,
although bullying is by no means unique to multinational ships and is described by
some seafarers as part of the overall occupational culture on board any ship. As one
seafarer responding to a survey by the trade union Nautilus put it ‘I think it will be
nearly impossible to change the attitudes in the industry. Traditionally seafarers
should be ‘made of stern stuff’ so we are almost expected to take a degree of bullying
from superiors.’ (Nautilus International 2010). Another suggested that ‘Bullying,
discrimination and harassment at sea has always been a problem in my experience
even with all British crews’ (Nautilus International 2010). Some seafarers go further
in identifying single nationality crews as actually more prone to bullying or to its
corollary—favouritism—than others (Sampson 2013) and it is revealing that in a
study of stowaways and their strategies (Senu 2018) single nationality crews were
often regarded as higher risk than mixed nationality crews. Some stowaways
described how they felt that a single nationality crew was more prone to stick
together in covering up abuses (of them) making violent treatment towards them
more likely to occur. On the other hand, they felt that the slight mistrust between
individual members of multinational crews was likely to protect them from mal-
treatment given that seafarers did not feel entirely confident about their crewmates’
loyalty and the likelihood that such abuses would remain un-reported. This could
imply that seafarers in genuinely mixed nationality crews receive a degree of
protection resulting from a pervasive lack of certainty that the actions of potential
bullies will be covered up by crewmates.
Whether it is more likely that bullying will take place on board a multinational
vessel or a single nationality ship is a matter of debate. The pervasiveness of bullying
reflects the degree to which it is embedded in the occupational culture of the sea. In
such a culture, any individuals who are not well-established in the crew hierarchy by
dint of their age/rank, gender or nationality are all potential objects of abuse and
bullying. In this context, both women and cadets report a considerable amount of
harassment, assault and abusive behaviour (Gould 2010; Belcher et al. 2003;
Nautilus International 2010) which would not generally be tolerated in shore-
based corporations. The shipboard occupational culture may exacerbate such behav-
iour as it discourages the telling of ‘tales’ about the misdemeanours of colleagues to
managers and those ashore. On board my first vessel, I was instructed by a Swedish
chief officer that ‘what happens on the ship stays on the ship’—a lesson that is
starkly brought home when reading the reports of incidents where seafarers have
endured significant physical abuse from others but have chosen to remain silent
about it. One telling example can be found in the case of the vessel Karin Schepers.
The vessel grounded off Cornwall with the drunk captain at the helm. She was
relatively quickly re-floated and sailed to her next port (Rotterdam) where she was
met by MAIB inspectors. The inspectors removed her voice data recorder and
retrieved recordings of activity on the bridge which had been deliberately left ‘un-
saved’ by the captain. The recordings suggested that, prior to the grounding, the
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Ukrainian master had physically assaulted the Filipino second officer on the bridge
punching him and causing him to audibly cry. Despite this, the MAIB report
notes that:
When interviewed by MAIB inspectors, the second officer had bruises and marks on his face
and body that appeared to have been recently sustained. Subsequent analysis of the audio
recordings from the VDR indicated an assault could have taken place on the bridge in the
period before the grounding. In subsequent interviews, the second officer was unwilling to
account for his injuries, and consequently this aspect of the events of the midnight to 0400
watch on 3 August remains unresolved (MAIB 2012, p. 17)
Other aspects of occupational culture are less overtly unpleasant. Seafarers have a
very strong ‘work ethic’ and there is little patience exercised with suspected malin-
gerers (and indeed oftentimes with those in genuine distress). This results in a very
strong sense of seafarers ‘pulling together’ on board with each individual fulfilling
his or her duty to the best of their ability. In a crisis or emergency there is a culture of
‘can do’ on a ship which is frequently one of the characteristics which renders
seafarers attractive to employers ashore (once their seagoing career is over). The
occupational culture encourages seafarers to look favourably on colleagues who
‘step up to the plate’ in terms of effort, ingenuity and inventiveness when it comes to
any operational matters. It also encourages stoicism, humour, and emotional
toughness.
Many of these qualities are entwined with traditional European notions of
masculinity and to that extent they doubtless reflect the historical roots of the
merchant navy and the current European and OECD dominance of ownership of
the global merchant fleet. Despite the move to developing countries in relation to
labour supply, and the rampant surge of shipping in Asia, the shipping industry
remains dominated by European/Russian and US owners. Notwithstanding the
challenges of the Greek economy, Greece retains its longstanding position as the
largest shipowning nation by deadweight tonnage and twelve of the top twenty ship
owner countries are from Europe/USA/Russia (UNCTAD 2017). Germany domi-
nates container shipping with a market share of 21% and Greece and Denmark
occupy third and fourth positions respectively (China holds a market share of 9%
and lies in second place). European norms associated with traditional forms of
masculinity remain pervasive in this context, as the mostly male workforce moves
from ship to ship carrying with it a widely shared idea of appropriate shipboard
behaviour. These norms determine how seafarers live and work alongside each other
despite having little personal knowledge of one and other. They are inculcated into
cadets and constitute an important part of the ‘apprenticeships’ which nascent
seafarers undergo (Gould 2010).
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Conclusion
There is little doubt that life for seafarers working in the ‘deep-sea’ cargo fleet is
challenging. They endure physically difficult shipboard conditions for months on
end: sacrificing sleep; being subject to continual vibration and noise; and existing in
constrained physical spaces. They face dangerous weather conditions and a hazard-
ous working environment. At regular, if not frequent, intervals seafarers are killed at
sea aboard vessels which founder too quickly for safe evacuation (see for example
the MAIB 2016 report on the loss Cemfjord with all hands) or explode (such as the
case of the Sanchi an Iranian and Bangladeshi-crewed tanker which exploded and
was lost with all hands off the coast of Shanghai in early 2018). In an article
focussing on the environmental impact of the explosion of Sanchi, the Guardian
newspaper correspondent Benjamin Haas marked its final disappearance with the
following text:
The Iranian oil tanker Sanchi sank off the coast of Shanghai on Sunday, after a week of
burning and sending plumes of smoke hundreds of metres into the air. Only three bodies of
the 32 sailors were recovered. The ship was carrying 136,000 tons, or about 1 million
barrels, of oil, that now threatens to pollute some of China’s most important fishing waters.
(Haas 2018)
Most seafarers prefer not to dwell on such tragic events. However, they rarely
hesitate to suggest that being on board a ship is like being in a ‘prison’ frequently
adding ‘only worse’ to their descriptions. They point to: the limited access to
entertainment, recreation, and communication; the hierarchy and institutionalisation;
the homesickness; and the constrained relationships between colleagues (Sampson
and Ellis 2019). However, the challenges for some seafarers are more difficult than
for others and this is an environment where it can be particularly difficult to be in a
minority as either a woman, a cadet, or a sole representative of a particular nation-
ality. Cargo ships in the international fleet are not suitable workplaces for the feint-
hearted. To withstand a life on board, seafarers require mental resilience, strong
coping mechanisms, and a capacity to endure privation of both a physical and
emotional nature.
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The Experience of Being a Filipino Seafarer
on a Multinationally Crewed Ship
Iris Acejo
Introduction
The globalised labour market for seafarers has led to multinationally crewed vessels.
According to a study conducted by Seafarers International Research Centre in 2003,
about 60% of ships have multinational crews (Ellis and Sampson 2003). A more
recent study showed that 85% of vessels that call in ports in Finland have multina-
tional crew mix and that two and three nationalities are the most prevalent crewing
pattern (Storgård et al. 2013). The Philippines, is one of the world’s biggest source of
seafarers, as such it is worth considering the lived experiences of Filipino seafarers
on multinationally crewed vessels.
It is common for Filipino seafarers to work on board under temporary contractual
arrangements between 6 and 12 months, with 8 to 12 hour work days. Watchkeeping
deck officers work 7 days a week, on a ‘week in and week out’ basis. Seafarers in
other positions may have an occasional Sunday off when their vessel is not in port.
Reduced opportunities for shore leave make the ship ever more confining in what is
already a risky and uncomfortable environment. Accounts of how Filipino seafarers
grapple with these contemporary realities can provide an insight into their day-to-
day lives. This chapter explores the nature of Filipino seafarers’ relationships within
a multi-ethnic crew under temporary, fixed-wage employment and the strategies they
adopt on board to survive in such working conditions. The results presented here
consider the ways in which Filipino seafarers engage with, and assert themselves in,
restrictive social spaces given the inter-workings of routines, hierarchies and nation-
alities on board. The way in which Filipino seafarers interact within a closely
controlled environment reflects how the present structure of the shipping industry
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has evolved. The challenges impinging on meaningful shipboard experiences for
Filipino seafarers are discussed.
Filipino seafarers currently estimated at around 215,500 comprise the second
largest share in the global maritime industry (BIMCO 2015). Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (2016) estimates that 21% of the annual total cash remittances received
from abroad, comprising US$ 5.572 billion, is contributed to the nation by seafarers.
As international seaborne shipments remain an important force for most economies
worldwide, the significance of Filipino seafarers, both globally and locally, grows.
Filipino seafarers’ representation in the seafaring workforce is roughly divided into
officers (34%) and ratings (66%) (BIMCO 2015). In today’s merchant fleet, multi-
national crewing has become the norm and English is recognised as the language of
the sea. In the Philippines where the system of education utilizes English as a
medium of instruction, Filipino seafarers are better positioned to capture opportuni-
ties in the seafaring profession than their counterparts in China and Russia, for
example. The active participation of the Philippine government in terms of promot-
ing seafaring as a career likewise helps bolster Filipino seafarers’ dominance in the
sea-going labour market.
Trends in Seafaring in the Philippines
In the 1960s the number of Filipino seafarers working on board international vessels
was estimated to be around 2000 and by 1975 this had jumped to 23,534 and
continued to show a steady increase (McKay 2007) with an upsurge in the number
of seafarers occurring in the late 1980s indicating a sixfold increase (see Table 9.1).
Since 1987, the Philippines has consistently been the leading supplier of seafarers
worldwide.1 In the 2003 Global Labour Market Survey by the Seafarers Interna-
tional Research Centre, about 28.1% of seafarers are Filipinos, comprising the
highest proportion, according to nationality. In the survey, 72% worked as ratings
and the rest were senior (9%) and junior officers (19%).
The global presence of Filipino seafarers has to be understood in an historical
context and this includes the migration processes that have characterized Filipino
society and helped constitute migration and working abroad as an accepted part of
life. The development of international labour migration in the Philippines started
during the Spanish era, was ingrained during US rule, and was institutionalised from
the 1970s onwards. Crucial contributory factors were the American legacy such as
the opportunity for seafaring work in the US fleet, the emergence of English as a
widely-spoken language following the American occupation together with the
development of a relatively advanced educational system; the role of the
1As quoted in http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/features/WCMS_219974/lang%
2D%2Den/index.htm.
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government; the economic downturn due to the world oil crisis in the 1970s, and the
subsequent deregulation of the shipping industry.
The Rise of Contractual Work and Developments
in the Shipping Industry
The emergence of a global demand for labour encouraged the development of
temporary and contract-based migration flows. The initially opportunistic response
of the Philippine government in the 1970s to ease local economic pressures and
adapt to the global changes became a long-term strategy for development and
growth. Structural changes in the shipping industry also made it suitable as an
alternative source of overseas employment for Filipino workers. Developments in
sea trade, such as the growth of open registers from around the 1950s (Alderton and
Winchester 2002) emphasised seafaring’s potential as an income source. Under the
open register system, nationally registered ships could be registered or re-flagged in
another country. Such registers are commonly known as Flags of Convenience
(FOC) (Lillie 2004; Stopford 2008). The global oil crisis of the 1970s led to more
FOC-registered ships, which allowed for the development of multinational crewing
(Sampson 2013). Consequently a global labour market for seafarers emerged
(Winchester et al. 2006) and the shipping industry has emerged as the most
globalised of all economic activities. (Couper et al. 1999, p. 9).





















Sources: Adapted from McKay (2007), POEA various years
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In such a deregulated, globalised environment, it became more cost-effective for
ships to recruit seafarers from different parts of the world. The Filipinos, whose
primary exposure to this trade had been through the US Navy, were now able to
work beyond military-related operations and in the merchant fleet. As Filipino
seafarers continue to face complex issues concerning their position, participation
and prospects, understanding their shipboard lives will illuminate the many ways
they grapple with changes occurring not only at the global scale but also at the level
of day to day operations on board.
The seafarers in this study were interviewed in two primary sites: in a town in the
province of Iloilo and on board a container ship. In the community of Sta. Ana,
Iloilo, a total of 49 seafarers’ wives were interviewed of whom ten were with their
partners as couples. The community in Iloilo was chosen because of its high number
of seafaring households. The shipboard fieldwork aboard a container ship,
Manuelita, lasted for 41 days (i.e. 30 March to 10 May 2009). All 25 seafarers on
the ship participated in the study. There were three nationalities on board: Filipino,
Indian and Sri Lankan. Out of 25 seafarers, there were 14 Filipinos, ten Indians and
one Sri Lankan. In terms of rank, among the 12 officers, there was one Filipino
second mate, a Sri Lankan third mate and a Filipino electro cadet while the rest were
Indians. Of the 13 ratings, one was Indian while the rest were Filipinos.
Shipboard Life
Life on the ship can be likened to life within a total institution to the extent that there
is an overlap between life and work and the ship is isolated from the wider society.
Shipboard life embodies a strongly routinized occupational culture. According to
Lane (2002, p. 101), such characteristics of seagoing vessels’ provides the necessary,
but not sufficient, conditions for a high level of social cohesiveness and professional
competence’. While this allows the shipboard society to operationally function,
seafarers’ social and domestic life remains subject to a bureaucratic authority.
Such restrictions mean that learning to cope with isolation and confinement as part
of ‘the everyday’ constitutes the totalness of the shipboard routine (Gould 2010).
The occupational hierarchy on board defines work roles within a time-conscious
and fast-paced work flow. The captain’s authority and power allows him/her2 direct
control of the ship’s operations including the living conditions of the crew. Although
the chief engineer has the same rank, his/her role mainly revolves around engine
concerns. The highest authority in the shipboard chain of command is the captain,
also known as the ship’s ‘master’ who oversees various departments (deck, engine
and catering). The quality of work dynamics and socialization among crew members
is largely influenced by the captain’s manner of exercising authority as he is in
charge overall (Sampson 2013).
2Seafarers are overwhelmingly men (see Kitada’s discussion in Chap. 6).
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As a result of various developments in the shipping industry and the pursuit of
cost cutting, there has been a reduction in the numbers of crew on ships to such an
extent that ’crew sizes at the turn of the century were reduced from approximately
40–50 per ship to 20–30’ for the same sized vessels (Couper et al. 1999, p. 11). The
recent technological innovations, in terms of containerisation and fast vessel turn-
around, can be seen to have negatively affected the ratings more than the officers.
For example in their study of a modern container terminal Sampson and Wu (2003)
describe how reduced time in port and remote ports locations have the overall effect
of confining ratings to the ship in both physical and social terms. The ship that I
sailed on stayed in port no more than 2 days. The combined effects of reduced
turnaround times and the smaller numbers of seafarers may be said to have contrib-
uted to job enlargement and the imposition of relentless routines which see seafarers
being increasingly bound to the work role on board, with little time for a social life or
leisure.
Language and Communication
As mentioned earlier, it has become increasingly common to find seafarers of
different national backgrounds working together. Within the diversity found in
present-day merchant vessels, English is recognised as the language of the sea and
is an essential requirement for seafarers. This entails having communicative com-
petence, using the appropriate vocabulary, phrases and intonation in operational and
social contexts found on board. Sampson and Zhao (2003), in considering data from
14 multilingual ships, highlight the need for English proficiency in crew members. A
variety of issues relating to the importance of communication to the working
environment have been raised in other studies on board multicultural ships such as
effective implementation of health and safety on board (Kahveci et al. 2002;
Bhattacharya 2009) and social involvement relating to satisfaction and morale on
the ship (Sampson and Thomas 2003).
Overall, on board Manuelita, seafarers reported being able to interact effectively
however they identified certain challenges pertaining to safety-critical operations. A
second engineer recalled how he would ensure that commands issued to engine
trainees were properly followed:
He is a bit new. So whenever I use certain terms, maybe he is not able to understand so I
repeat it for two or three times more. When he says ‘okay, I know now’, that is when I know
he understood me. But, I would still send fourth engineer to go and see what he is doing.
(Second Engineer, Interview 155)
In adopting the standards of the current ship, the trainee’s knowledge and
techniques had to conform to specific performance measures. Part of learning by
experience involved being able to display a functional proficiency in clarifying
procedures involved in a particular task. While using a shared language was critical
for coordinating tasks, the acquisition of a variety of communication strategies (such
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as repetition of instructions and sign language) helped avoid misunderstandings and
ensured that work was carried out properly.
In adapting to the work environment, professionally and personally, willingness
to learn cut across nationality. Being aware of such dynamics, seafarers modified
their manner of communicating and often avoided a polarised view of certain
nationalities’ work ethics. In this way they were able to concentrate on creating
working relationships that accepted and valued diversity. Such awareness is crucial
because not only does it influence how people are perceived but also the extent to
which they are treated with respect, support and self-reflection. Adopting a more
sensitive approach than that which relies on stereotypical assumptions enabled
seafarers to be more effective, particularly in supervising ratings from different
nationality backgrounds. A conscious choice to avoid the labelling of a particular
nationality group facilitated good interactions.
For newcomers on the ship, learning the ‘communication’ ropes may not be
straightforward owing to the fact that they encounter different accents and ways of
speaking. Aboard Manuelita, there were two seafarers who were relatively new to
working on board ships. One of them was having difficulty in understanding the job
orders issued by the second engineer, who was an Indian officer. He mentioned that
in trying to grasp some of the words spoken to him, he had to rely on context clues in
carrying out tasks. He stressed that:
It’s hard if you are new or if you come from a different ship type as you have to adjust to
words you have never heard before in your line of work. (Engine Trainee, Ship,
Interview 136)
Experience has shown that it is especially important for new crew members to
make initial connections with others on board so as to become familiar with the
language of the ship. Given the work-focused setting on board, the language used is
primarily to convey information and issue commands. In dealing with communica-
tion breakdowns, most of the ratings on board the ship resort to what Kahveci and
Sampson (2001) refer to as pidgin English which is stylistically consistent with other
seafarers’ patterns of speech. As one Filipino rating recounted:
When you speak using grammatically constructed English, it becomes difficult for them to
be understood. So they learn how to break it up so others get what they mean. (Fieldnotes
5 April 2009)
In this case, the rating’s adaptation of his language to his work environment
necessitated learning how to vary speech patterns and hence ‘speak’ like the others.
Observing conventional manners in speaking involves not only technical know-how
but also the ‘ability to penetrate accents and indeed to understand new and particular
forms of English’ (Kahveci and Sampson 2001, p. 51 in citing Butler 1999).
Knowledge of this kind of maritime English allows seafarers to strengthen their
work involvement, integrate with others on board and avoid isolation.
Because the learning process takes time, new recruits often struggle with under-
standing and adapting to seafaring jargon.
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I feel different. Various people that you see, languages that you use. There are times you
don’t understand each other. Really need to adjust. (OS, Interview 139 Julius)
The multinational context within which seafarers self-consciously operate
requires a firm grasp of the language since communication is quite crucial on
board in both operational and social contexts. An effective grasp of the English
language accompanied with technical knowledge was considered very relevant to
work performance. While this may indeed be true, Sampson and Zhao (2003) have
shown that proficiency in standardised Maritime English is, to some degree, insuf-
ficient as it focuses on resolving job-related issues rather than facilitating informal
interactions. The work-centred use of English may have social consequences such as
engendering feelings of social estrangement amongst seafarers.
Coping and Enduring: Socialization on Board
Hierarchy determines not only the structure of roles but also the social order on
board. While its organizational function creates conditions of responsibility and
compliance, its social currency in terms of developing smooth relations among
seafarers poses a barrier. High-ranking seafarers, whether senior or junior officers,
seldom mingle with ratings except during informal occasions. Social breaks in the
routine of the voyage usually depend on the master’s initiative due to the dominance
of work schedules. Crewing patterns on a ship also exert an influence on whether
social interaction is encouraged or restrained. Sampson (2013) has described how
vessels crewed by two or three nationalities may be more socially divided than those
with multiple nationalities on board. This was the experience of the seafarers aboard
Manuelita with interaction becoming confined according to nationality. In this case
numerous ways of coping or ‘making do’ were employed to ease the socially
restrictive environment on board. One of these was humour.
In the stressful, busy situation characteristically found on a ship, humour can be
effective in lightening the atmosphere. An exchange of witticisms allows seafarers to
cope with daily monotony and job tensions. This makes a difference to how others
get through their work, as one rating stated:
It makes the work more bearable. You don’t suffer and you get through it happily. (Able-
bodied seaman, Ship, Interview 145)
He mentioned that he and the Indian deck cadet had been ordered to wash the
bridge floor thoroughly by the chief mate and while they were cleaning the bridge he
teased the deck cadet about whether he could do it faster than usual. The ability to
make such jokes breaks the ice with other seafarers and is a sign of adaptability
towards workmates. It becomes an effective tool in establishing a seafarer’s presence
on board as it conveys the idea of a crew member attuned to the ship’s internal
workings. In the process, it also becomes part of the natural coping mechanism that
connects crew members when on board.
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When there was conflict amongst the Filipino ratings regarding the kind of
‘bossy’ management style practised by the bosun, he was called lolo or grandfather
as a reference to his old age.
Sometimes in the morning you can hear not so nice words from him. We just smile. Then call
him lolo. He doesn’t know that. (Ordinary Seaman, Ship, Interview 140)
Of course, they all refrained from insulting the bosun when he was around. For
instance, when the bosun was a few minutes late one of the ratings asked, ’Where is
lolo?’ The collective manner in which the other Filipino seafarers connected with
this joke could be seen at the moment when the bosun appeared—all of them
automatically changed the topic and discussed something else. Even the engine
ratings at the table nearby took the cue and immediately discussed other topics.
The use of the word ‘lolo’ became a way for the ratings to express contempt without
being judged as insubordinate. This was what Noon and Blyton (1997) described as
the ’informal triumphing over the formal’ (Douglas 1975). The same situation was
identified by Collinson (2002, p. 270) among shop floor workers. In that case, joking
was the manual workers’ way of ‘coping with deskilled, high pressure and/or
physically dangerous work’. As the bosun decided to stand by his way of instilling
discipline, the tensions that remained were ameliorated through humour in order to
emphasize tacitly his unfair approach.
This strategy enabled all the ratings to share some form of connection with each
other. Although the ratings from the engine department did not usually work under
the direction of the bosun, their annoyance about the bosun’s tendency to monitor
their beer consumption when in the lounge was a source of tension. Hence, the act of
joining in the laughing whenever a ‘grandfather’ joke was brought up revealed their
agreement with its accompanying undertones as they shared and empathized with
the group’s general feeling. Although laughing with the group indicates one form of
subtle resistance to domination and control, it also reinforces the sense of belonging
amongst the ratings. The entertaining critical look at the bosun, albeit momentary,
provided a way to enact social cohesion. As succinctly expressed by Noon and
Blyton (1997, pp. 159–160): ‘joking at work plays an important regulatory function
by providing a means of expression that assists group cohesion, deflects attention
from the dehumanizing aspects of work and acts to preserve the existing power
hierarchy’.
Although humour can be useful in forming cohesion in a group, it can have the
opposite effect when not properly executed. Newcomers on board learned that funny
stories were only amusing when used in a particular context or when expressed
according to accepted boundaries. An electro-cadet shared his story on how he
sensed a negative reaction from a joke he made about stray dogs with one of his
superiors:
I mentioned how in our area, if your dog gets into the neighbours’ place then it is no longer
yours. (Electro-cadet, Ship, Interview 134)
The awkward silence following the supposedly witty remark hinted that such an
attitude towards eating dogs was not considered funny. Using humour in the
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workplace required a broad perspective that takes into consideration the position of
those at the receiving end. On a ship with different nationalities, funny remarks
required sensitivity towards the others’ beliefs, traditions and practices. Otherwise,
the inappropriate use of humour could further widen and reinforce the isolating
conditions on board. Nevertheless, the capacity of humour to bring nationalities
together was also manifested:
The Filipino messman acted gay when he saw the Indian engineer and put his arm around
him. The other seafarers in the corridor laughed and teased him about it. (Ship Fieldnotes
April 2009)
Joking has its risks, especially among multinational crews, but if properly
executed can bring seafarers together (Kahveci et al. 2002).
Forming Names
Just as nationality may create social divisions, it also becomes a way for seafarers of
the same nationality to come together using a common language. Amongst Filipino
seafarers for instance, the use of localised names for the officers bonded them
together. For instance, the captain was called ‘tatay’ (father) or ‘apat’ (which
means four, and is a reference to the four stripes on his shoulders), the chief engineer
was called ‘hepe’ (chief) while the chief officer, ‘kamote’ (a pun on scratching the
head). Using a different language allowed ratings the freedom to express their
viewpoints and to critically discuss certain behaviours of the officers. This was
shown in the following instance:
The ship had just left the port and the Filipino ratings were having their dinner. They were
chatting freely about the second engineer whom they call hepe. Then suddenly that person
passed by the mess hall door. Everyone shared a laugh and someone said out loud, “good
thing he can’t understand us!” (Fieldnotes 24 April 2009)
The use of Filipino names enabled the Filipino seafarers to freely express their
opinions. They could, for instance, criticise the Indian officers without the threat of
being reported by the only Indian rating. This was akin to hidden transcripts whereby
‘every subordinate group creates. . .a hidden transcript that represents a critique of
power spoken behind the back of the dominant’ (Scott 1985).
More often than not, this strategy was used when gossiping about the officers’
peculiarities. The messman for instance revealed that:
We talk about this officer on board who went on a shore leave and stayed out for a long time.
We thought, he couldn’t be just by himself! (Fieldnotes 7 May 2009)
There was this engine officer who requested rolls of tissue paper so many times per month
that he exceeded what is allowed. We think that he might have taken some of that home. . .or
maybe used them for something else. We talk about that. (Fieldnotes 7 May 2009)
Through this mechanism they developed and sustained strategic acts of resis-
tance. The use of a common language gave them the chance to refer to those in
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power without fear of risking their position. Lawrence and Robinson (2007) refer to
the ’disparity between need for autonomy and an experienced loss of freedom’ as a
potential contributor to frustration in the workplace. Use of the Filipino language
gave them a sense of privacy so that:
They wouldn’t know they are being talked about. (Ordinary Seaman, Ship, Interview 140).
It made for them an avenue to vent their disappointments about work or share
stories about past seafaring experiences or even refer to current news about the
Philippine government or their families in a relaxed atmosphere. The versatility of
using the local language somehow recouped some of the curtailed freedom on board.
Tales of Threats and Revenge
Most of the stories of threats and revenge by Filipino seafarers are surrounded by
myths on exacting well-deserved vengeance on abusive officers. These are passed on
from one seafarer to another and from one ship to another and often come to the fore
in threatening situations. When asked about the desirable qualities of an officer at
work, most of them referred to respect as very important in their work environment.
Lack of respect, they said, could actually push them to commit extreme actions. One
deck rating cited the situation that occurred in the engine department when the
engine ratings were not granted their holiday entitlements. He empathized by
referring to possible ways in which he could inflict revenge if pushed to extremes:
If you are really angry at one person then you can create trouble for him. For me, say I am
angry at the chief mate, I can go to the ballast room and just push on those buttons that can
create trouble. Say, nobody saw me, then who will be blamed? Him! Or his computer, I can
destroy all his files. Right? I can get back at him. (Able-bodied Seaman, Ship, Interview 142)
Conveying their grievance by referring to their capacity for sabotage not only
highlighted the importance of the holiday entitlement but also underscored the need
to retain their sense of worth when unfairly treated. In addition, given the large
number of Filipino seafarers on board, this also underlined the potential for such
events to happen.
Consequently, they would occasionally refer to myths regarding revenge suc-
cessfully achieved by others, such as:
There is one crew member who got some mighty adhesive and glued the lock in the captain’s
suitcase so it couldn’t be opened. There is also one who was thrown overboard with stones
on his body. . . (Able-bodied Seaman, Ship, Interview 142)
By diminishing the inherent power of those in position, seafarers were able to
reassure themselves that not only was this done on board the ship but that others have
gone through it and therefore shared the same view. The perspective put forward by
Morrill, Zald and Rao regarding social spaces in organisations aptly referred to the
creation of an autonomous social space in which ‘subordinates spin tales of revenge,
celebrate hero myths of those who stood up to exploitive superiors and engage in
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discourses that underscore the inherent dignity of subordinates’ (2003, p. 398)
Moderating the degree of dominance by their superiors through the act of sharing
stories of revenge creates a way for them to reinforce their common view and
re-establish their potential for togetherness in unfavourable situations.
Overall, resistant strategies show how group cohesion is reinforced while at the
same time emphasising how Filipino seafarers develop awareness of themselves
functioning as one nationality. The potentiality for divisiveness reveals how it can be
isolating for all crew members if social togetherness becomes constrained according
to nationality. By simultaneously consenting to and resisting authority, Filipino
ratings adjust the boundaries of their social space on board in order to cope with
the tensions arising from such conditions.
Conclusion
As a result of the shipping industry becoming internationalized, globalized and
deregulated, Filipino seafarers aboard merchant vessels increasingly find themselves
working alongside those from different nationalities. In achieving cooperation, team
effort and socially fulfilling relationships are highlighted as crucial to seafarers’ daily
shipboard life and having a good command of the English language provides
confidence in interacting with the crew, suggesting a good capacity for teamwork.
This however comes with various challenges such as communicating effectively
within a multicultural environment and avoiding stereotype-based biases in dealing
with other nationalities. Fluency in the English language including maritime jargons
and phrases help seafarers, particularly the new ones, integrate within the strong
occupational context of the ship. Officers tasked with managing the crew are better
able to adopt management practices that value diversity at work and avoid
stereotyping certain nationalities. Such a level of cultural awareness is helpful in
integrating seafarers in the ship in terms of re-establishing and strengthening their
work involvement and avoiding isolation.
The nationality mix on a ship affects the social order on board. For ships with two
nationalities where officers belong to one nationality and ratings belong to another, it
may become more difficult for the crew to get together informally. The nationality-
divide and the division by hierarchy can be seen as mutually reinforcing. As the
ratings’ feelings of being overpowered are magnified, the seafarers form small
groups (according to their nationality) to dissipate such threats. Conjuring a resistant
space by way of humour and tales can serve to circumvent the resulting labour
insecurities. As recounted previously, without the support of certain key officers,
achieving genuine inclusion on board, in the sense of having a ‘happy ship’, presents
a challenge.
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Chapter 10
Environmental Management at Sea: What
Being ‘Green’ Means for Seafarers
Ngwatung Akamangwa
In this chapter the practice of complying with pollution regulations at sea is
examined in relation to how work on board ships is affected. The central argument
made is that while seafarers mostly perceive pro-environmental practices as morally
correct and therefore worthwhile, a number of them believe that being ‘green’makes
great demands on their time and upon the quality of work and life on board the ship.
Some form of waste and garbage management has historically been required
aboard most merchant ships. However, in response to global concerns about the need
to preserve the environment, regulatory requirements in this area have become
increasingly stringent. The transnational nature of commercial shipping activity
and the industry’s continued expansion has prompted port states to enforce higher
regulatory standards than those prescribed under international law, particularly in
instances where there are significant risks to public health and the environment.
Pollution from ships has been linked to adverse public health, and socio-economic,
impacts including cancer-related mortality, seafood contamination and a decline in
the number of recreationally and commercially important fish species. The need to
regulate the sector is widely acknowledged today but little is known about how
environmental-protection-related tasks are implemented on board because it is an
activity which is often hidden from public sight.
Ship staff, play a pivotal role in ‘greening’ the industry yet little is known of the
difficulties with which they are often confronted whilst endeavouring to fulfil the
requirements of ecological protection. In discussing the understandings that sea-
farers have of green practices on the ship, reference will be made to the management
of specific waste streams (including garbage, sewage, ballast water and oily wastes)
on board, as well as to the control of atmospheric emissions.
One of the earliest attempts to regulate pollution at sea was through the
enactment of the IMO’s international convention for the prevention of pollution
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from ships (MARPOL) on 2 November 1973. Today, this international treaty
addresses almost every aspect of pollution, covering oil, harmful substances,
garbage, sewage and atmospheric emissions. It is not only the shipping industry
which has evidenced concern. Pressure has come from other quarters too with
environmental groups and individual customers making growing demands for
greater environmental sustainability in shipping activities (Sampson 2016).
The enforcement of environmental standards in the shipping sector, be they legal
or commercial, is complicated by the nature of the business itself. Ships trade at sea
and are often far away from those countries exercising authority over them. The
vessels and their crews are managed remotely by their employers, consequently it is
difficult to keep track of everyday occurrences or to resolve practical difficulties
relating to the work on board. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, organisations
in the shipping sector have generally upheld environmental standards, arguably
because of the international practice of subjecting ships to regulatory inspections
when in foreign ports. A report by the International Maritime Organization (IMO
2012) shows a downward trend in the number of ships detained globally in the last
decade after undergoing a regulatory inspection. The report also indicates that there
has been only a small increase in the number of vessels found to be non-compliant
during the same period.
The enforcement of legal requirements for preserving the environment both
locally and across borders has been successful in increasing awareness and global
recognition regarding the environmental impact of shipping. Strict enforcement of
these requirements has also led to a reduction in the number of shipping incidents
over the past decade. The circumstances underlying the improvement in compliance
levels and the issues that ship crews may have to face up to are not immediately
apparent unless examined at the shipboard level of the industry. Seafarers interact
with a broad mix of complex legal requirements as they traverse the world’s oceans
calling at one port after another. It is the difficulties faced by ship staff when
fulfilling these different requirements that can shape their interpretation of pollution
prevention measures.
The following describes the practical implications of pollution prevention at sea
and examines the legitimacy of the practices employed by ship crews.
The Regulatory Framework for Reducing Atmospheric
and Marine Pollution from Ships
Legal requirements for protecting the environment from ship-source pollution are
embedded in international law and conventions. The international convention for the
prevention of pollution from ships, also known as MARPOL, and the ballast water
convention are among the most common of those applying to everyday operations
on board merchant ships today.
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Nation states are required to provide the necessary support to help seafarers
comply with the requirements of implementing pollution regulations. However
concern is mounting regarding the inadequacy, and in some cases the absence, of
provisions for the reception of ship’s waste in many ports worldwide. Wastes cannot
be retained on board indefinitely, both for operational safety and for legal reasons,
consequently the lack of port facilities places great demands upon seafarers tasked
with finding solutions. These may include the risky practice of dumping waste
overboard or seeking alternatives outside the guidelines.
Seafarers are aware that a range of sanctions is applicable when violations are
detected. In Northern Europe, where strict requirements are in operation, vessels can
be fined for not complying with pollution control measures. For example, in the UK
the master and ship owners can be fined up to £250,000 for illegal discharge of oil
and up to £5000 and/or 6 months imprisonment for falsifying entries in the ship’s oil
record book. Across the EU the penalties are generally capped at between EUR
150,000 and EUR 300,000 for minor offences; and between EUR 750,000 and EUR
1,500,000 in the most serious cases, including intentional infringements.1 In the US
the sanctions are much more severe and individual crew members can be personally
fined or even imprisoned (Mukherjee 2006). While these punitive measures should
serve to deter any acts of infringement, critics have argued that the measures also
undermine the welfare (Mitropoulos 2004) of today’s 1.5 million seafarers who
work to support the flow of international trade.
Ship operators have developed standard procedures for seafarers to follow on
board to ensure that seafarers follow international regulations and also to avoid being
fined. In addition, individual customers hiring the company’s ships (commonly
referred to as charterers), trade associations such as the Oil Companies International
Marine Forum (OCIMF) and the Chemical Distribution Institute (CDI), and organi-
sations certifying quality management systems used by shipping companies to help
reduce their environmental impact, provide best management practice guidelines for
preserving the environment. These supply chain influences and economic consider-
ations have come about because in the current global economic climate many firms
are seeking to secure a competitive edge, especially in the tanker sector of the
industry where strict requirements are in operation (Walters and James 2009).
They are also, to some extent, prompted by the shipping industry’s own desire to
promote a positive image.2 Such voluntary initiatives make a worthwhile contribu-
tion to the environment but their implementation on board ships places demands on
seafarers that add to those they are already dealing with in the psychosocial setting of
work at sea.
1Council Framework Decision 2005/667/JHA of 12 July 2005 to strengthen the criminal-law
framework for the enforcement of the law against ship-source pollution [2005] OJ L255/164.
2See, for example, the Sustainable Shipping Initiative’s (SSI) Case for Action white paper which
can be downloaded at https://www.ssi2040.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SSI_fullreport.pdf.
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Greening the Shipping Industry: Seafarers’ Practices
and Perceptions
The following account is based on qualitative interviews conducted by the author as
part of a wider study as to how environmental governance affects seafarers
(Akamangwa 2013, 2014). In the interviews, seafarers talk about green practices
on board the ship and the benefits. They speak about the experience of fulfilling the
requirements at work, about the prospect of criminalisation and about regulatory
enforcement practices in EU and US ports. They also speak about their greatest
concern: the fear of going to jail.
The original 34 interviewees were from Asia, Europe and the Pacific, and were
working and living aboard two OECD-registered container ships, some trading
between North Europe and the Mediterranean and others between Central and
South America and the Caribbean. They were working to earn a living to support
their families and to develop their careers. They are not statistically representative of
the world’s more than one and a half million seafarers but their views provide a sense
of what it might mean for a seafarer to be ‘green’.
The first thing to note is that in terms of environmental protection, many seafarers
express a genuine commitment to pollution control despite the demands that inter-
national regulations place on them. One of my interviewees from the Philippines
explained that: ‘It’s good for us so that the nature is good’. His colleague, a second
officer, also from the Philippines, held a long-term perspective arguing that ‘If
everybody is not caring for the environment then it’s very bad future for the next
generation’. The case for preserving the environment in the interest of posterity was
echoed by a Russian chief officer who warned against the potential socio-economic
and ecological impacts in the next 5–10 decades:
You just imagine if nobody will follow; nobody will take care about the environment. So
what will we get in the next 50 years? No white sand, no cold beer, no sunshine, no clear
water [. . .] yeah. You just come to the beach and plastic around you. No fish, no animals, no
birds, no anything. It will come shortly. Ok let’s give it another 50-100 years. Three to four
generations and it’s no more green world.
Time on the planet and the natural balance of the ecosystem were also among
some of the arguments advanced by seafarers for protecting the environment, as
expressed in the following view by a trainee deck officer from Scotland:
I guess it’s necessary to manage the environment because global warming is honestly a big
issue. If somebody doesn’t manage it then who knows how long we would be here for. The
[rules] are important for keeping the life at sea like dolphins [laughs], try not to affect their
populations, and the sharks. They all need to be present; the ecosystem needs to be present
for us to function as well.
Arguing that the planet was the only home to mankind, a ship’s captain from
Russia believed that it was imperative to safeguard the environment for future
generations:
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We must save our earth; our planet. So that is why for my opinion we must have control; we
must have special organisations; and we must have these rules and we must follow these
rules. We must be thinking about our children, our future. Who knows how long we can stay
in this planet. Everybody is dreaming that they will stay forever. How to stay forever if you
are damaging this: our air, our water, our earth?
Other seafarers found a moral argument to comply with green practices on board
ships. An able-bodied seaman from the Philippines was convinced that even without
penalties, perpetrators of pollution will ultimately be punished by God. He
explained:
You throw it yourself and nobody sees but someone will see – God. So I think you cannot
escape from this because God created the world, the oceans. So from the Christian or
Catholics they say that: ‘Protect our globe earth’.
The AB went further to describe the act of wilfully polluting the environment as a
boomerang, recounting his experience of growing up in the Philippines:
The Philippines now is crowded by garbage every time because some people are throwing
everywhere and when bad weather comes, strong rains and the rivers flood, the garbage is
coming. And they say in Tagalog: ‘Basura mo itanpon ay babalik din sayo. . .’ [If you throw
garbage, it will come back to you. (Adapted from local religious song)]
Ship crews’ environmental practices at sea also appeared to be linked to their
environmental behaviours at home, suggesting that the company message about
sustainability was attractive. A junior engineer who was using the knowledge of
recycling in his private life confirmed this, remarking that he had carried the message
into his community:
I have a small beach resort in Manila. So during summer time plenty [customers] coming. I
instruct my [staff] that you must segregate. This is ship’s instruction [laughs]: bottles, metals,
cartons, paper and food waste.
Notwithstanding these views, tensions were also mounting among seafarers in
this study about the practices of land-based dwellers. Ship crews appeared to be
assessing green practices at sea against similar requirements to protect the environ-
ment ashore. In the view of one chief officer, the rules were somewhat dispropor-
tionate because ‘nobody’ was ‘interested’ in the environmental impact of land-based
activities, and perhaps because acts of pollution on land were less noticeable. He
argued:
So if you, for example, will spill the kind of oil somewhere in your garden. Who will see?
Nobody will see. On a gasoline station if there is some drop of gasoil which is falling down,
nobody taking account right? Who will complain on a gasoline station? Nobody will
complain because nobody interested. You can imagine the pressure on the pipe while
we’re bunkering. Just one second [burst] and everybody will pay attention. Maybe it’s
because other people are taking care more about the sea or the environment at sea and less
about the environment ashore.
Because seafarers are up-to-date with the smaller contribution of the shipping
industry to global pollution when measured against that of other sectors, they might
easily perceive green practices as excessive and out of proportion with environmen-
tal goals. This was the view held by a second engineer from Ukraine:
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I know from news [reports] especially from Greenpeace; of 6 per cent of the whole world
industries which [emit into the atmosphere], fleet [ships] represent only 5 per cent. So the
world fleet work without damage to the environment. It’s only high for the [other] industries
- I see in world news.
Perhaps it is fair to say that seafarers generally agree about the necessity of
protecting the environment but they do have mixed views about the legitimacy of
some regulatory requirements and reservations about a number of green practices.
Seafarers believe that environmental rules have become stricter for shipping in spite
of the industry’s lower environmental impact. The stringency of environmental
regulations was reflected in the interpretation by one trainee deck officer of how
things were expected to be done:
Garbage [is] number one; do not dispose plastics in any areas. That’s very strict. When it
comes to bilge water - oily water - that water should pass through the oily water separator
with a maximum of 15 parts per million of oil in it before it will be pumped out of the ship.
According to a ship’s captain who worried about the growing stringency of
environmental rules and the effect it had on his crew, working conditions on board
the ship had become more difficult with the growing demands for the industry to take
action on the environment:
Since last year, especially since last year international rules have become too strict. Our life;
the seafarers’ life has not become too easy with these strict rules.
Many seafarers regard the penalties imposed by some countries as disproportion-
ate and unfair. For example, a third engineer told me about his anxiety levels when
refuelling the ship. He said:
During bunkering; suppose you make this pollution you must report immediately to the
[authorities] or the Coastguard that we have pollution here. So that emergency action must
be done not to spread this oil from how many miles. So you cannot hide this one. And then
after that, big problem for the ship; big problem for the crew [laughs]; and for whom is in
charge, especially for me. That’s why I am very strict during connection [coupling of hoses].
I don’t like it. I do not want to go in jail [laughs]. Yeah that’s it. Five thousand US dollars
fine! No, this is not a joke.
This belief among ship crews that reporting oil pollution incidents ultimately
causes them to incur fines and other penalties was also articulated in the following
description of a related incident by one ship’s captain. According to him no matter
how minor the pollution incident and how effective the ship’s response oil spills
always result in punitive action from the shore. He explained how:
It happened on a rainy day during cargo operations, [the ship was] rolling and the water
coming down the side. Some small film of the lube oil went into the water and maybe one
glass of oil. It was Antwerp port, so the stevedores are just crazy really. They immediately
contacted the authorities. I was summoned to the Harbour Master but I had plenty of
evidence. We sounded of course immediately the general [emergency] alarm and the crew
proceeded correctly and quickly. So we did everything - just in five minutes and everything
was secured. When I was summoned to harbour master I spoke to him and so he said many
things to us; to the captain to the crew because we resolved the situation very fast - secured
everything. But in accordance with the local regulations, the minimum we should pay some
fine. It was the minimum.
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It is not surprising therefore that seafarers sometimes feel penalised even when
they believe that they are doing their best in challenging circumstances. The fear of
being held liable or punished for incidents for which other stakeholders, including
bunker suppliers and stevedores, are often partly to blame, also affects the percep-
tions of ship crews about the legitimacy of environmental protection requirements.
This highly punitive enforcement regime can serve to distract seafarers from their
commitment to the greater good (in this case environmental protection) which can be
potentially negative. One seafarer explained how:
I tell you very frankly, sometimes even if we discharge some prohibited garbage into the sea,
it may be small amounts but it cannot cause big damage. But first thing I am afraid of is the
authorities or some disciplinary regulations. Yes, this is my first worry I tell you very
frankly. This is our first worry. Second, we worry about some damage to the marine
environment but our first worry is we want to avoid any fine, any disciplinary actions
against [us from] the shore or Coastguard or something like that.
Interviewees reported participating in the management of a variety of waste
streams to comply not only with the standards enforced by legal requirements but
also with voluntary initiatives pursued by their company. In relation to recycling, the
company had in place a garbage management plan that was being followed by all
vessels, as required by MARPOL regulations. According to this plan, solid waste
generated on board the ships was segregated into various categories. The quantities
were then recorded and discharged to a shore reception facility. As one deck officer
described the plan, where possible some of these wastes could be incinerated at sea:
Well we have to comply with garbage disposal. For instance, we keep a garbage disposal log
on board. We have to segregate all garbage; from plastics, recyclables, oily waste. We have
separate containers for all these and these are discharged mainly ashore. We do have
incinerators on board where we can burn a lot of these stuff. So we can incinerate it.
While their company took steps to reduce ship emissions within its fleet by
purchasing compliant fuels from approved bunker suppliers, on board the ships
seafarers were cautious about consuming bunkers which would damage the ship’s
engine or reduce its performance, causing it to burn more fuel and adding to
emissions. One engineer explained:
We would only go to approved bunker suppliers you know. Obviously the Sulphur content
has to be, I think it’s one percent now. And then we get the bunkers analysed for chemical
contamination as well. Once the samples leave the ship, they go to the agent. The agent then
couriers them off to the laboratory. It could take up to three weeks. It’s not used until we get
the analysis through. Because we’ve just had a case actually where we had an engine
problem and that was because of contaminated fuel. It was very abrasive and the piston
rings fractured, went into the bottom and we had big problems with the engine.
One junior engineer who confirmed that this practice was being adhered to on
board the ships stated further that fuel oils were taken through a purification process
to remove any impurities prior to consumption as an added precaution:
You know bunker is the lowest grade so plenty impurities from this. Especially Vanadium
which can destroy the engine. That’s why we have this sample before bunkering. After we
finish bunkering we bring to the laboratory to make sure that the oil is good. If it passes the
laboratory [test] then we can use. But we have the purifiers that all the fuel goes through to
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remove as much of the damage in power so that by the time that fuel gets to the fuel injector
where it’s going into the engine all the nasty bits have gone.
In taking these precautions, seafarers were in effect ensuring that essential engine
components (including fuel pumps and injection systems) which can affect the
International Air Pollution Prevention (IAPP) certification for their ships’ compli-
ance with Nitrogen Oxide emissions limits were adequately maintained.
Sewage generated on board the company’s ships was drained into separate
holding tanks for grey and black water, before being taken through a treatment
plant. Then treated sewage was pumped over the side as clear water within the
guidelines. Similarly, oily wastes in liquid form occurring in the ship’s machinery
spaces were retained in the sludge holding tanks and the oily bilge tank on board the
ship in accordance with MARPOL regulations. A second engineer described the
separation process:
So it’s a question of putting the raw mixture into a holding tank, allowing it settle out and
then you usually pump that water up to a further tank which is the immediate tank for the oily
water separator, allowing you a little bit further separation. So in effect there should be
hardly any oil going into the oily water separator; it should be just water.
Seafarers also reported that there was an alarm system to monitor the content of
oil in wastewater being recycled so that the effluent discharged did not exceed the
maximum legal limit of 15 parts per million. According to a crew member who
confirmed this, every step of the process was carefully documented in the ship’s oil
record book which had to be ‘kept religiously’ by the chief engineer. During a tour of
the engine room on one of the ships, I learnt that sludge was not incinerated on this
particular ship. The duty engineer had commented that the crew were ‘very busy’
and the process required a lot of preparation, including heating the sludge for
evaporation before igniting it and so they simply discharged it in port.
Some of the tasks associated with preserving the environment on board ships
described above require time and effort on the part of ship crews. In complying with
the requirements, many seafarers are aware of the trade-offs involved. One second
officer described how he believed there was a very good return for seafarers on their
additional efforts as they meant that seafarers could guarantee a better future for their
families:
Actually, it’s a little bit more work for us unlike before you just take everything easy. But
now it’s additional work for us but it’s not really hard work. But only additional work but
this additional work in exchange for that it’s good for our world - for everybody; for the
environment because it’s not only for us but for the children of the future.
But seafarers also questioned the feasibility of these requirements, especially
when they were perceived as allowing for inflexible implementation as in the case of
the prevention of oil pollution from ships. According to one chief engineer who had
reservations about the practicability of recycling oily wastes using the ship’s oily
water separator, the mandatory equipment made the process difficult by restricting
the discharge of effluent which did not contain oil:
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In general, if we carry out all requirements I think it will be ok. But sometimes it’s very
difficult to carry out. For example, about bilge water I tell you it’s a problem. It’s not oily
water [being discharged]; just mud. It means it’s not so good this design of the oily water
separator. It should only restrict oily discharges not everything.
The view that some of the requirements were difficult to fulfil was echoed by their
shore-based managers who argued that rules about changing ballast were ‘ridicu-
lous’ for ships trading on shorter seas routes because of the limited time between port
calls.
Seafarers in this study worried less about the workload implications of being
green at sea than they did about the unpleasant prospect of penalties and criminal
sanctions for infringing environmental protection requirements and it was only
reluctantly that they acknowledged any negative impacts on their well-being. A
third officer explained:
Since I commenced my seaman life [green practices] already existed. So it’s nothing special
for me. But about ten years ago maybe, no such action; no such strict regulations. So
nowadays the seamen they have to do more work. But I think this is nothing special; just
a normal way of working.
Ship crews have become accustomed to the practice of adjusting to new work
environments and the changes that come at the start of a fresh tour of duty. Therefore
it seems plausible to assume that because of the nature of seafaring as a career the
regulatory changes and practices which affect their work and well-being might easily
go unnoticed. Conversely, while some of the consequences of being green at sea may
be obvious to seafarers, the precarious nature of their employment and their inability
to voice their views at work may make it difficult for them to comprehend whether
their lives aboard have been adversely affected.
Fatigue at sea is not new to the shipping industry. Nevertheless, the accounts of
ship crews in this study suggest that some green practices at sea might be exacer-
bating their experience of fatigue. A typical example is air quality emissions
regulations in some regions of the world, including North Europe and California.3
Ship crews are expected to be familiar with the procedures required when they enter
these regions and to change over to cleaner fuels when entering the restricted areas.
Ships normally run on heavy fuel oil which emits air toxins and other particulate
matter into the atmosphere during combustion. Of particular interest to regulators is
3At the time of conducting this study, the EU regulations required ships berthing in member states’
ports to use fuel oil on board with a sulphur content of no more than 0.10%, much lower than the 1%
limit enforced under MARPOL Annex VI (Regulation 14 which addresses the Prevention of Air
Pollution from Ships). Much of the EU region included emission control areas established under
MARPOL Annex VI for SOx: that is the Baltic Sea and North Sea areas. In California which is also
a designated emission control area for North America, ocean-going passenger, container and
refrigerated cargo ships subject to the At-Berth Regulation must reduce emissions from their diesel
auxiliary engines while berthing at a California Port. The regulation currently requires that these
ships turn off auxiliary engines and connect to some other source of power; or use alternative
control technique(s) that achieve equivalent emission reductions. More information on the At-Berth
Regulation is available from the California Air Resources Board (ARB) online at https://ww3.arb.
ca.gov/ports/shorepower/shorepower.htm.
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Sulphur Oxide emission. The legal limit for Sulphur content in fuel oil varies
according to where a ship is trading, consequently when a restricted areas is entered
seafarers must follow a changeover procedure in which the ship must switch to
burning marine gas oil which is lower in sulphur content but more expensive
(currently about US$ 260 more per metric tonne).
A chief engineer explained that on the normal trading routes their ship will run on
heavy fuel oil which is cost-effective for ship operators. When going into a desig-
nated sulphur emission control area (SECA), including ports and anchorages in
countries where additional limits apply, seafarers begin the changeover period
24 hours before entering the SECA. This ensures that their ship is running on
compliant fuel before entering the area. However, the process is not straightforward
and cannot be achieved by simply flicking a switch. On board the ship, the crew have
to carry out a fuel consumption calculation to determine exactly when to start
changing over, and to address the associated logistical demands. Engineers on
board the ships in this study complained about having to perform the fuel switch-
over during their hours of rest to ensure that the ship was burning the correct fuel at
the required nautical mile mark. One senior ship’s officer reported that such com-
plaints, together with a related concern about accumulating unpaid overtime, were
simply dismissed by their shore-based managers who argued that the crew were not
managing their time efficiently. Additional technical difficulties are experienced by
ship crews when they are required to use low-sulphur fuels. Previous studies4 have
highlighted problems with the supply and storage of low-sulphur fuel particularly for
ships with single service tanks. Ship crews also have to grapple with incompatibility
between fuel types and delays when changing over from one to another
A third engineer described the extent of the problem:
It’s planning. Also you cannot mix this fuel; suppose the density is 0.988 and another one is
0.999 so you must consume first: make to the lowest from the tank before you use the other
one. Otherwise you will [have] too much problems for the purifier. You will become crazy
about the density [laughs].
In relation to health impacts, seafarers did not generally believe green practices on
board ships exposed them to any health hazards. Those who did were concerned, in
part, about coming into contact with bacteria from decaying waste in the ship’s
general garbage. But there are other potentially hazardous green practices of which
ship crews might simply be unaware. When asked how medical waste was handled
at sea, seafarers quickly dismissed the possibility of contamination arguing that such
wastes only occurred in limited quantities because serious incidents were evacuated
ashore. However the management of first aid cases at sea5 and the self-medicating
4For more on technical issues relating to fuel switching on ships refer to US Environmental
Protection Agency 2010, Clean Fuels in the Marine Sector, New York: Nova Science. See also
AGCS (2012). Issues relating to the practicality of fuel change over on board ships are discussed in
Bloor et al. (2011)).
5For the occurrence of hygiene or non-infectious medical waste in ships’ garbage see National
Research Council (1995).
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practices (Acejo et al. 2011) of ship crews can in fact contribute to medical and
hygiene wastes occurring infrequently in the ship’s garbage. This places ship crews
responsible for sorting the ships general waste at risk of infection, especially if they
are not using adequate protection when performing the task.
Seafarers also appeared to be underestimating the potential for harm to their
health if they came into contact with oil and chemicals when dealing with spills on
deck. While personal protection is recommended in written procedures for
responding to pollution incidents at sea, it is not clear whether ship crews are taking
the guidance seriously when cleaning up spills of a smaller nature, especially when
they believe that the products are ‘safe’ and ‘environmentally-friendly’.
So what really matters to seafarers when it comes to being green at sea? Contrary
to what one would expect, the issues relate more to welfare concerns than to those of
health and safety. The fear of being punished for inadvertently infringing environ-
mental rules and the general psychosocial anxiety associated with green practices on
board, are among seafarers’major preoccupations. Many ship crews, including some
whose views are expressed in this chapter, do not come from communities where
environmentally green practices are of concern. Even those who do, and this
includes seafarers who have received the appropriate training and support from
their employers, cannot go about their duties confidently because of the uncertainty
of regulatory inspections in different parts of the world. This is particularly so where
additional requirements apply in some jurisdictions, and the enforcement of criminal
sanctions for even the smallest infringements, has the potential to contribute to
seafarers’ experience of psychosocial stress. These experiences of workplace stress
can also trigger events of a more serious nature. Extrinsic environmental perfor-
mance pressures are often matched by the need for strict observation of company
programmes and control measures. When preventing or responding to environmen-
tal incidents and hazardous occurrences crews might easily overlook safe working
procedures. For example, failure to use the recommended personal protection when
carrying out pollution prevention activities on board could expose ship crews to
dangerous levels of toxic chemicals or other substances hazardous to their health.
However, we are still a long way from knowing the extent of occupational health
problems among sea-going workers from such exposure.
Conclusions
In exploring the methods used by ship crews to protect the environment this chapter
has considered seafarers’ commitment to activities related to environmental sustain-
ability and the practices that support this engagement. It is clear from the findings
that the environment does matter a great deal to seafarers. All of those interviewed in
this study acknowledged the need to protect the environment, frequently citing
posterity among the arguments advanced. The certainty that there was a high level
of awareness and understanding of sustainability among sea-going personnel is
further reflected in seafarers’ accounts connecting the impact of everyday actions
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at work with sustainability using negative socio-economic and ecological impacts as
illustrations of how a dystopian future may unfold under practices which encouraged
pollution.
In spite of these drivers and the perceived benefits of adhering to green practices
at sea, ship crews did not hesitate in expressing disapproval of the strict environ-
mental regulations imposed on the industry. The majority of seafarers said they
believed that the shipping industry has become more strictly regulated as a result of
the threats to biodiversity and climate change despite what they describe as the
industry’s ‘lower’ environmental impact. They argued that the rules were stricter for
shipping than for land-based industries where ‘green’ regulations were not being
equally enforced.
Seafarers’ mixed views about the legitimacy of environmental requirements
described in this chapter mirror concerns by their shore-based managers about the
‘unreasonableness’ of pollution prevention requirements reported in a wider study
(Akamangwa 2013). Elsewhere, such concerns have been found to undermine
regulatory objectives (Bardach and Kagan 1982). Such judgments about the com-
pliance practices of other regulatees, arising from the unfair and unequal imposition
of regulatory burdens across different sectors, need to be taken seriously in the
interest of ensuring a level-playing field in the industry but more importantly, in
order to encourage behaviour change among sea-going employees (Tudor et al.
2008) and to promote long-term compliance.
While differences in national and legal regulatory systems mean that some
countries legitimately adopt more stringent pollution control standards,6 it is the
scaling of enforcement practices that seafarers are concerned about. The detailed,
complex and uncertain nature of some local requirements mean that ship crews could
almost always be in breach of the provisions. In regards to the sanctions for
violations, the general feeling among seafarers is that such penalties are unfair
especially because they target violations which are often unintentional. Additionally,
the very prospect of sanctions causes ship crews to experience recurrent moments of
fear and anxiety. Not only does this impact adversely on crew morale on board but
there are possible health and safety implications to consider in seafarers fulfilling the
requirements.
In the current context of environmental sustainability, basic seamanship requires
today’s sea-going personnel to learn to become part of a green shipboard commu-
nity. The obligation to cope with regulatory enforcement issues and the environ-
mental responsibilities bestowed upon them is rarely considered. The experiences of
seafarers as described in this chapter suggests a difficult situation faced by a
community actively seeking to contribute their quota to contemporary global goals
of environmental sustainability but who are often constrained by conflicting require-
ments and resource limitations both within their organisations and also the countries
where they trade.
6For a discussion of the substantive scope of port state jurisdiction, refer to Molenaar (2007).
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So what can we learn about green practices at sea? Are green regulations and
company practices putting the environment before workers? Clearly seafarers are
employed in a range of environmentally-friendly processes, but what remains a
matter for debate is whether the consequences for seafarers are sufficiently consid-
ered. If shipping companies and society as a whole continue to benefit from
seafarers’ commitment to green practices at sea, without turning attention to the
implications for work and wellbeing for front-line personnel, ship crews will con-
tinue to face unfavourable working conditions.
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Safety Aboard Chinese Vessels
Conghua Xue
Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to explore the factors that affect ship to shore safety
reporting in the Chinese shipping industry. The study was motivated by of the
paucity of research in this specific area. Previous research in shore-based industries
suggests that there may be cause for concern in shipping as ashore there is evidence
of significant underreporting across a wide range of industries. This study, though it
is small in scale, was conducted to partially fill the existing gap. The data used was
collected from two major chemical shipping companies in China. Both employer and
employees’ perspectives were considered in the process of data analysis. Further-
more, the ‘social factors’ behind the scene of reporting—underreporting, or biased
reporting—were explored.
It has been widely acknowledged in the maritime literature that the shipping
industry is highly risky (Anderson 2003; Havold 2005; Oltedal and Wadsworth
2010). Seafarer fatalities and injury rates are much higher in seafaring (Lindoe
2007) than the average found in land based industries. The industry also has a higher
reported frequency of incidents than some others (Walters 2005). Against this back-
ground, Occupational Health and Safety Management (OHSM) is a critical issue.
By tradition, ships are subject to the laws, rules and regulations of their own flag
states and in the countries where they sail. For many years there was a lack of
multilateral harmonization and uniform standards. However, the introduction of the
International Safety Management Code (ISM) in 1998 marked a ‘turning point’ for
the industry. It brought about a fundamental change to the way in which OHSM was
previously conducted (Anderson 2003). The International Maritime Organization
(IMO), a specialised agency of the United Nations (UN), required every member to
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implement the Code by enacting corresponding mandatory standards to regulate
OHSM in its shipping industry (IMO 2007). The philosophy underpinning the Code
is to require shipping managers and seafarers to transform their traditional opera-
tional practice into a regulated system-based approach in order to better manage
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) issues and reduce harm to persons, ships and
the environment (Anderson 2003; Bailey 2006).
According to the ISM Code, all shipping companies (subject to the Code) are
required to establish mandated forms of safety management systems (SMSs). An
Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSMS) should consist of
some essential elements contained in the Code with safety reporting an integral part
of a safety management system. The reporting of events is of great value for
‘proactive remedies’, ‘organizational learning’, and ‘continuous improvement’ as
well as ‘increased safety’ (Ogbonnaya and Valizade 2015; Oltedal and Wadsworth
2010; Oltedal and McArthur 2011; Psarros et al. 2010). The smooth functioning of
the reporting system is a precondition for successful organizational management and
this requires an effective reporting culture (Graham et al. 2002; Havold 2000), one of
the key features of a high reliability organization (HSE 2000; Kuhn and Youngberg
2002; Reason 1997).
A major finding from studies of land-based industries showed that the
‘underreporting’ of safety-related events was omnipresent (Oltedal and McArthur
2011). To a great extent, this is echoed by the limited amount of pre-existing
research related to the shipping industry. For example, the ten-year study of maritime
casualty/accident databases (1997–2007) from Lloyd’s Register Fairplay and Nor-
wegian Maritime Directorate showed that more than 60% of accidents were
underreported (Psarros et al. 2010). In general, the literature suggests that
underreporting is a ‘considerable problem’ in this industry, and ‘a culture of
underreporting’ of safety related occurrences is prevalent (Bhattacharya and Tang
2012; Bhattacharya and Tang 2013; Ellis et al. 2010; IMO 2008; Oltedal and
McArthur 2011). Such underreporting undermines the normal and effective
operationalization of established safety management systems, as stated by Oltedal
and McArthur (2011, p. 331):
A fundamental pillar of safety management is that information reported into the system is
reliable and reflects the actual situation in working operations. Thus, under-reporting of
safety related events constitutes a major threat to the efficiency and utility of a safety
management system.
This chapter is going to explore the reporting practices in the Chinese shipping
industry. It is informed by some of the findings of a qualitative study which I
undertook in recent years. As part of this I carried out interviews with 47 seafarers
while sailing on board their ships and making observations. The fieldwork was
mainly conducted in two major Chinese chemical shipping companies (C1 and C2
hereafter) where I also conducted 13 interviews with managers and superintendents.
The findings of this study are presented from both the management and the crew’s
perspectives. Furthermore, the influential factors that affect safety reporting will be
explored.
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Contradictory Messages from Managers
Managers in both companies strongly stated their commitment to encouraging
accident reporting. Their stated objective was to ensure that remedial actions were
taken after all reported incidents for the purpose of the continuous improvement in
safe operations and management.
The Publicly Stated Commitment by Managers to Reporting:
‘We Encourage Reporting’
The reporting of accidents was seen to provide a ‘window’ which allowed managers
to consider shipboard work practices and provided a way of directing safety
improvements for ‘the ship, the company and its fleet’. As such it had considerable
implications for promoting shipboard safe working practices. Data showed that the
managers of both companies shared a similar safety attitude towards crew
reporting—phrases like the ‘non-blame attitude’ or ‘non-blame culture’ were fre-
quently mentioned in discussing the principles of their safety management policy.
For example, one superintendent said:
The company is always advocating a no-blame policy. You (crew) may report whatever you
want. We hope you report ten near-misses, but we don’t want to see one accident.
Furthermore, in order to eliminate the misgivings of crew members in making
safety reports, ‘fair treatment’ was also guaranteed in text form. For example, a
paragraph in the SMS of C1, stated:
Company guarantees that the person who makes the report will not be treated unfairly;
instead, the company will give awards to those who are helpful in improving company’s
safety management and environment protection.
In terms of the role of reporting in the improvement of safety management, it was
regarded as ‘good practice’ that could contribute to ship’s safety. For example, one
superintendent said:
For a major case, there is a need for the company to make countermeasures. For a minor
case, it could remind others to care more about it. It’s a good practice. It’s for the good of
safety management.
In consideration of the fact that there might be certain factors that affected a crew
member’s motive for reporting, both companies insisted that there was ‘no ground’
for the crew to have any hesitation. For example, a manager explained:
(If) you (crew) hide problems, you do not fully understand the essence of the ISM and SMS.
If you found problems and made reporting, it was the company to hold accountability. If you
hide and they are disclosed by the company, you will take full responsibility.
Therefore, both companies’ publicly stated attitudes were clear: that reporting
helped to promote shipboard safe working operations and practices. If a problem was
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not reported, it would be very likely to ‘develop into an accident sooner or later’,
which would lead to ‘damaging consequences’ (superintendent)—which was
believed to be undesirable to both the management and crew.
The Received Message from Management: ‘Fewer Reports are
Better’
As stated earlier, in both companies, there was what appeared to be overwhelming
agreement relating to the desire to encourage crew to engage in safety reporting.
However, the data also suggested another seemingly contradictory view that: ‘the
less reporting (there was) the better’. Notwithstanding the management’s publically
stated commitment to ‘near miss’ reporting, and accident reporting more generally,
they were not happy to see problems reported from ships. For example, a manager
said:
If there is no such a (problem) report, it’s good news. It signifies that that ship’s management
is good. Every aspect on board is good.
In a similar way, one superintendent also stated:
If the captain doesn’t report any problem, and neither does the chief engineer, this ship is
perfect. It shows that everybody is very good.
From such comments, it becomes clear that there was a common understanding
among the managers, which was at odds with their stated objectives of encouraging
near-miss reporting. The ‘number of reported events’ was considered to be an
important indicator of the quality of shipboard safety management. In this sense,
less reporting was equated with ‘better’ ship management. It is self-evident that if
such an attitude is conveyed to seafarers then near miss reporting is likely to be
constrained.
One of the major duties of shore management is to monitor the completion of a
ship’s voyage plan. From the management perspective, the number of reported cases
becomes one of the important indicators for measuring the successfulness of a
voyage. For example, a manager commented:
If you (ship) completed the voyage, and didn’t report any incidents/accidents, this meant that
the ship didn’t cause a major economic loss to the company and successfully completed the
voyage tasks.
Consequently, it seems that in contrast to the apparent commitment to near-miss
and accident reporting, such reports were not actually desired by the companies’
management. Reason (1997) had similar findings from research at organizational
level—low reporting frequency may suggest an ‘image of safety’ but he warned that
it may not reflect reality and as a consequence the improvement of workplace safety
could be seriously compromised. It seems that whilst company managers understood
this message to the extent that they could and would emphasize the importance of
incident reporting they had not understood it (or internalized it) well enough to be
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free of the overwhelming view that a ship reporting few incidents (or none) must be a
very safe ship.
So far, the discussion has drawn upon the perspective of the company manage-
ment. The picture is now presented from the crew’s perspective in terms of their
understanding of the requirement to report safety-related issues.
TheMessage Conveyed to the Crew: If Accidents Occur Then
There Must Be Something ‘Wrong’ with the on Board
Supervision
According to the reporting requirements of the SMS in each company, each crew
member had a responsibility to report accidents if they have safety implications, no
matter how minor they were. Most crew members seemed well aware of this stated
requirement. However, in reality there was a wide gap between what the manage-
ment expected and what the crew did in terms of reporting practices. The research
revealed that a significant number of safety-related issues were underreported. It also
identified biased reporting.
Given the formal obligation of the crew to make reports, it was noticeable how
many seafarers were reserved in their comments when asked about accident
reporting. Surprisingly few agreed that ‘all safety related problems were fully
reported according to the facts’.
Ratings, were particularly uninterested in reporting safety-related issues. In
particular they demonstrated indifference towards making near-miss reports. One
rating explained:
Generally it would not. The near miss. . .there are no real consequences. . .we feel it has
passed and there is no need to report it. What is it for?
It could be said that their lack of interest appeared to be because they thought
reporting was done by senior officers and it was therefore unnecessary for them to
make reports. For example, one rating said:
The reporting is done by the captain. Whether he reports to the company, it’s up to him. The
low rank crew would not report. The low rank crew. . .it’s unnecessary to talk about this.
There is nothing to do with my job.
Consequently the officers might be expected to be more active in making reports.
However, even amongst officers voluntary reporting was rare in both companies. A
second officer expressed his unwillingness to report near-miss cases in the following
way:
It’s rare. I didn’t meet such a case. Who voluntarily made such reporting? It’s only me who
knew it, and nobody else knew it. I kept it in my mind then that’s ok. I would not talk to
captain if he didn’t see.
This is consistent with the finding by Oltedal and Wadsworth (2010), that crew
working on an individual basis (alone) are less likely to report any accidents which
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occur. As an ‘alternative’ way, ‘self-reflection’ was commonly referred to by some
crew as the ‘substitute’ for reporting. For example, a chief officer said:
It was rare (to report). If you reported to the company, it would cause trouble. But in reality,
we would not report. It would be digested on board unless it had serious consequences.
Fear of ‘trouble’ (for the whole crew and not simply the individual reporting an
incident) was suggested as a reason for underreporting and this will be returned to in
due course. In C1, in order to encourage more reporting of near misses, a box was
placed in public places on the two ships. During my time on board, questions were
raised about how individual crew contributed to the near-miss box. The inter-
viewees’ reaction seemed to vary, some gave awkward smiles and some were
unwilling to talk about their own experiences, just giving a superficial answer saying
that it was the company’s requirement. However a second officer gave a clear and
firm response, ‘it was empty. . .nobody care about it’. This general impression
showed that commitment to submitting reports to the near miss box remained
weak (notwithstanding the superficial anonymity it provided1).
The discussion in this section shows that underreporting of shipboard accidents
and near-misses was common. Few safety-related problems were reported unless
there was a significant consequence with which the crew could not cope without
shore support.
Biased Reporting and Underlying Social Factors
Not only did this study find considerable under-reporting of accidents and near-
misses, it also found that the reporting in both companies could be biased in one way
or another. It seemed that the crew, particularly the senior officers, would carefully
deliberate as to what to state prior to giving any account to their companies. Their
‘general principles’ appeared to be to focus on trivial matters so that some matters
could be reported as required by the company without reflecting badly on the crew.
One suggested that:
Basically for us, the principle of reporting is to report only the good not the bad, to avoid the
critical points and dwell on the trivial (Captain).
We had certain consideration. . .The ship could not report all the issues [to the company].
Also, [the ship] could not report nothing. [So] some innocuous cases might be reported
(Chief Officer).
Reported incidents demonstrated that the crew tended to report ‘innocuous’ cases
or ‘something unimportant’ to their companies. For example, a chief officer said:
1Crews are so small and subdivided in terms of role and department that it is unlikely that
anonymity could in fact prevail.
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The crew make reporting to the captain. . .it is rare. Most reports made were minor issues.
Like in the kitchen, the flour was put on the fire prevention station, where it was not allowed.
Given the necessity of reporting serious cases such as incidents/accidents which
were impossible to hide, the data showed further bias. During my time on board, I
came across a chief engineer who had worked for C1 for thirty years before coming
to C2, and he talked about his strategy in dealing with such reporting:
First, the reporting should not link to my own responsibility; second, (it) should not link to
my colleagues; third, (it) should not link to company leaders. If you discharge all the
responsibility to your company, do you mean that the company’s management is not
effective? No. This is not good. Then how to deal with this? Try to find some causes from
our own, to find some from external objective environment. The rationale is not to [nega-
tively] affect, or criticize, anybody.
Therefore, it could be seen that the reporting would be ‘manipulated’ by the crew,
while the real situation would not be truly reflected. Thus it is apparent that the four
major factors that influenced safety reporting were managerial, cultural, personal and
occupational. These are detailed as follows.
The managerial factor arose as a result of fear of condemnation for bad manage-
ment practice, with the crew holding a strong collective view that if a problem was
reported it would imply that the ship’s on board safety management was bad. A third
officer explained:
If you report, it is certainly not good for the ship. It implies that this ship’s work was not done
well. The company would think your ship has safety problems [that] this ship’s leader was
not good.
Not only would the company’s leaders think the ship management was not good,
but they would also doubt the ship leader’s competence. One second engineer stated:
If you could not solve problems on board and they were reported and you need support from
the shore base the (company) leaders would have second thoughts. It might mean that your
individual competence is bad.
The seafarers on board held the same understanding that is created in the literature
on employee performance. This suggests that problem solving is central to success in
modern organisations (Tews et al. 2010). While seafarers felt obliged to show
problem solving skills on board they were reluctant to demonstrate these in relation
to the follow-up of minor incidents associated with safety. According to the SMS,
even where an incident did not lead to a major problem on board (perhaps following
seafarer intervention) it should still be entered into the System to be reported to
shore-side management. In these cases, however, seafarers were afraid that negative
judgements associated with the original event would outweigh any positive conclu-
sions that might be arrived at in relation to the way they had ‘problem solved’ after
an event had taken place. Therefore on board reports were rarely made. Furthermore,
in the chemical shipping industry, it is common for chemical tankers to have
industrial external inspection, typically inspection from major petro-chemical com-
panies. Reporting was also affected by fears relating to such inspection. For instance,
a second engineer said:
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Also, it (the reporting) is not good for external inspection. If the inspectors found that you
had more problems reported, they would doubt your ship’s management and check in more
detail.
Therefore, it is clear that, for fear of the condemnation of bad management, crew
showed a selective attitude in any safety-related problem reporting.
If a safety problem was reported to the company, it would be investigated by the
management of the company. The research showed that the ‘perceived investigation
result’ didn’t encourage crew reporting. Field notes record a few personal injuries on
the four ships, and none of them were reported. Among these, one injury case was
described as follows:
The rating showed his finger pervasive with the blood. The finger was hit by a roller in the
engine room. His right fingers pressed the root of the finger that was hurt, he gnashed his
teeth, and showed pain on his face.
The cut was further treated and shore medical assistance was called on arrival at a
foreign port. A second engineer commented about this injury:
It would not be reported. If it is reported, the company would think it is mainly because of
violation of procedures. Safety bonus would be deducted from top (leader) to the bottom
(ratings). But the real cause is fatigue.
On board the ship, almost all the crew I met thought the injury was caused by
fatigue. Meanwhile, they strongly believed that any investigation would conclude
that it was more simply caused by ‘the violation of procedures’ by individuals on
board. A third engineer talked about his experience:
More than 90 percent of the company’s investigation conclusions were violation of opera-
tional procedure. They thought if it was not (because of it), it (injury) would not happen. If
you saw many safety circulars (sent on board), they were all about violation of operations.
Research by Ellis et al. (2010) show that the pattern of reporting of seafarers
injuries is socially constructed. In this research, data showed the crew’s past expe-
rience in reporting offended their sense of justice—as a result they felt that reporting
injuries was not in their interest but would be like ‘lifting a stone to drop it onto one’s
own feet’ (Chinese proverb). Under such circumstance, the crew would rather
choose not to report. The literature indicates that ‘human error’ investigation
approaches (Oltedal and McArthur 2011; Pantouvakis and Karakasnaki 2016,
2018; Psarros et al. 2010) and a ‘person oriented’ focus (Oltedal and Wadsworth
2010) can lead to a failure to identify ‘real causal factors’. The example described
above shows some correspondence with the existing literature, inasmuch as in this
incident the underlying (‘real’) cause of the accident—fatigue—was regarded as
something that any investigation would leave unmentioned. It could be seen that the
‘perceived’ response from the company affected the crew’s willingness to report.
Research has found that safety reporting is affected by national culture (Havold
2000; Hofstede 1991)—in this context—the Chinese culture. Previous research has
indicated that the Chinese traditional culture—Confucianism—persists in modern
enterprises (Yang and Zheng 1989) and this research found that some Chinese
cultural elements also affected the reporting.
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In reporting, crew members tended to avoid the potential negative impact of the
reported issues on the shore management, particularly the superintendent in charge
of the ship. A chief officer elaborated:
About what to report, there is much knowledge inside. We could not directly report if the
reporting related to the superintendent’s duty (fault). The superintendent in charge (of this
ship) would be questioned or even reprimanded by the senior manager.
According to the safety management system, all the written reports were by
senior managers as well as relevant departmental managers. Most of the crew, did
not want their superintendent to be blamed because certain problems on board were
reported. Such a consideration was augmented by the fact that he had the power to
arrange crew appointments.2 Furthermore, data indicated that reporting a problem
could potentially offend one particular department. For example, a chief officer said:
The Marine Department, they wanted ships to report less problems, right? You [ship]
reported more [problems], and it would be no good for the company senior managers to
see that. Try to report less.
It became obvious that the nature of problems was considered by the crew before
a report was made. In order to avoid offending shore management, some crew voiced
the fact that pre-communication with a company’s superintendent would be done
prior to a formal written report. In general, the reporting would be ‘guided’ by the
superintendent in terms of what to say and how to report. One of the core values of
Confucianism is the ‘respect for hierarchy’ (Fang 1999). The fear of offending
seniors was deeply embedded in the thoughts of the Chinese crew and had a marked
impact on reporting practices.
In addition the research found that reporting could affect the interpersonal
relationships between seafarers both on board and when they returned home. A
chief officer explained:
When reporting to the company, the captain would consider the crew’s interest. When we are
[back] ashore, the superior-subordinate relationship doesn’t exist anymore. We were
colleagues. . .brothers.
It could be seen from the quote that the negative impact of reporting on personal
relationships was considered by the senior officers on board. There is an ancient
Chinese saying which addresses interpersonal relations and suggests that ‘harmony
matters’. In general, harmonious relationships are prized by the Chinese as one of the
core values of Confucianism (Fang 1999; Porter 1996). This also applies in
organisational contexts. Personal relationships could be disharmonized if a report
was submitted against crew members’ wishes. An example is given below:
You made such a report, then you offended that person. . .we all knew each other and were
not willing to offend others (Rating).
2Part of the role of a superintendent is to evaluate crew’s performance, and make suggestions for
crew arrangements on a ship he supervises.
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A chief officer described a serious near miss—the captain saw an appalling scene
when he went to the bridge:
It’s the third officer’s duty. . .The Captain saw a very big ship ahead, and he could not see the
sky. . .you could imagine how close it was (with that ship). . .The captain immediately took
control. . .Luckily, it (accident) was avoided.
Principally, it was a typical near miss that had far reaching safety implications in
terms of shipboard risk management. But it was not reported to the company because
of its potential impact on a third officer:
You say, would he [captain] report this case to the company? For sure, he would not. If he
reported [to the company], he would damage the third officer. The third officer would hate
him forever. . .definitely finish [his career].
This example demonstrates how reporting could damage relationships. A chief
engineer expressed this in a similar way when he told me that:
The young crew. . .they are very kind in usual time. But he had a dangerous behaviour
because of his carelessness. Would I kick him out? Try our best to remedy on board, rather
than something else [such as reporting].
Given the fact that ultimately decision-making lay in the captain’s hands, some of
the crew considered that the quality of the relationship between crew members and
the captain could determine whether an incident was reported or not. For instance, a
second officer said:
If the captain has a good relationship with me, he might cover this for me. If the captain
doesn’t have a good relationship with me, or he dislikes me, he would report this.
These examples illustrate the ways in which personal relationships influence
decisions in relation to the reporting of safety-related incidents.
Crew members also took into account their personal interests when they decided
whether a safety related problem would be reported or not. For example, a rating
said:
It [reporting] directly affects individual interest. . .bonus, salary, and company’s appraisal.
Consideration of these kinds of issues was expressed by a significant number of
crew members in both companies. In C1, recent salary reforms aligned salaries more
closely with performance appraisal. A captain explained the situation:
Personally my salary is often deducted by the company. Now it is tricky. If there is a problem
to be reported, my money would also be deducted.
The interviews revealed that such reporting was also regarded as having the
potential to impact on future appointments. For example, a second officer said:
Although it is said there is not any unfair treatment, in reality it would still have potential
affect. Apart from safety bonus, the company would have other considerations on the next
(job) appointment.
In both companies, anonymisation was required for the reporting of near misses.
However, it was considered to be easy to identify who had made the report and also
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who was involved in the reported incident. The reason was that shipboard work
allocation was ‘one radish; one whole’, as the crew termed it, which meant there was
very little overlap in terms of each crew member’s duties. Therefore, in practice
anonymisation seemed to have little effect. In C1, if someone was found to have
caused an ‘unusual’ safety problem on board a ship, then in the future seafarers
believed that they might be dispatched to another company working as an ‘exported’
seafarer. This was regarded as very negative because it was seen as ‘punishment’ for
bad performance and was also generally regarded as involving joining ships where
conditions were worse than they were on the company’s own vessels.
Therefore, it became clear that crew members’ fear of reporting was related to the
perception that individual interests were likely to be damaged as a result of making a
report. Consequently, the reporting tended to coalesce around non-human related
problems. As one superintendent in C1 said: ‘mostly the reporting was about the
equipment’ and ‘it was rarely about crew themselves’.
Finally, it seemed that the fluidity of employment further weakened crew mem-
bers’ willingness to report incidents. In C2, the majority of the crew were employed
on short term contracts. They were particularly reluctant to report incidents. For
example, one senior bosun reflected on his thirty years of experience as a seafarer
and said:
I met many occasions of near misses. In general I would not report. We are the freelance
seafarers. I worked in this company today, it’s uncertain that I would leave some day. Why
should I care about it? It would not be reported until there is an accident.
The unwillingness to report incidents also related to a desire among long-serving
seafarers to be returned to familiar vessels. For example, a third officer said:
If you were only on board for a few months, you reported this and that, wanting to change
everything, and then you were going to leave. . .many people don’t want to do like that. Next
time, I might change to another ship. I would not go to this ship again.
Although crew in both companies had differing contractual terms and conditions
the data did not significantly differ between them.
Conclusion
Effective communication within an organisation is considered a prerequisite for
successful safety management (Leiss 2004), and one of the valuable characteristics
of an organisation with strong safety culture (Michael et al. 2006). The examination
of both management’s and crews’ perspectives showed that there was a significant
gap between what the management expected (although this in itself was contradic-
tory) and what happened in reality. Shipboard safety reporting was affected by a
complex combination of managerial, cultural, personal as well as occupational
factors, which were made manifest in both underreporting and biased reporting.
To sum up, the study revealed that although the importance of safety reporting is
widely acknowledged, the crew did not seem to understand its importance and
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therefore prioritized other issues such as concern for their personal interests and
relationships. Despite the strong impression given by the management of a desire to
pursue a no-blame attitude in safety reporting, they tended to say one thing but
actually mean another. A particularly clear example of this was provided by their
contradictory stance relating to reports. Whilst they recognized that reporting was
part of good safety management they concurrently took reports to indicate that
different practice was being followed on board. In general, the data suggests that
safety reporting practices fail to function properly if managers do not adjust their
attitudes and behaviour.
Based on the results of this study, it seems that there is a need for considerable
training for both managers and crew in terms of the attitudes and behaviour that
underpin the proper functioning of a safety management system. The research
depicts a complex picture which should be considered by those maritime practi-
tioners or policy-makers concerned with improvements to the globalized shipping
industry.
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Chapter 12
Multiple Roles and Role Conflict: Seafarers




Undocumented migrants at sea and maritime stowaways in ports impinge upon the
world of the seafarer in ways that are often challenging.1 According to the Interna-
tional Chamber of Shipping (ICS 2018), merchant ships rescued around 100,000
migrants in the Mediterranean in the period between 2015 and 2018 (ICS 2018). The
operations, involving migrants at sea, pose significant challenges to seafarers in
terms of scale, safety and security and differ from conventional rescue operations
such as the rescue of crew members from an abandoned ship (ICS 2015, p. 2). While
seafarers are, as far as practicable, bound by law to render assistance and come to the
rescue of anyone at sea under the UNCLOS, SOLAS, SAR and SALVAGE Con-
ventions,2 the provisions in these legal instruments do not take account of the
challenges which such large scale rescue operations entail. Seafarers are neither
adequately trained nor resourced to undertake such activities although they are
legally obligated to do so (ICS 2015; Kilpatrick and Smith 2015; Kilpatrick 2017).
This chapter is partly based on an earlier version presented at the Department for Politics and
International Relations Postgraduate Research Conference at Cardiff University, UK, on the 7th
of May 2014. I am grateful to Professor Christian Bueger, Jan Stockbruegger and the editors of
this volume for their constructive comments.
1Seafarers are construed broadly in this chapter to encompass those working on fishing vessels
although the discussion largely revolves around those working on merchant cargo ships.
2United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 1982; International Convention for
the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 1974; International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue
(SAR) 1979; International Convention on Salvage (SALVAGE) 1989.
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The shipping industry as a whole, in conjunction with relevant institutions such as
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR), has been proactive in attempting to provide
guidance for seafarers to help them cope with the challenges they face when
encountering migrants at sea (ICS 2015; IMO et al. 2015; Kellett et al. 2015).
While various industry publications, and to a lesser extent reports in the media,
have emphasised the challenges and problems seafarers contend with when encoun-
tering undocumented migrants, the academic literature has largely avoided substan-
tive engagement with the implications of undocumented migration for seafarers.
Although there are notable exceptions that specifically focus on shipping and, to a
limited extent, on seafarers (Maccanico 2012; Maquet and Zortea 2013; Basaran
2014, 2015; Aarstad 2015; Goddard 2015; Kilpatrick and Smith 2015; Kilpatrick
2017), the lived experiences of seafarers are not given a central place in the academic
literature on migration governance, border control, and humanitarianism at sea.
Instead the emphasis tends to be on analyses of the provisions in various legal
instruments as opposed to a focus on and an analysis of the experiences of seafarers
in their interactions with migrants at sea (Ort 1991; Tauman 2002; Bailliet 2003;
Davies 2003; Coppens and Somers 2010; Coppens 2013b). The literature relating to
the encounters of seafarers with stowaways, a group which also carry significant
implications for shipping, similarly demonstrates a scarcity of data relating to their
experiences (Mason 1987; Jarvis 1988; Ort 1991; Nourse 1993; McConnell 1997;
Steglich 1999).
This chapter aims to situate seafarers at the centre of the discussion of undocu-
mented migration. As such, it explores the tensions, contradictions and outcomes
that arise from the often-diverging expectations placed upon them. I attempt to
demonstrate how seafarers are forced to assume multiple and conflicting roles,
i.e. economic, humanitarian and security roles, in their interactions with migrants
in the maritime sphere. The academic literature, documents from relevant institutions
and publicly available sources on migration across the Mediterranean, as well as data
from my own research on maritime stowaways, are drawn upon here to make the
argument that serious implications for both seafarers and migrants emerge when
seafarers find themselves compelled to navigate these conflicting roles.
Rescuing Migrants in the Mediterranean Sea
Rescuing migrants at sea is a significantly more challenging task for seafarers than
the rescue operations merchant ships routinely engage in. Cases such as that of MV
King Jacob where close to 800 migrants perished when a migrant boat collided into
the ship attempting to render assistance (Miglierini 2016; https://deathbyrescue.org/
report/narrative/), highlight the hazardous nature of large-scale rescue operations.
Nevertheless, as previously stated, the provisions in the legal texts establishing the
foundations of humanitarianism at sea oblige seafarers to engage in such large-scale
rescue operations involving migrants.
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Captain Jamie Wilson, who was involved in the rescue of 907 migrants off the
coast of Libya in January 2017, indicated that although his crew were prepared for
the possibility of encountering migrants, albeit without any previous rescue experi-
ence, they were overwhelmed by the sheer numbers (BBC 2017). His account
affirms that humanitarianism at sea usually takes precedence over any other consid-
erations for many seafarers.
As captain, you’re bound by law to proceed to help anyone in danger, [. . .] There’s no grey
area for me as captain - you have to go and assist. My duty is to save lives at sea. (BBC 2017)
However, there is also a level of anxiousness on the part of seafarers when they
encounter migrants at sea. Migrants are often found in large numbers, and there are
concerns that they may pose health and safety risks to seafarers. On 22 October
2014, the dry bulk carrier MV CS Caprice was alerted by Malta’s Rescue Coordi-
nation Centre to proceed to the assistance of a boat in distress carrying migrants.
Whereas the ship had only 20 crew members on board, the migrants they eventually
rescued numbered 510 individuals. Captain Rajesh Dhadwal, who was the desig-
nated person ashore (DPA) providing guidance to the crew at the time, indicated that
the crew had reservations and concerns. His account highlights the health, safety and
security concerns that are often felt by seafarers in such situations together with the
desire to uphold their humanitarian obligations.
The human spirit has to lift itself to another level. You cannot attempt this scale of operation
if you are thinking about compensation or ‘what if the migrants have Ebola?’ or ‘what if
there are terrorists among them and they take over the ship?’ You have to put aside the ‘what
ifs’. [. . .] Isis has said it might use this as a channel to export terrorism, this is a real threat
and it becomes so real when you start talking about gas tankers where, if people took over the
ship, you would be facing an environmental disaster. [. . .] When you are in the middle of the
sea, with so many people with no papers, how can you stand off and not help them, thinking
of all the various scenarios? If they die and they were not criminal or terrorists, then who is
liable for their deaths? (Fairplay 2015).
Considering the rescue operation took place at the time of the Ebola epidemic in
West Africa and the political crises in Libya and Syria, his account highlights the
profound health and security concerns seafarers could have when engaged in
rescuing migrants in the Mediterranean Sea and beyond. Indeed, what Valverde
(2014, p. 384) calls ‘the affective dimensions of security’ are ever present on board
in these situations whereby seafarers’ concerns can be influenced by the discursive
climate where criminality and terrorism are often invoked alongside issues of
migration (Huysmans 2000, 2006). Furthermore, there have been cases in which
migrants became uncooperative, demanding to be taken to specific destinations, and
leaving seafarers with no alternative but to acquiesce to their demands. The case of
MV Tampa is one example in which 440 rescued migrants threatened to commit
suicide and undertake hunger strikes unless they were taken to Australia, which
prevented the captain from proceeding to his intended next port of call, Singapore
(Tauman 2002; Bailliet 2003; Kenney Jr and Tasikas 2003). A more recent example
is the case of the cruise liner Salamis Filoxenia which rescued about 300 migrants
who subsequently refused to disembark in Cyprus, demanding to be taken to Italy
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instead. The standoff was reported to have cost the company ‘hundreds of thousands
of euros’ (BBC 2014). This should also be considered in the context of the longer
period of time that migrants can sometimes remain on board.
In the case of the MV CS Caprice, the crew cared for the migrants on board for
4 days because weather conditions necessitated their disembarking at a different port
from that initially planned. Interestingly, the DPA pointed out that the charterers had
refused to pay for the 4 days that they considered the ship was ‘off-hire’, highlighting
the charter-party issues which ship owners may be faced with (Fairplay 2015). The
cost to owners is further exacerbated when there is lack of clarity as to where the
migrants should be taken. For instance, there has been a long dispute between Italy
and Malta concerning the responsibility for allowing disembarkation onto their
respective territories (see Coppens 2013a, b for a detailed discussion on this). The
lack of clarity on the disembarkation of migrants was also highlighted by the DPA in
the case of MV CS Caprice.
When we picked up that group of 510 people, we did not know where we would be able to
take them; we did not know how long they would be with us. [. . .]We need clear guidelines
explaining: in the Mediterranean Sea, within these boundaries, migrants should be taken to
so and so place, or reported to so and so. (Fairplay 2015)
A case involving a Maltese fishing boat Budafel in 2007 with a crew of four,
brings forth the tension that arises from the diverging humanitarian, security and
economic considerations more clearly. Twenty-seven migrants were forced to hold
on to the tuna pen for what was initially reported as 24 h when the crew refused to
allow the migrants to board their vessel while the Maltese and Libyan authorities
argued about which country should assume the responsibility of taking them. The
owner explicitly indicated security concerns as the rationale behind the fisher’s
decision in prohibiting the migrants from boarding. His account highlights the
tension between the commitment to humanitarian assistance and the security con-
cerns of the sailors on board.
“As a Maltese, I’m prepared to assist people, but there’s a limit to everything. What if these
24 strong men rebelled and tried to assume control of the boat?” he asked, admitting that the
immigrants’ lives were at stake. (Grech 2007).
Interviews by the Italian Council for Refugees (CIR) with the survivors after they
were rescued by the Italian navy, however, revealed that the migrants actually clung
to the buoys around the tuna pen for 3 days. The four crew members of the Budafel
provided the migrants with some fruit and water while stopping short of allowing the
migrants to board the vessel (CIR 2007, p. 3). Basaran (2015, p. 213) refers to such
practices as ‘humanitarianism light’ inasmuch as they involve ‘providing directions,
water, and possibly food to people in distress, but without taking them on board,
hence avoiding complications associated with rescue.’ What is interesting here is
while Malta and Libya wrangled back and forth arguing which country should
assume responsibility, the Maltese Justice and Home Affairs Minister informed
reporters that the Maltese authorities had emphasised to the Captain of the Budafel
that he was obligated to take the migrants on board if they were in any danger (CIR
2007, p. 3).
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This clearly underscores the tension between the humanitarian roles expected of
seafarers and the contradictory considerations that stem from security considerations
in which seafarers are simultaneously concerned about their own safety as well as the
difficulty of obtaining the consent of states to disembark the migrants. Furthermore,
it was also reported in the above case that the captain had argued ‘he could not take
the persons to Malta as he could not risk losing the € 1 million-worth catch of tuna
being hauled by the ship, which was heading to Spain’ (CIR 2007, p. 3), drawing our
attention to the economic considerations that come into play when seafarers rescue
migrants at sea.
In addition to the operational challenges of rescuing migrants, the anxieties and
fears felt by seafarers and the associated economic cost of rendering assistance, the
margins of humanitarianism at sea have been shrunk by states’ border security
regimes. The long-standing legal duty to render assistance at sea has been gradually
eroded through increasing laws and practices at the national, regional and suprana-
tional levels effectively discouraging rescue at sea that is not sanctioned by states. As
Cuttitta (2014, p. 33) and Basaran (2014, p. 367) note, non-state actors are discour-
aged from independent rescue and assistance through the introduction of legislation
that gradually chips away the protection humanitarian acts are afforded from
criminalisation. This trend is also noted by Fekete (2009) and Williams (2016)
who point out that activists, sympathetic politicians, medical professionals and
ordinary citizens have all been prosecuted for acting in accordance with humanitar-
ian ideals in relation to undocumented migrants in different countries.
In the case of Mediterranean migration, this is done through ‘anti-smuggling
legislation’ that can criminalise independent rescue efforts (Basaran 2014). The
cases of MV Cap Anamur, MV Fakhreddine Morthada and MV Mohamed el-Hedi
are some of the well-known examples of seafarers being prosecuted for rescuing
migrants at sea and taking them to a place of safety (Statewatch 2007; Basaran
2014).
MV Cap Anamur, eponymously named after the non-governmental organization
(NGO) it belonged to, was involved in rescuing migrants in the Mediterranean, and
in June 2004 the vessel rescued 37 migrants in the area between Libya and the Italian
island of Lampedusa. The president of the German NGO Cap Anamur, the captain
and the first [sic] officer were arrested and faced charges of helping the migrants to
enter Italy illegally. This took place after the ship stayed over 2 weeks at sea
awaiting permission to enter, ‘amid a shortage of supplies, threats from the migrants
that they would jump into the sea, and worsening physical and psychological
conditions experienced by both migrants and crew members’ (Statewatch 2007).
While the accused were finally acquitted (BBC 2009), the charging of the personnel
in the first place led the NGO to terminate its rescue activities in 2004 (Cusumano
2017, p. 92).
Similarly, the crew of the Tunisian fishing boats Fakhreddine Morthada and
Mohamed el-Hedi rescued 44 migrants in August 2007 and proceeded to Lampedusa
disregarding non-disembarkation orders by the Italian authorities. They were
promptly arrested and tried on charges of smuggling which were subsequently
dropped. However, the captains of each vessel were convicted of ‘charges of
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resisting public officer and committing violence against a warship’, and sentenced to
two and half years imprisonment as well as a fine of € 444,000 each, which were
subsequently dropped following appeal (Basaran 2014, p. 376). Although all the
seafarers were ultimately exonerated, the trials lasted many years, the fishing vessels
were confiscated for long periods and rendered unusable, ‘effectively amounting to
the loss of [the fishers’] economic livelihoods’ (Basaran 2014, p. 376). Although all
the above cases led to eventual acquittals, Basaran (2014, p. 377) emphasises that the
prosecution process and the cost of the criminal procedure were effectively used as a
deterrent to humanitarian acts unsanctioned by the state.
It is worth reconsidering the implications of such developments for seafarers and
migrants alike. There are certainly precedents in which fishing and cargo vessels
have been refused entry into port after having rescued migrants. One case involved a
Spanish fishing vessel Francisco Y Catalina that rescued 51 migrants on 15th July
2006 and was denied permission to land in Malta. The ship was forced to anchor six
miles from the coast for 6 days under extreme overcrowding, with some of the
migrants falling ill (Maccanico 2006). Similarly, on 30th January 2007MVMarina I
sent a distress call to the Spanish Coastguard after rescuing over 300 undocumented
migrants. Nevertheless, it took 2 weeks for the various nations involved (Spain,
Senegal and Mauritania) to come to an agreement and disembarkation to take place
(Coppens and Somers 2010; Coppens 2013b). A third example is that of the Turkish
vessel Pinar E that rescued 140 migrants in April 2009 and the high-profile dispute
that ensued for 4 days between Malta and Italy regarding who would be responsible
for the migrants (HRW 2009; The Telegraph 2009). There is also the case of the oil
tanker MT Salamis which rescued 102 migrants on 5th August 2013 and the 2 days
standoff that followed between the vessel and Maltese authorities due to disagree-
ment over disembarkation (MaltaToday 2013; WatchTheMed 2013).
When such disembarkation refusals and delays combine with the threat of
sanction and prosecution, the economic cost of rescue, seafarers’ fears and anxieties
and the significant challenge of providing humanitarian assistance to large numbers
of migrants while having only a handful of crew on board, some seafarers might
deem ‘looking the other way’ to be an easier option. There are a number of
testimonies from migrants that suggest that some ships simply pass by without
rendering assistance at sea (CIR 2007; HRW 2009; Strik 2012; Heller and Pezzani
2016). Such actions self-evidently put the migrants’ lives at risk. Furthermore,
seafarers who are guilty of such actions may, nevertheless, suffer from the psycho-
logical consequences of their failure to stop and assist fellow humans in distress.
Stowaways
Maritime stowaways have a pedigree as old as shipping itself, and some of the
challenges they pose to shipping are not new. However, contemporary stowaways
produce significant tensions for seafarers in terms of their economic, security and
humanitarian obligations. When the vessel is in port, seafarers are preoccupied with
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associated security and economic roles whereas humanitarian roles are introduced
when stowaways are detected on board while the vessel is at sea.
Stowaways have always entailed an economic cost to ship owners and, hence, a
number of procedures have long been prescribed to seafarers to prevent stowaways
from boarding and to detect them before a ship departs from port. Some of the
recommended practices include: controlling access to the ship from both shore and
sea while the ship is berthed and at anchor; implementing an identification pass
system at the ship’s gangway; roving patrols and the maintenance of a security
watch; sealing off restricted areas on board; adequate lighting at night; a systematic
stowaway search assisted by a checklist prior to departure; making use of technol-
ogies such as CCTV cameras, CO2 and heat detectors, automatic intrusion detection
devices (AID) and alarm systems to detect stowaways (Parrit and Parker 1992;
Holder 1997; Robertson 1997; NEPIA 2001; Miller 2009; BIMCO 2013; Jones
2014; GARD n.d.). While these procedures were recommended as early as the
1990s, the introduction of the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code
(ISPS) following the 9–11 terrorist attacks formalised these procedures and rendered
them mandatory, making the presence of stowaways on board a breach in a ship’s
security plan implementation. Thus, prevention of boarding by unauthorised per-
sonnel, including stowaways, is now part of the explicit security roles seafarers are
obliged to assume in ports. However, seafarers also have primary economic and
operational obligations to their employers, such as cargo work, liaising with various
parties, bunkering, maintenance and so on. Reconciling the above security and
commercial expectations can often be challenging for seafarers, particularly when
their security measures are not complemented by an effective port security infra-
structure, as the following account from one captain highlights.
From the ship’s side, we were left to do all the work with no extra help for the crew. My
company said right from the start when we first started setting up ISPS code, a lot of the
captains wrote to say, ‘okay, we need one extra seaman on deck.’ ‘No way. No, you’re not
getting any extra man.’ So, we had to do it all ourselves. But what we saw from our side,
we’re going through all this huge, massive procedures, setting up procedures on board, and
audits and inspections and security measures, and the ports are doing nothing. We go to
some ports and there’s thousands of people just wandering around the jetty. And we’re the
ones who have to try and stop them getting on board. But nobody was taking the trouble to
try and stop them getting into the ports. [. . .]So, a lot of things didn’t get done in port that
we’d like to have done. All the maintenance, painting and cleaning. There’s the whole crew
that’s just occupied in manning the gangway and walking up and down the ship’s side, you
know, looking over the side, canoes, boats. It was a huge burden on the ships. (Capt. Smith,
British)
Nonetheless, the security measures taken by seafarers do not always prevent
stowaways from boarding ships. My research on stowaways indicates their creative
adaptability to measures put in place to deter their movement. This strongly reso-
nates with observations made about the creative agencies of other groups of undoc-
umented migrants on the move (Papadopoulos and Tsianos 2013; Andersson 2014).
Furthermore, interviews with stowaways and security experts also revealed that
stowaways are, at times, able to avoid detection even when thorough searches are
conducted with professional experts assisted by sniffer dogs.
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The reaction of seafarers can be quite strong when they discover stowaways at
sea. This is due to a number factors that include: frustration over breaches in both
ship and port security arrangements; awareness of the significant cost stowaways
entail to ship owners and their protection and indemnity (P & I) club insurers; the
added workload that comes with caring for and monitoring stowaways on board as
well as the pervasive concerns about implications for seafarers’ jobs and careers. In
addition, the affective dimensions of security alluded to earlier are prominent,
particularly in the initial interactions between seafarers and stowaways during
which time both groups are fearful and apprehensive. For seafarers, this is due to
the link made, in the industry discourse, between piracy, terrorism, criminality and
stowaways. In addition, there have been incidents in which a small number of
stowaways became violent and effectively hijacked the ship, reinforcing the security
concerns of having stowaways on board (BBC 2000; Cooper 2014; Scully 2017).
For the stowaways, their concerns are about the potentially violent reactions by
seafarers, perceptions that are based on shared past experiences. Such apprehension
during the initial encounter at times manifests itself in seafarers carrying ‘protective
tools’.
Third officer and duty AB were scared because the incident happened at night time. [. . .] We
carried some steel pipe, and ropes and some wood. So, Bosun, AB, and fitter and some of the
young guys, I think at least five or six people carry some of the protective tool to, yes, to
protect ourselves against these two guys, yes. Because when we heard this news actually, we
didn’t know how many stowaways we had on board. How many African guys, what kind of
weapon they had, maybe some knife or maybe some of the more dangerous weapon. So, we
use some protection too, yes. (Capt. Yang, Chinese)
When stowaways are found on board, seafarers are legally obligated to treat them
in a humane manner which includes monitoring their health, providing adequate
food and suitable accommodation, abstaining from any form of maltreatment,
avoiding putting them to work as well as allowing them to exercise daily (IMO
2011; Jones 2014; NEPIA 2015; GARD n.d.). However, seafarers are also instructed
to maintain security procedures throughout the period stowaways are on board
including locking-up the stowaways, supervising their exercise, posting a crew
member as a continuous security watch and segregating stowaways into smaller
numbers if they are present in large numbers. These security roles, both in ports and
at sea, are embraced reluctantly by seafarers who were keen to point out during
interviews that they are not security professionals.
Ship masters are also advised to ensure interactions between crew members and
stowaways are kept to the absolute minimum so as to inhibit the development of a
sympathetic relationship which might prompt seafarers to provide unauthorised
assistance to the stowaways. This could take the form of disembarking them without
notifying the appropriate authorities or assisting them to escape from the ship while
in port. My interviews with both seafarers and stowaways reveal instances in which
seafarers, becoming sympathetic to the life stories of stowaways, helped them with
covert disembarkation. The situation should be understood in the context of many
jurisdictions refusing permission for stowaways to disembark, forcing ships to sail
with stowaways still on board. However, while authorities are often reluctant to
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allow their disembarkation even for the purpose of repatriation at the ship owners’
expense, most are quite adamant that seafarers should treat stowaways in accordance
with the relevant regulations and recommended practices. For instance, one seafarer,
who had very young stowaways on board for months, highlighted the contradiction
in state policies and practices of checking the onboard treatment of stowaways while
simultaneously refusing their disembarkation.
These people were coming to us to interview us about, and it seems like all of them have the
same checklist, about how we are treating them, what are we feeding them, and all of that.
[. . .] And then they keep asking us the same questions which we after that realised that it was
just a checklist. ‘What are you doing with them? What are you feeding them?’ Of course, we
are feeding them the same food that we eat. ‘Are you beating them or torturing them?’
C’mon, why should we torture them? ‘Are you locking them up?’ No, we are not locking
them up. [. . .] We roamed the world with them for four months, but no one really wanted to
take them. And the same thing every port, delays, quarantine, checklists, same stupid
questions, nobody’s taking them until the captain was sacked from the company because
of that at a later stage as we know. (Capt. Karim, Egyptian)
As the above account suggests, there are instances where stowaways can have
serious implications for the jobs and careers of seafarers because ship owners can
incur significant costs when stowaways are found on board. P & I Clubs cover the
direct costs associated with stowaways such as the cost of their maintenance on
board, disembarkation and repatriation costs including fines by states, the cost of fuel
for any diversion for the purpose of repatriation and so on. However, the costs of
delays or being rendered ‘off-hire’ in the case of charter-parties are not covered.
Hence, some ship owners can penalise seafarers as they deem them to have failed to
meet their obligations. The fear produced by such actions is exacerbated due to the
prevalence of temporary employment in shipping and a sense of being easily
replaceable (Kahveci and Nichols 2006; Bhattacharya 2011; Xue et al. 2016).
The combined effect of the aforementioned factors can be so severe that ‘solu-
tions’ resorted to by seafarers can include stowaways being forced off the ship onto
makeshift rafts in the middle of the sea. Based on interviews with stowaways and
seafarers as well as analysis of various documentary data, I have compiled a number
of such incidents. My data indicates interesting patterns such as the provision of
floating aids along with water and, at times, food in most cases (see Senu 2018,
pp. 258–259). Although these actions by seafarers are certainly criminal and inhu-
mane, it is clear that many of them make attempts to mitigate the consequences of
their actions through the ‘humane’ supply of provisions to aid survival. This
conjures up the ‘humanitarianism light’ (Basaran 2015, p. 213) approach alluded
to earlier in the chapter that arises, in part, from the conflicting roles associated with
economic, humanitarian and security obligations.
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Conclusion
Heller and Pezzani (2016, p. 14) point out that when the Italian military-
humanitarian rescue mission Mare Nostrum was in place, 42,061 migrants were
rescued by commercial shipping accounting for 25% of the total number. However,
with the termination of Mare Nostrum this increased to 30%. This surge subse-
quently reduced following the expansion of rescue missions by Italian authorities,
the involvement of FRONTEX, EUMEDNAVFOR, an Irish governmental human-
itarian mission as well as various NGOs (Cuttitta 2018, pp. 638–639). This empha-
sises the importance of commercial shipping in rescues, particularly when the
presence of other more suited actors to undertake large-scale rescues at sea is
reduced. Considering the significant numbers of migrants who perish on the Med-
iterranean Sea (https://missingmigrants.iom.int/region/mediterranean), the involve-
ment of shipping in saving lives at sea is crucial.
Nonetheless, as various stakeholders in the shipping community have emphasised
to governments in the EU, commercial ships and their crews are not equipped to
undertake large-scale rescues (ECSA 2015). Furthermore, rescuing and dealing with
migrants entails significant challenges and imposes conflicting expectations on
seafarers’ performance. While this is widely acknowledged by those in the shipping
industry, the academic literature has lacked substantive engagement with the roles of
seafarers in migration governance, save for a few exceptions. This chapter has
sought to centre seafarers at the heart of the debate by attempting to flesh out the
tensions that emerge from diverging economic, humanitarian and security expecta-
tions in relation to two groups of migrants. As highlighted in the chapter, such
diverging expectations have serious implications for both seafarers and migrants.
Acknowledging and addressing these tensions is crucial to the alleviation of the
burden on seafarers, while at the same time is very likely to prevent deaths and save
lives at sea.
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Part III
Support for Seafarers and Their Families
Chapter 13
Union Organising in the Context
of Regional Labour Market Decline: The
Case of Nautilus International
Victor Oyaro Gekara
Introduction
Over the past few decades the impact of globalisation on society and industry at the
national level has been immense and has been studied and extensively documented
in the literature. Some of the major benefits and losses accruing from economic
globalisation, particularly since the late 1970s have been debated by dominant
political economy commentators (see e.g. Harvey 2005; Held et al. 1999; Strange
1996; Scholte 2000; Stiglitz 2002; Giddens 2002; Chomsky 2017). An important
aspect of the globalising process has been the extensive restructuring of production
and distribution patterns in search of cheaper resources, through aggressive
outsourcing and offshoring. The result for many national economies, particularly
advanced industrial states, has been a drastic decline in traditional industries affect-
ing both labour and capital (Dunning 1993; Beck 2005; Perraton 2019). This chapter
examines the decline in the seafaring labour markets of the so-called Traditional
Maritime Countries (TMN), and the implications for union organising focusing on
the UK and its seafaring labour. It examines the creation of Nautilus International
(NI) Union via a merger of unions for maritime professionals across different
countries in Europe initially beginning with Great Britain, the Netherlands and
later Switzerland. This was a uniquely strategic response to declining membership
and weakening organising capacity. Some of the key challenges associated with
unions trying to organise and represent their members in the context of industrial and
labour market decline are explored.
The particular focus in this chapter is the decline in the national seafaring labour
markets of European Traditional Maritime countries such as Britain, Germany,
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Netherlands and Denmark. This resulted, from economic globalisation and deregu-
lation within national economies in response to emerging neoliberal government
policies in the 1980s and 1990s. (McConville 1999; Gekara 2010b). The seafaring
labour market follows the hierarchical structure of the crew on-board ships and is
broadly divided into two segments: officers and ratings. Senior staff responsible for
the commercial and technical management of the ship are drawn from the officers’
market segment, while ratings, i.e. lower level operational staff, are recruited from
the ratings’ market segment. The discussion here specifically relates to officers.
Thus, use of the term ‘seafarers’ will in most cases, unless otherwise qualified, be
in reference to officers.
As cheaper sources of seafaring labour opened up in low-cost developing regions,
many European ship owners opted to recruit their crew from countries such as the
Philippines, China, India and Indonesia and, with time, almost entirely abandoned
their local labour markets. Figure 13.1 shows that by the end of the twentieth
century, the majority of seafarers, both officers and ratings originated from devel-
oping countries. Note that no Western European country is represented in the top
10 list of seafarer supply by this time, and the only European country on the list,
Russia, is comparatively low-cost. From the OECD, only the US, Korea and Canada
appear, albeit, with very small numbers.
In the UK this shift in the supply of seafarers inevitably led to a general
weakening of the labour market just as had occurred in many other similar countries.
Employment opportunities for national seafarers shrank with shipping companies
reducing investment in recruitment and training activities. Eventually there was a
general decline of interest in the occupation even in areas that had always been
considered as traditional seafaring communities such as Glasgow, Liverpool, Aber-
deen and Southampton (see Gekara 2010a). With regard to labour organisation and
representation, the unions acting for seafarers experienced a drastic decline in their








Fig. 13.1 Eleven top seafarer supply countries as of 2003. Source: Adapted and recreated by author
from APEC accreditation of seafarer manning agencies project, 2005
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context that this chapter describes the way in which three Unions, representing
seafarers in North Western Europe, sought to revitalise their position through a
unique form of cross-border amalgamation into a single union known as Nautilus
International (NI). The chapter draws on a qualitative social science study, which
was designed to examine the limitations of local policy responses to globalisation-
induced problems. The research examined the waning of British shipping as a result
of processes of economic globalisation and deregulation in the 1980s and 1990s and
the impact of locally designed and implemented policy responses, predominantly the
tonnage tax initiative. An important aspect of the study was the decline in British
seafaring and the implications for, and response from, local maritime unions.
In the following sections I examine this decline as part of the overall global
economic and regulatory shifts that led to an unlikely initiative by the union leaders,
the process and result of their efforts, the challenges involved in the process, and
conclude with an assessment of its success and conjecture as to its future.
The British Seafaring Labour Market in Decline
The globalised nature of the shipping industry has been analysed extensively, with
the consistent conclusion that, undeniably, it stands out as exemplar of industrial
globalisation and corporate foot-looseness (DeSombre 2006). Often highlighted is
the international ownership of shipping capital and the means by which it is
operated, the global nature of crew sourcing and employment and the ease with
which a ship’s nationality can be shifted from state to state (Alderton et al. 2004;
Sampson and Schroeder 2006). As Kahveci and Nichols (2006) observe, ownership
and nationality of ships are both vague and fictitious because they are increasingly
difficult to ascertain and can be switched and shifted with extreme ease. Whereas this
arrangement presents enormous benefits for business, in this case ship-owners, the
impact for labour has been a significant decrease in resources, political influence and
bargaining power (Lillie 2006; DeSombre 2006; Gekara 2010b).
Whilst many seafarers are employed on the international labour market, within
Europe there nevertheless remains a relationship between the numbers of domestic
seafarers in employment and the size of the national registered fleet. A number of
factors are at play here including the nature and structure of the internal labour
market, the training opportunities available including funding and access to training
institutions, and also perceived career prospects. As highlighted previously from the
mid-1970s the British shipping industry was in decline across all major aspects,
including the registered fleet.
As illustrated in Fig. 13.2, the UK fleet steadily declined from 1976 through to
the end of the century as a result of ship owners flagging out their vessels away
from the national registers of advanced industrial maritime countries. This
resulted from the fact that they were considered more stringently regulated and
costlier to operate from than low-cost flags in developing regions (for an in-depth
discussion of the flagging out phenomenon refer to Carlisle 1981; Metaxas 1985).
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Since ship owners in the UK traditionally bear much responsibility for recruiting
and training cadets, as well as providing employment for qualified officers,
flagging out has resulted in a corresponding decline in training funding, training
opportunities and, even more problematically, employment opportunities for
British seafarers. Consequently, as Fig. 13.3 illustrates, the impact of the decline
in the national fleet was to cause a considerable reduction in the numbers of
cadets recruited annually. This fell from about 4300 in 1970 to about 1000 cadets
per year from the mid-1980s onwards.
Similarly, a survey of the number of officers employed on the UK fleet between
1980 and 1998 (Fig. 13.4) confirms the above observations as the number dropped









































Fig. 13.2 UK owned and registered fleet 1970 to 2000. Source: UK Chamber of Shipping.
(Adapted and recreated by author from Brownrigg et al. 2001)
















































Fig. 13.3 Recruitment of cadets between 1970 and 1997. Adapted and recreated by author from
Gardner et al. (2001)
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the end of the century (see also Brownrigg et al. 2001; Leggate and McConville
2005).
The third area of decline, and one which forms the core focus of this chapter, is
union membership. Figure 13.5 shows the trend of membership for National Union
of Marine, Aviation and Shipping Transport Officers (NUMAST), the key union for
seafarer officers in Britain from the early 1980s to 2006. Union membership
diminished during this period in tandem with the national shipping fleet, cadet
recruitment and the number of officers employed in the British shipping fleet. The
consistent decline across all these aspects of the industry is unsurprising since they
are intimately intertwined and cross-dependent.
As union membership decreased, so did the union’s capacity to effectively
represent workers and ensure effective protection of labour standards and working
conditions in an increasingly vulnerable labour market. These developments were
not unique but broadly representative of the general predicament of labour in most
advanced industrial countries. As Peters (2008, p. 85) observes,






































Fig. 13.4 The number of British officers employed in the UK fleet between 1980 and 1998.















































Fig. 13.5 NUMAST membership trend between 1975 and 2001. Source: Created by author from
Nautilus International annual reports, 1975–2001, The British Certification Officer, https://tinyurl.
com/wgqeakw [24/11/2019]
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[. . .] over the past 25 years [starting from mid-1980s], the emergence of economic global-
ization and the consolidation of neoliberalism has profoundly altered the balance of power
between capital and labour. Unions now find bargaining with firms and governments over
collective agreements and social policy much more difficult, and all unions are under
constant pressure to defend minimum standards of income and employment protection in
labour markets.
The point expressed by many other labour market commentators like Peters is that
challenges for labour cut across many sectors and, as in seafaring, they manifested
themselves by creating difficulties in international labour organising, a drastic tip in
the balance of bargaining power between workers and employers and by extension,
increasing employment vulnerability for workers at different points along the global
commodity supply chain (Munck 2002; Fiorito and Gallagher 2006; Lévesque and
Murray 2006; Webster 2015).
Mark Dickinson, then president of NUMAST, was a major advocate for, and
leader of, the amalgamation. He later became the NI General Secretary and in a 2006
interview stated that in the context of growing employer power and declining state
support “. . .[unions] had to be innovative and think outside the box in order to
remain effective and strong for [their] members”. This was, according to him, and
many of the key leaders leading the transformation, the key impetus for seeking
greater collaboration with similar unions across national borders, leading to the
creation of Nautilus International. Thus it was conceived out of the need to survive
and continue to function effectively in a changing industry and labour market.
The Nautilus International Project: Considering the Process,
Motivation and Outcomes
As explained earlier, the two formerly independent maritime unions that initiated the
merger—the UK’s National Union of Marine, Aviation and Shipping Transport
Officers (NUMAST) and the Federatie van Werknemers in de Zeevaart (FWZ) of
the Netherlands—came together and joined in 2009 to create a single cross-border
union. This was the culmination of a lengthy process of negotiation and consultation
spanning a decade beginning in the late 1990s (Gekara 2010a). Prior to the concep-
tion of the amalgamation, the two unions had enjoyed a long, close working
relationship. This was partly due to geographic proximity and the fact that their
two countries have long intertwined maritime histories but also, and perhaps more
importantly, as explained by the union leaders, because Dutch and British seafarers
have traditionally worked side by side on-board Anglo-Dutch owned/operated
vessels. What makes their move unique and novel is that the two unions, which
had been independent and organised in different countries, agreed not just to
collaborate more closely, as most international union alliances do, but to largely
dismantle their national structures. This included abandoning their individual
national identities and foregoing their independence to form a regional union with
a new identity and structure set up across international borders as a single entity.
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The separate histories of the two unions, prior to the amalgamation, present an
informative case of national union restructuring, including mergers and splinters.
The British arm of the union—Nautilus-UK—traces its roots to the Mercantile
Marine Service Association (MMSA) in 1857. By 1920 the association had
transformed itself through splinters, mergers and take-overs involving many other
smaller marine unions. Further similar processes of restructuring over the following
years resulted in the creation of NUMAST in 1985, when MMSA joined with the
Merchant Navy and Airlines Officers Association (MNAOA) and the Radio and
Electronics Officers’ Union (REOU). Consequently, an inclusive union was created
representing ship and airline officers and other shore-based maritime professionals.
On the other side of the border FWZ had also gone through similar restructuring
processes. Formed in 1901 by a group of officers at a bar in Amsterdam, the union
grew and developed through mergers and take-overs culminating in the Federatie
van Werknemers in de Zeevaart (FZW) in 1995. At that time Algemene Vakbond
voor Zeevarenden (AVZ) the trade union for masters, officers and ratings on small
merchant navy vessels and Vereniging van Kapiteins en Officieren ter Koopvaardij
(VKO), mainly representing masters and officers on large merchant navy vessels,
merged to form a wider union representing workers in the broader maritime profes-
sion. On both sides the restructuring seems to have involved a natural progression of
mergers, beginning at the local and national level and eventually moving outward,
across national borders. Later in 2011 and 2015 the new union further expanded with
the joining of Unia, the Swiss maritime professionals’ union and another Dutch
seafarers’ union—FNV Waterbouw, respectively. The commonly identified factors
influencing union amalgamations including, declining memberships, reduced finan-
cial resources and political influence, strongly apply to the case of Nautilus Interna-
tional. The merger process was primarily driven by the need to regain political and
financial ground in the industry’s industrial relations, as the following interview
extract shows:
[unions] reach a critical mass and they know they can’t go on like this, they’ve got declining
membership, rising costs and no resources and they need to do something about it. . . They
cannot go on increasing membership fees indefinitely just to stay afloat. . .this is what has
happened with us. (NI Leader 1 2006)
Whereas mergers, takeovers and amalgamations are common within national
borders, the NI case, illustrates an important point, which I term here as ‘exhausted
national possibilities’ whereby a major impetus is created for the search for cross-
border partners and a need is prompted for initiating closer working relations.
Seemingly, by the close of the twentieth Century, the two unions involved had
exhausted local possibilities for further mergers, so that,
. . .there were no more suitable, like-minded unions to merge with locally. . . . By this time all
those who could be part of us were already with us, so we had to look outside. (NI Leader
1 2009)
This need illustrates the key point that national resources for labour organising are
finite, particularly in the context of declining state protections and growing neolib-
eral policies in which business interests are preferenced over those of labour (Gekara
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2010b). Consequently, room for further growth must be sought from without. For
example, as a result of a continuing decline in the pool of seafarers locally, the
possibilities of expanding membership in the vicinity were rapidly diminished. It
appears that by this point, the Dutch and British maritime professional union
amalgamation was almost a natural progression because they “already had a very
long-standing relationship” and it was therefore “an inevitable choice” (NI Leader
1 2009).
It was in this context that active negotiations commenced in the late 1990s and,
after almost a decade, the two unions moved on from the framework of an ad hoc
cross-border collaboration, prevalent in the industry, to a more defined and struc-
tured association. In October 2006, they respectively dropped their individual
identities and became the Nautilus Federation (NF). From then on they adopted
the names Nautilus UK and Nautilus NL respectively. This move to a federation
constituted a significant move. Not only did it signal the intention of creating a
stronger bond, forged with the common goal of regaining both political and financial
influence in the negotiation for seafarers’ rights and labour standards in the region,
but it also gained sufficient status to influence events on the international stage.
The motivation for us was clear, we had lost a lot of ground and we could not afford to lose
any more as our members depended on us. . . we had a responsibility as leaders to use every
means to regain that ground and this was the most logical. . . (NI Leader 2 2010)
From the commencement of the negotiations the objective was to ultimately
establish one single cross-border union. The NF was, therefore, meant as a tempo-
rary platform—a space for creating and testing the necessary structures for eventual
full amalgamation. The federation period served three important functions. Firstly, it
was during this time that the separate leaderships conducted final consultations and
balloting to gain unequivocal grass-root approval for the eventual amalgamation.
Secondly, it provided the space for rationalising and streamlining the two, hitherto,
separate, and largely different organisational structures and creating one, which
would enable the union to operate as one single entity transcending geo-political
boundaries. Finally, it served as a platform for trialling the emerging structures for
the new union. With regard to this last function, the NF stage was of great necessity,
considering that there was till then no guiding model available for the kind of cross-
border union merger envisaged by the leaders.
The Nautilus Federation was just a stage and was never meant to remain as a lasting
structure, it served its purpose, an important one but our aim was to quickly and strategically
progress towards a complete merger and a single union body. . .it was important, just like a
trial phase towards a marriage if you like. (NI Leader 3 2010)
Upon completion of the amalgamation process and the launch of the new union in
May 2009, the Nautilus Federation was rendered dormant, with the provision that it
would be reactivated as a temporary platform for initiating new national unions
wishing to join Nautilus International in the future, as happened with the joining of
Unia and FNV Waterbouw in 2011 and 2015 respectively. The organisational
governance structure of 2010 resulted when the full merger was launched between
the two principal partners.
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Under the new union, an inclusive cross-border governance structure was
adopted, which merged the formally separate organisational structures in a way
that sought to maximise the advantages of both (see Fig. 13.6). The governance
structure consists of a General Meeting (GM) of all members, which takes place
every four years, at the top, followed by the Council of the Union (CoU), made up of
thirty-two elected members, twenty-four of whom are British and eight Dutch.
Reporting to the CoU are several council committees, including the Resolutions,
Establishments and the Professional and Technical Committees. The next most
significant level below the CoU comprises two national committees made up of
the elected council members (24 UK and 8 NL) plus extra members from the
national secretariats in the two countries. Regular national conferences are held on
both sides where important matters affecting specific national aims are discussed,
including the election of national committee members and representatives to the
CoU. The GM is the highest organ in the decision-making hierarchy of the union
where all members are represented and debate on important issues affecting all
members and from where the effective running of the union takes place. Any
resolutions carried at the GM are binding on the CoU according to the Nautilus
Rule Book,
The absolute control and administration of the affairs and property of the union and the
furtherance of the objects of the union and the provision of all the benefits together with the
necessary power to utilise union funds and monies shall be vested in the Council subject only
to any direction of the Union given by its members at a general Meeting. . . (Rule 12.1)
The significance of the GM is that no important changes in the way the union is
structured and operated may be effected without being discussed at the GM. For this
reason, provision is made for the establishment of Special General Meetings (SGM)
to handle important matters arising in-between the scheduled GMs. For example, a
special GM was called on 30th June 2011, named the Rules General Meeting, to
effect changes to the Rules in order to enable members of Unia (Switzerland union)
to join NI. The national committees, on the other hand, “deal with policy issues
relevant only to the specific country”. The national committees also have the power
to establish such further committees as necessary for the effective management and
administration of the national branch (Rule 17.2).
The day-to-day management of the union is the responsibility of a General Secre-
tary (GS) based in London. The GS is aided by National Assistant General Secretaries
(AGS), based in the different countries represented coordinating several administra-
tive departments. These departments oversee the implementation of various decisions
and the running of the national branch. The national AGSs are also responsible for
coordinating the activities of an Internal Senior Management Team that draws mem-
bership from the staff of the national administration. They also coordinate the activities
of national administration teams from which an internal senior management team is
constituted. This in turn, coordinates the activities of several joint committees, includ-
ing a policy coordination committee, an industrial coordination seminar, a finance
committee and a human resource committee. The idea behind this elaborate structure
is that the management and governance of the union is as seamless as possible so as to
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encourage in all the members from different countries the development of a real sense
of belonging and a feeling of common identity.
Concluding Assessment: Why Was the Merger Important
and for Whom?
In order to assess the successes and appreciate the challenges of adopting the new
structures one has to first look at the context in which the union exists and operates
and also its specific objectives. First, as established earlier, Nautilus International
was born of the necessity to survive in a declining labour market with the associated
decline in its representational capacity as a workers’ union. In this regard, as
observed by many labour market commentators, unions can only serve their core
purpose of reducing inequality, improving jobs, and widening income distribution, if
they can maintain and/or increase density and grow their effectiveness through wide
bargaining coverage and coordination (see e.g. Peters 2008; Swenson 2002; Western
1997). Accordingly, the key driving objective for the leaders of the NI project is
easily understood and was expressed by one of the leaders as the need,
. . . [to] have a strong voice in Brussels [and] more power in negotiating with national
governments and ship owners. (NI leader 1 2009)
Regarding this aspect, the immediate obvious outcome of the merger was an
increase in membership numbers, as is evident from the rise in figures between 2008

























Fig. 13.7 Membership numbers pre and post-merger. Source: Created by author from Nautilus
International annual reports, 1974–2016, The British Certification Officer, https://tinyurl.com/
wgqeakw [24/11/1919]
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Another important and measurable indicator of success was the improvement in
the collective financial resources of the union. Figure 13.8 shows that the financial
income statement steadily increased from 2009 after a sudden dip between 2007 and
2009. The union’s income is calculated according to members’ subscriptions and
contributions, memorandum agreements from employers and investment transfers
(based on details in the annual returns) consequently it is easy to see how the pooling
of financial sources from all members of the union could have such an immediate
impact in comparison with the state of the NUMAST income before the merger. To
illustrate, in 2008 the then NUMAST received an income of GBP 3,576,494. In
2010, after the merger the figure grew to GBP 5,101,440 and to GBP 7,118,205 in
2013.1
Against the set objectives, it is important to address the question of why this
merger matters and for whom it is important. Perhaps the most important gains
which lie behind the figures and numbers are captured in the interviews with the
leaders and some of the members in 2010, during the first GM of members of the
NI. The leaders were particularly encouraged by what they perceived as a significant
rejuvenation of their organising and bargaining capacity with one of the leaders
observing that the increase in membership was “. . .definitely a big boost in our
negotiating power with employers” (NI Leader 2 2010). There was a general feeling




































































Fig. 13.8 NI income and expenditure. Source: Created by author from Nautilus International
annual reports, 1975–2016, The British Certification Officer, https://tinyurl.com/wgqeakw [24/11/
2019]
1The Jump from 2013 to GBP 12,128,956 was due to a large lump-sum arrears transfer from the NI
Netherlands office. The figure goes back to the normal trajectory in 2015.
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member put it, “. . .realise that we are one body of workers. . .they cannot win by
bargaining with small, individual national unions” (NI Council member 2010).
This observation, however, also represents Nautilus’s main challenge and the one
which undermines the extent of its power. While employers, i.e. shipping compa-
nies, are extensively global in their operation and have the ability to exploit the
breadth of both political and economic resources available internationally with little
restriction, unions have always been limited by their nationally embedded and path-
dependent structures (see Gekara et al. 2013). Even with such cross-border mergers
where they have tried, with notable effect, to emulate the seamless transnational
workings of global business, the union still finds its influence limited to the individ-
ual countries it is organised across, i.e. Great Britain, the Netherlands and Switzer-
land. The second and more important challenge related to this limitation is the fact
that, even collectively, the union represents and operates in a generally declining
labour market where the number of seafarers will continue to decrease over time with
natural attritions, since there is currently little replenishment occurring through new
training.
Nevertheless, whilst recognising the challenges inherent in the situation, NI has
adopted an unambiguous view of its role and a specific strategy for effective
representation of its members. It sees its strategy as less expansionary and more
targeted both in its spatial scope and its functional objectives. Its practical regional
focus in Europe is not only to work towards maintaining and improving labour
standards primarily for European seafarers but also for all seafarers, by lobbying
national, regional and international policy as well as through strategic negotiations
with employers. It has adopted the social partnership approach where it seeks to
work with employers and governments towards a concerted goal of continuously
improving workers’ work and employment terms and conditions—to ensure high
labour standards. According to one of the leaders in an informal conversation with
the researcher in 2011,
It is much easier to work with employers, work with government and Brussels and the rest of
them. At the end of the day, we have to make them realise that we face the same challenges,
at the end of the day, and they have realised. . .they need well qualified and motivated
seafarers but to do this they must train and they must offer good conditions. . .as simple as
that really. (NI Leader 1 2010]
As demonstrated in the foregoing analysis, Nautilus International, provides an
illuminating case study of the significant challenges faced by labour in the current
context of the ever increasing, exploitative power of capital. It reveals the potential
strengths of global cross-border organising and sends one important message—that
nothing less than globally coordinated, strategic alliances will help counter the
power of capital and secure the future of workers’ rights.
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This chapter discusses the various characteristics of maritime trade unions in the
Philippines within the wider context of the history of the country’s industrial
relations and labour movement. The main historical focal points in the country’s
labour environment and how these shaped industrial relations today is introduced in
the first section. In the second section the development of seafarers’ representation in
the country and the profile of their trade unions in the context of the country’s labour
history is discussed. The final section concludes with a discussion of the trends and
challenges faced by unions representing Filipino seafarers today.
Philippine Industrial Relations: A Brief History
The history of the organisation of labour in the Philippines stretches back more than
a century with the national union movement being formed as early as 1902. At this
time the establishment of the Union Obrera Democratica Filipina (UODF) unified
small-scale community-based workers’ guilds ‘gremios’ in Manila and its immediate
environs (Carroll 1961). This was at the time when the country was transitioning
from Spanish colonial rule to official American occupation and the labour movement
in the decades that followed grew out of the nationalistic independence fervour of the
times. Consequently labour unrest and organisation became a political concern
prompting the colonial government to institutionalise the regulation of trade unions
and their members. Despite this, unions and labour leaders grew in influence and
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number and developed the collective aim of achieving national independence and
self-governance. As a result there was a coalition of political party interests and those
of union organisations. Subsequently, strong union leaders formed disparate union
federations based on political ideologies and it is this fragmented nature of the labour
movement which endures into the present day and could be said to account for much
of the lack of progress made in the formation of a unified labour interest in the
Philippines.
The early 1930s saw the beginnings of the Communist Party here and the socialist
political movement that influenced the growth of communist-leaning trade unions in
this country. The growing militant side of the labour movement prompted the new
government to curtail its increasing membership by setting up the Department of
Labor and the Court of Industrial Relations which in practice was used to identify
union links to the militant movement and suppress strike action through a system of
compulsory arbitration (Dejillas 1994). The hostility towards left-leaning trade
unions continued up until the early 1950s, mitigated only by the Industrial Peace
Act in 1953 that put an end to compulsory arbitration and paved the way to collective
bargaining.
Collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) have since become the basis of labour
relations and dispute management. By the early 1970s, unions had increased both in
number and in influence. However, there was growing dissatisfaction with the
enforcement of CBAs and ineffectual court decisions on labour conditions and
wage determinations. This discontent was exacerbated by the failure of import
substitution policies. Large-scale strikes resulted which disrupted major businesses
and industrial progress. The state’s response under the then President, Ferdinand
Marcos, was to curtail union rights and freedoms, leading to the proclamation of
Martial Law in 1972. The Marcos dictatorship would continue up until 1986 when
the actions of various social movements culminated in the 1986 People Power
Revolution that ushered in a democratic transition. The 1986 Constitution then
established the basis for all political, economic, and social freedom in the country
and its society (Table 14.1).
In 2015, there were 19,067 trade unions registered with the Department of Labor
and Employment (PSA 2017). These had an estimated membership of 1.964 million
workers. In these estimates, unionised workers in the Philippines in 2015 accounted
for more than 5% of the total workforce. As a measure of real values, however
Erickson et al. (2001) warn that union membership estimates by the Philippine
government are based on self-reportage by unions and union federations—which,
in order to project union power, are often largely overestimated. A more accurate
depiction of the unionised workforce is the number of workers officially covered by
CBAs, which the state has recorded since the early 1960s (Fig. 14.1).
Figure 14.1 shows that the highest number of CBA-covered workers was during
the early 1990s (peaking at 1993 with 608,876 workers) which can be attributed to
the positive structural and institutional changes made in line with democratisation
project which started with the 1987 constitution (Abinales and Amoroso 2005).
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Currently however, the number of workers covered in CBAs is steadily declining
and has done so since 2006. The dramatic drop in 2006 is seen as a culmination of
two financial crises affecting the East Asian region. The country saw its export
growth dropping to 16.2% and import growth rate to 13.3% in 2001 (Wang and
Whalley 2010) which accompanied unprecedented job losses and the growth of the
informal sector and the rise of labour flexibility in the formal sector (see for example,
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Unionising Seafarers
The union movement among seafarers began to take shape during the Industrial
Peace era. This was a time when unions and union federations from a wide range of
industries in the Philippines began to grow in number and strength. During this
period (early 1960s), two seafarer-led labour groups emerged focussing on the
interests of workers employed on board foreign-flagged vessels. The Associated
Marine Officers’ Union of the Philippines (AMOUP) was established in 1960 by
Captain Gregorio Oca, organising the marine officers within three major shipping
companies and was centred in the port of Manila, one of the major ports in Asia-
Pacific. On the ratings side, the Associated Seamen’s Union of the Philippines
(ASUP) was set up in the same year to organise unlicensed seafaring crew from
the country. Issues surrounding unionism at the time revolved around low wages,
compensation for occupational sickness, injury and death, and poor working condi-
tions brought about by the emergence of open registries or flags of convenience
(FOCs) where cheap unregulated labour in developing countries like the Philippines
became an attractive source of manpower for the world’s merchant fleet.
Growing concerns about the state of labour regulation and decent work on board
ships gave rise to the increasing relevance of maritime trade unions on the home
front. By 1970, the two Manila-based labour groups had merged to form the
Associated Marine Officers and Seamen’s Union of the Philippines (AMOSUP)
under a conservative union federation namely the Philippine Transport Workers





























































































Total workers covered by Collecve Bargaining Agreements (CBAs) Workers covered by new CBAs
Fig. 14.1 Collective bargaining coverage in the Philippines. Adapted from: Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA) (2015, 2017)
1The union federation was founded by Roberto Oca Sr., kin of AMOUP founder Capt. Gregorio
Oca. Today PTWO has evolved into the Philippine Trade and General Workers Organisation
(PGTWO), one of the country’s 135 union federations (in 2012) spanning unions from transport,
services, manufacturing, textile, metal, paper, wood, food & beverage, and electronics industries.
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union in the Philippines to be affiliated with the International Transport Workers’
Federation (ITF)—the biggest most influential global union federation in the world’s
shipping and maritime labour sector.
A factor which proved significant in establishing a global minimum wage in the
maritime industry was the emergence of the Philippines as a competitive supplier of
seafarers to the world’s ships outperforming traditional maritime countries in Europe
and America. An additional factor was the ITF affiliation of AMOSUP and later
other emergent maritime unions. Local statistical data on maritime trade union
membership are irregular and oftentimes unpublished by state and non-state entities
in the Philippines. Recent estimates derived from the Bureau of Labor and Employ-
ment Statistics (2013), suggest that more than a third of Filipino seafarers deployed
in 2012 were unionised and in a study by Amante (2004), about 47% of the seafaring
workforce in the Philippines were estimated to be unionised based on the study’s
survey using a randomised sample. This considerably exceeded union density as
estimated in 2015 where out of the total workforce only about 5% were unionised
(PSA 2017). The maritime sector is therefore a unique case when it comes to
unionisation compared to the majority of industries in the country.
This high level of unionisation of workers may be partly attributed to the nature
and structure of labour in a globalised industry. To a large extent it is shaped by
flagging out and the ITF’s ‘Flags of Convenience’ campaign. A diagram simplifying
the unionisation of Filipino seafarers is depicted in Fig. 14.2. What may be identified
here as one of the main determinants of whether seafarers will be unionised is the
ship’s status as an FOC vessel—which means they will be under strict regulation by
the ITF through a global network of inspectors based in ports around the world.
Under threat of collective action from seafarers’ and dockers’ unions in these ports,
ships are pressured to meet minimum wage and labour conditions standards set by
the ITF and the ILO (for a detailed discussion see Lillie 2006). These ports acting as
‘choke points’ along the industry’s supply chain are crucial to the ITF’s campaign to
regulate the unregulated FOCs, according to the union’s head of strategic research.2
It is within this globalised system that maritime unions in the Philippines operate.
At present, there are six existing maritime trade unions in the Philippines
representing seafarers who work on ocean-going ships (Table 14.2). These unions
vary in size of membership, type of seafarers, union affiliations, services and benefits
to its members, as well as size of their CBA portfolio (i.e. number of CBAs with ship
owners).
AMOSUP The largest of these trade unions by far is the Associated Marine
Officers’ and Seamen’s Union of the Philippines (AMOSUP). According to their
own estimates, they had an active membership of more than 80,000 seafarers in 2010
(AMOSUP 2010). If this is an accurate depiction it suggests that AMOSUP members
comprised about two-thirds of the total maritime trade union members in that year.
2Presentation by Dr Jeremy Anderson (28 March 2014), in the University of Westminster, London,
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It is also an affiliate and member of the ITF and maintains a seat in both the Overseas
Workers’ Welfare Administration (OWWA) and the Philippine Overseas Employ-
ment Administration (POEA) tripartite consultation committees, representing Fili-
pino seafarers. The union, more importantly, directly negotiates with ship owners
and companies on CBAs for their members. In their own publication in 2010, they
report that apart from securing employment and ‘fair wages’ for members through
CBAs they also provide a Provident Fund where companies agree to contribute an
amount of money towards a lump sum that the seafarer will receive upon retiring at
the age of 50 and also serves as an insurance mechanism for the seafarer member and
their dependents (AMOSUP 2010). This serves as a pension fund that secures
workers’ retirement pay given that seafaring work is done on non-permanent con-
tracts. Other services of the union include legal assistance, a Welfare and Mutual
Benefit Plan for members and dependents, medical services as well as education and
training. The union maintains a head office in Manila establishing adjacent properties
for the benefit of their members such as:
(1) The AMOSUP Training Center, where members can attend short courses ben-
eficial for their employment and employability at sea such as Basic Safety
Training, Navigational Watch, Radar Simulator Course, General Tanker
Familiarisation Course, Engine Room Simulator, Ship’s Simulator and Bridge
Teamwork, among many other skills based courses.
(2) The Seamen’s Hospital where both union members and their dependants are
given free medical service and medicine. They also operate three other regional
hospitals for seafarer members.
(3) The AMOSUP Sailors’ Home where they provide free board and lodging to
official members in transient.
(4) The ‘Slop Chest’ which is basically a grocery and supplies shop for the members
and their dependents to purchase items on credit.
The Philippine Seafarers’Union (PSU) is the second largest maritime union in the
Philippines with a membership of about 11,000 seafarers—accounting for 9% of the
total maritime union membership. It was established in 1984 and is also an affiliate
of the ITF. It is active in international labour discourse as a member of the Asian
Seafarers’ Summit (an initiative of the All Japan Seamen’s Union), and the Norwe-
gian/Asian Seafarers’ Committee (NASCO) that is run in consultation with the ITF.
Like AMOSUP, PSU (2013) reports that it has engaged successfully in securing
CBAs for its members since 1984 as well as in delivering other services like the
Table 14.2 List of maritime trade unions in the Philippines
Acronym Trade Union Name
AMOSUP Associated Marine Officers’ and Seamen’s Union of the Philippines
PSU Associated Philippine Seafarers Union
UFS United Filipino Seafarers
ISLA International Seamen’s Mutual Labor Association
POSU Philippine Officers and Seamen’s Union
MATEU Mariners & Allied Transport Employees Union
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Welfare Aid Program that provides medical and health aid/insurance benefits to
members and free legal assistance.
Another maritime trade union operating nationally in the Philippines is the United
Filipino Seafarers (UFS) that was established in 1994 and has since built a consid-
erable membership of around 3000–4000 seafarers. It publishes a widely successful
Filipino maritime newspaper Tinig ng Marino (Voice of the Mariner), circulated
among the world’s Filipino seafarers. The UFS engages in securing employment and
CBAs for members and provides them with free employment-related legal assistance
(UFS 2012). However, the union does not have well-established programmes like
those of AMOSUP and PSU. Nonetheless, it does engage with lobbying,
campaigning and social movement activities to push for seafarers’ rights in national,
and sometimes international, policymaking forums.
Similarly other seafarer trade unions, such as the International Seamen’s Mutual
Labor Association (ISLA), the Mariners and Allied Transport Employees Union
(MATEU)—with a combined membership of around 15,000—engage in compara-
ble social movement activities, although much of their work remains unreported and
unpublished. Apart from these trade unions, there are also company-specific mari-
time trade unions that are estimated to have Filipino seafarer members numbering
under 5000 workers.
Features of the Philippine Maritime Labour Movement
Cronyism
One of the main impediments to economic development has long been considered to
be cronyism in Philippine state institutions, dating back to the Marcos administration
(Kang 2003; Abinales and Amoroso 2005). Cronyism, a term referring to acts of
favouritism and preferential bias based on kinship and close personal relationships,
is endemic in Philippine politics and society and was borne out of its colonial
heritage of drawing leaders and agents of the state from the powerful elite
(Hutchcroft 1998). Such a feature of Philippine governance became firmly
established during the Marcos administration (1965–1986) and was responsible for
pushing the country into crippling debt (Wurfel 1988). Although the regime ended in
1986, propelling a nationwide democratisation project into the 1990s, crony capi-
talism has led to wide inequalities between the elite and poor. According to the
World Bank (2015) income inequality between 2012 and 1988, with a GINI
coefficient, was 40.8% in 1988 and 42.2% in 2012. Cronyism as a form of gover-
nance has permeated public and private institutions over the last half century,
engendering widespread corruption in many ways and undermining the
democratisation project in the Philippines, (see for example De Dios and Ferrer
2001).
Cronyism as a type of governance is apparent in the organisation of the maritime
labour movement in the Philippines and is manifested among the more prominent
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maritime trade unions through the stranglehold of leadership by a select few. For
instance, in its 60-year long history, the most prominent trade union in this sector,
AMOSUP was instituted and led by a former seafarer Gregorio Oca up until his
death in 2010. He was succeeded by his son, Conrado Oca, who whilst lacked
seafaring experience, served in senior positions in the union and its affiliated
organisations such as the Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP) and
the Seamen’s Hospital in Manila (see AMOSUP 2016). Similar senior positions
within the union and its affiliated organisations are held by Oca’s immediate and
extended family. Likewise, UFS and PSU, since their establishment in the late 1980s
to the early 1990s, have been under the control of the same group of people for more
than two decades.
Cronyism within the maritime labour movement is exacerbated by the virtual lack
of democratic procedures within the unions. There is a complete absence of union
elections despite some unions ostentatiously maintaining their commitment to dem-
ocratic principles. For example in UFS’ constitution and by-laws, the first aim of the
union was to “To establish an effective, free and democratic trade union organization
dedicated to the welfare of the workers” (UFS 2012). For these unions, however, the
arbitrary appointment of a union president lies in a board of governors usually
occupied by a close-knit group and supported by a similarly close-knit set of senior
union management. In turn the appointment of cronies to senior union management,
in the case of AMOSUP including its affiliated organisations, lies within the control
and influence of the union president. Arguably cronyism in the maritime labour
movement may be said to have been a key element in the continued strength and
power of the industry as a whole without undue resistance. More generally, the lack
of union democracy is argued by many unionists to make unions more efficient and
create a less militant workforce, which is more agreeable to employers increasing job
opportunities for Filipino seafarers. Nevertheless such an entrenched elite hampers
the democratic processes within the unions since internal union democracy is ‘likely
to reduce chances for corruption’ and build stronger, more participative member-
ship’ (Luce 2014). The result therefore in the case of the Philippine maritime labour
sector is that of a passive union membership base led by crony leadership within the
union organisation.
Servicing
Another common feature apparent across the Philippine maritime labour movement
is its adoption of the servicing logic of action. Used in the context of trade unions
strategy, Bacharach et al. (2001) define logics of action as frameworks of rationale
informing union decisions with the aim of “legitimizing the union to its members,
securing commitment of its members and attracting new members to the union”
(p. 7). In this section I frame servicing as a form of union strategy whereby the union,
working as a professionalised body is relied upon to translate members’ interests into
a set of services such as wage bargaining and the protection of members in employer
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disputes as well as providing other non-wage bargaining services to members in
exchange for membership fees (Bacharach et al. 2001; de Turberville 2004). In the
context of the Philippine maritime unions however, the adoption of the servicing
logic goes only as far as the representation of members through centralised wage
bargaining and the delivery of non-wage benefits to fee-paying members through a
professionalised union organisation. What is unique in the Philippine case is that due
to the way in which seafarers are employed with solely temporary contracts,
unionising seafarers operates at a top-down level. That is to say the unions engage
new employers into a collective bargaining agreement independent of the latter’s
employees. As such, seafarers when offered a contract by an employer with an
existing collective bargaining agreement will automatically be required by
employers to buy into a unionised contract. Seafarers therefore have very little
agency over becoming fee-paying union members. Hence, the traditional rationale
for servicing as an approach to attracting new individual workers may not fully apply
in this case, what can apply however is that servicing can be seen as an approach to
legitimise the union to its members.
In terms of centralised collective bargaining for members, ITF affiliated unions
have the ability to negotiate at peak-level through the International Bargaining
Forum (IBF) which brings to the bargaining table key global employers’ organisa-
tions such as the International Maritime Employers’ Committee (IMEC) and the
International Mariners Management Association of Japan (IMMAJ) to negotiate an
almost industry-wide pay scale in FOC ships (Lillie 2006). The result for union
members of ITF affiliated maritime unions in the Philippines is a considerably higher
base salary compared to those with non-CBA contracts and indeed compared to the
minimum salaries prescribed by the POEA Standard Employment Contract. Argu-
ably the positive pay differential is an incentive for workers to become union
members.
More importantly in terms of legitimising the union to its members as a rationale
for servicing, most prominent maritime unions in the Philippines are very advanced
in terms of delivering non-wage services as we have seen earlier in this chapter.
Services such as those offered by AMOSUP like free medical care through its
seafarers’ hospital, legal services, board and lodging, are mimicked by other unions,
albeit on a smaller scale. Such non-wage benefits for union members are all geared
towards justifying the union fees required from seafarers under CBA contracts.
Fragmentation
While there is a general trend among maritime trade unions in the Philippines to
adopt a servicing logic to legitimise themselves to members, the ways in which they
project themselves to advance seafarers’ interests with the state and with capital is
fragmented in approach. Generally, the union movement in this case adopts two
competing approaches to advance workers’ welfare in regulatory bodies, co-opera-
tive and adversarial. A co-operative union approach in this case refers to unions’
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involvement with multi-party discussions with state agencies and employer repre-
sentatives to meet worker and employer interests. An adversarial union approach
refers to unions’ involvement in more militant ways to advance purely workers’
interests.
The most prominent maritime trade unions in the Philippines are indeed divided
between these two approaches. Whilst AMOSUP, PSU and to some extent ISLA
adopt a more co-operative approach, UFS adopts a somewhat adversarial approach.
Co-operative unions tend to be active in participating in committees on key sectoral
issues with state agencies and employers’ representatives to create dialogue and
co-operation among the different stakeholders within the maritime labour industry.
In 2011 for example, the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) established
the Maritime Industry Tripartite Council (MITC) as a policy-consulting group
consisting of maritime unions such as AMOSUP, ISLA, and PSU and employers’
associations like the Filipino Association for Mariners’ Employment (FAME) and
the Filipino Shipowners’ Association (FSA). MITC was instituted with the aim of
developing new policies to advance maritime employment and enhance the welfare
of Filipino seafarers and port workers (DOLE 2011). In particular it aims to co-opt
key stakeholders from capital, labour and the state, in policymaking for the domestic
and international maritime sector, as well as domestic port labour, such as the
drafting and enactment of the Rules and Regulations Governing the Employment
and Working Conditions of Seafarers Onboard Ships Engaged in Domestic Shipping
in 2013 (DOLE 2013). In addition it responds to current issues requiring multi-
sectoral attention. For example in January 2018 there was an MITC consultative
meeting on the sinking of the MERCRAFT three passenger vessel in 2016 which
was due to alleged shortcomings within government regulatory bodies (see Andes
2018). While independent assessments have yet to be made in relation to the impact
of the MITC and other dialogue bodies within which maritime unions engage, in
terms of enforcement, the policymaking function of such bodies is to a certain extent
producing results.
For other maritime unions, advancing the welfare of maritime workers is done
using a more adversarial approach. Some unions believe that a co-operative
approach dilutes the ability of unions to fully represent workers’ interests in the
public sphere. The adversarial approach includes the mobilisation of union members
to protest and express dissatisfaction towards government bodies as well as by
means of legal recourse against individual government officials. In 2015 for exam-
ple, UFS reports the holding of mass protests involving over 2000 seafarers includ-
ing their families and other labour groups over a series of alleged malpractices within
the Maritime Industry Authority (MARINA). Similarly in 2017, UFS filed individ-
ual graft charges to current and former MARINA officials in the Office of the
Ombudsman pertaining to the “alleged arrogation of authority in the implementation
of [the Executive Order 909, Series 2010] giving incentives in the use of brand new
vessels” (Nonato 2017). Neither example however is unique and is in fact routine
behaviour for UFS forming part of its overall strategy in representing workers and
seafarers in general. In a self-published article by the UFS (2015), it proclaims that
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the “union never tire of calling on MARINA’s doors to carry out what is right and
just on behalf of Filipino seafarers”.
Conclusion
Maritime trade unions in the Philippines are a reflection of traditional Philippine
governance and are enduring institutions within an increasingly neo-liberal environ-
ment. There has been a decline in unionisation in the Philippines but the ways in
which maritime unions have structured themselves have enabled them to break free
from the narrative of union decline. One reason is that unions enjoy a large pool of
labour in an industry where there is a high global demand for such labour. Conse-
quently within this pool, unions are able to gain a strong base for membership in
terms of volume. Another reason is that although this large pool of labour consists of
temporary contract workers, unions here benefit from the ITF being a global union
federation. FOC shipowners are forced to collectively bargain with a national union
thus ensuring local ITF affiliates maintain their membership. A third reason is that
unions are able to justify their role to members by adopting a servicing logic, thus
benefiting members beyond wage bargaining.
Nevertheless there are several challenges to the continuing development of these
maritime unions. First, unions are circumscribed by the entrenched system of
cronyism which impinges on the ways in which their large membership is governed.
A select few, with vested interests, prevent the implementation of democratic values
within the union organisation. It could be argued that a passive membership is being
engendered because members are not empowered to elect their leaders or to direct
the activities of the union. An elite minority identifies and formulates union strategy
and direction whilst neglecting to consider the interests and views of its members.
Secondly, while the unions’ adoption of the servicing logic helps them in
legitimising their role among fee-paying members, they fail to represent workers’
interests at the workplace level. Finally, while some unions have been able to
advance workers’ agendas, fragmentation among the major trade unions over the
approach to adopt creates problems in delivering this agenda. For example, ITF
affiliated unions tend to be more co-operative in their approach and work with the
state and capital to strike a balance between the interests of workers and interests of
employers in policymaking. In contrast, unions that are independent of ITF affilia-
tion tend to reject a co-operative approach and adopt a more adversarial one by
favouring mass mobilisation of members. In some cases they pursue legal cases
against government agencies to increase pressure on policymakers to recognise
workers’ interests in many aspects of maritime regulation.
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Chapter 15




Seafarer-partners, which in this chapter refers to seafarers’ wives or girlfriends, face
a number of problems in everyday life. The first and major one is long-term and
intermittent separation between seafaring couples. During the separation period,
which can be up to 1 year, seafarer-partners lose their intimate companions tempo-
rarily and are likely to suffer loneliness (Tang 2007; Thomas 2003). Furthermore,
despite advanced modern communication technologies, the communication between
the ship and the shore is neither convenient nor cheap (Sampson et al. 2018; Thomas
2003; Thomas et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2007). Another problem seafarer-partners face is
social isolation. They feel that non-seafaring people are not able to appreciate their
experiences and concerns, and for this reason seafarer-partners are likely to set
themselves apart from people not linked to seafaring (Tang and Chen 2017; Thomas
2003). In the era of the planned economy, state owned (shipping) companies in
China took ‘total’ care of their employees in the sense that they were responsible for
their employees’medical care, pension, and housing for a lifetime. These companies
built seafarer villages—residential blocks—in the local port cities and allocated them
to their employees. Those seafarers who did not live in the cities where their
companies were located might be eligible for a one-off housing subsidy to buy a
house locally. In practice obtaining a house or housing subsidy from companies was
not easy and the waiting lists were usually long. With the reform of the economy,
state companies gradually shed the function of housing their employees with the
result that by the end of the twentieth century, seafarers working for state owned
companies could no longer expect to be allocated a house and turned to the open
estate market (Wu et al. 2007). In addition the transformation from a planned
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economy to a market one has encouraged the establishment of many non-state or
non-local-government owned shipping companies whose employees also need to
buy their own houses. As a result, most contemporary Chinese seafaring families
live separately from each other rather than clustered as before in ‘seafarer villages’.
The issues identified above, mean that although seafarer-partners may wish to meet
with, and share their concerns and experiences with, ‘similar others’ (Tang and Chen
2017; Thomas 2003) they are likely to be geographically dispersed and isolated.
In 2003, a seafarer set up a website called Home of Chinese Seafarers (HCS). The
website provided a platform for Chinese seafarer-partners to share their experiences
and concerns and to facilitate mutual support. This chapter aims to reveal some of the
problems they experienced and discussed on the website, it examines the ways in
which they helped each other to cope with these problems and discusses what
encouraged them to do so online.
In order to grasp seafarer-partners’ online experiences in more detail, I spent over
2 years observing their interaction on the website. During this period, I logged onto
the website almost daily to view activity, taking notes of, and analysing, seafarer-
partners’ postings. To complement the observational data, I interviewed 30 seafarer-
partner participants from different parts of China. Among the 30 respondents, 29 had
received, or were receiving, higher education; 25 were below the age of 30; and
11 were married. According to my observations, the profile of the interviewees
reflected the general population of seafarer-partner participants on the website—
relatively young, well-educated and living in cities.
Sharing and Managing Problems on the Website
According to Baumeister and Leary (1995), intimate relationships entail frequent
and affectively pleasant interactions between the involved parties within a stable and
enduring context of concern and caring. Seafaring couples, however, are often
deprived of frequent interaction by separation. Even long distance communication
is not available most of the time (Ellis et al. 2012; Sampson et al. 2018). Without
frequent and caring interaction, couples are likely to suffer from loneliness and
distress (Tang 2012). Perhaps more importantly, tensions may arise because a couple
cannot provide one another with the necessary support they require, either emotion-
ally or physically, due to the separation.
In this context, the interview data indicated that seafarer-partners liked to share
these problems on the website and helped each other to manage them. One informant
revealed:
I like to initiate, and respond to postings regarding emotions, for example, when seafarers’
relations with their lovers meet problems, when some people are not confident about their
relationships in the separation period, etc. These emotions and feelings are very similar to
mine. I feel empathy with them. I will try my best to comfort them, to encourage them, and to
support them.
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In order to illustrate further, I use three discussion threads below to show how
they ‘comfort’, ‘encourage’ and ‘support’ each other. The first one was written by
Bluesky who was experiencing difficult times while her boyfriend was at sea:
Example A: I have thought it over and over again. Maybe we should terminate the
relationship, because I cannot sustain it any longer. I have not recovered from the illness. . .
I just knew from a phone-call today that my father got injured in work and my brother has
also been injured in the school. My mother has to take care of the shop, my father and brother
alone, since I am not well and not together with them either. I feel so bad and useless. . . .
The second seafarer-partner, Lotus, revealed her frustration caused by her par-
ents’ objection of her relationship with a seafarer. She wrote:
Example B: Several days ago when my parents knew that I was still in a relationship with my
boyfriend, they admonished me. They are not happy with his job and family and are forcing
me to terminate the relationship. What should I do? Please give me some suggestions!
The third posting was made by Lily, who was not entirely sure about whether her
boyfriend loved her or not:
Example C: Having seen that most sisters’ lovers here are working in the deep sea fleet, I
used to feel fortunate that I could keep in touch with him through messages and phone-
calls. . . After he left, I make use of every little spare time to send messages to him.
Gradually, sending messages becomes the main theme of my life and it is my source of
happiness.. . . But he always replies me at the ratio of 1:3. This hurts me. I warned him
several times. But after only few days, he would be back to his former attitude. This time I
feel that I have had enough.. . . I sent him a message: Since it continues like this, we’d better
break up.. . .
These three postings clearly indicate a sense of frustration. It is suggested that bad
feelings signal a gap between the perceived reality and tacitly held expectations
(Hochschild 1983; Tang 2009; Turner and Stets 2006). Bluesky’s (example A) bad
feelings can be regarded as resulting from those unexpected and unfortunate events
that she described. In example B, it could be argued that Lotus possibly expected that
her parents would support her but this was not the case. While in example C,
apparently, Lily hoped very much for reciprocation from her boyfriend only to be
disappointed by his failure.
By revealing their problems in a public forum, the three seafarer-partners invited
others, either explicitly or implicitly, to help them manage these emotional tensions
and to provide support. Fifteen seafarer-partners replied to Bluesky’s posting, eleven
to Lotus, and another fifteen to Lily. In those replies, the seafarer-partners did what
Hochschild (1983) terms as ‘emotion work’ to help the initiators. An analysis of the
replies suggested several strategies involved in the emotion work on the HCS
website, although the boundaries between these strategies are not clear-cut. To
avoid repetition, I only use some representative replies to illustrate these tactics.
The first one is acknowledgement that it is not easy to be a seafarer-partner. To
posting A, one replied:
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A11: Seafarer-partners do sacrifice a lot, especially in difficult times. I hope that together
with your friends you can overcome the current problems. Problems are always fleeting.
One participant answered to posting B:
B1: There are lots of problems in our way. I think the best way forward for both of us and our
parents is to move and change our parents, and to make them understand and support our
choice. Maybe by that time, I think we will be the happiest persons in the world.
Both respondents first acknowledged the difficulties of being a seafarer-partner.
By doing so, on the one hand, they offered sympathy and understanding; on the
other, they suggested implicitly that hard times were common for seafarer-partners
and thus normalised the problems. Acknowledgement, however, did not seem
enough, since it did not give any practical suggestions to help solve the problems.
Therefore, A1 went on to encourage Bluesky to overcome the problem; and B1
offered advice.
The second strategy of providing help is encouragement to the frustrated to be
strong, as shown in A1. Another two also offered encouragement to Bluesky:
A2: Do not feel too sad. Things will be going better. Believe yourself, believe your love!
A3: The suffering will be over soon. The sun will come out after the rain.
One seafarer-partner replied to Lotus urging continuance:
B2: If you love each other, do not give up! I give you my best wishes and may you be happy
forever!
By replying to different postings, all three seafarer-partners encouraged the
initiators to overcome their difficult times: hold on to your love, do not give up;
although there are problems, they are fleeting; happiness lies just ahead! Thus, the
encouragement also served, on the one hand, to play down difficulties, since the
latter were regarded as fleeting; on the other, to offer hope—suffering will end soon.
These encouraging words arguably provided some strength and confidence to the
initiators to tide them over the hard times.
The third type of response is a reframing of the situation for the initiators. For
example:
A4: This is just your temporary feeling. In fact, you are blaming him, since so many things
have happened but he is not with you! I can understand your feeling, for this happened to me
before. In fact, you do not really want to terminate the relationship. Think twice and have
confidence in yourself and him. Do not let yourself feel regret in the future.
This replier started her response by playing down the situation—it was temporary
and thus was not as serious as the initiator had thought. Following that, she reframed
the situation for the initiator. In this seafarer-partner’s view, Bluesky was blaming,
rather than intending to break up with, her boyfriend and therefore the action of
terminating the relationship should not be taken; otherwise, it would be costly. The
1A1 indicates the first quoted reply to posting example A. The same pattern is used afterward, such
as B1, A3, and C4, for easy reference.
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fact that ‘this has happened to me’ justified her competence in doing this on the one
hand, and normalised the situation for Bluesky on the other—you are not the only
one and many of us have experienced this problem. In the end, this replying seafarer-
partner served the purpose of encouraging Bluesky to ‘have confidence’ and offered
advice—‘think twice’ and ‘do not let yourself feel regret’. The reframing strategy
was widely used in replies to posting C:
C1: Do not mind this too much. In the past, we could only expect letters, which take several
months. How fortunate now we are that we have mobiles! On board the ship, he cannot carry
the mobile everywhere. He cannot receive your messages on time. Even if he can, he may
not be able to reply to you immediately since he has got job to do. Moreover, not the whole
coastal sea is covered by a network service. Some areas are not covered at all.. . .
C2: Many times, our environments and moods are not synchronised.. . .When you are full of
passion, maybe he is busy with working; when you are sleeping, maybe he becomes
passionate.. . . We are all different. Especially with those in distance relationships, synchro-
nisation is very difficult.
C3: In the past, I also used to hasten my husband to reply to my messages. Only after I
visited his ship did I realise how hard and tiresome his job is. There are always reasons for
not responding to messages. Do not take it seriously.
C4: All men are careless. My partner only replies to me once after receiving one hundred of
messages from me.. . .
These replies reframed and reinterpreted the situation from different perspectives.
C1 first downplayed the problem: compared with the past, you are in a better position
and should feel satisfied. Then the replier continued to give two possible reasons to
justify the failure of Lily’s boyfriend: either he was working or there was no network
coverage. C2 offered another reason—tempo-spatial dislocation and
asynchronization. Based on her own experience, the third replier believed that
seafarers had to work hard and therefore did not have much energy left for messag-
ing. The first three replies also gave Lily a sense of what could be happening at sea.
The last one generalised men’s ‘nature’ and suggested that it was ‘natural’ for men
not to reciprocate women’s intimacy.
Reframing, as indicated by the examples, was at the same time normalising. It
served to convince initiators that the situations were widely experienced and normal
and therefore there was no need to feel unhappy or distressed. Playing down and
normalising the situation, arguably, would change the initiators’ perception of reality
and thus reduce the difference between the expectation and the perception.
Reframing also helped frustrated seafarer-partners to make sense of what was
happening to them. The initiators’ bad experiences disrupted their lives and made
them feel insecure about themselves and their relationships. In a sense, they felt a
loss of control. Others’ reinterpretations threw a positive light on the situations and
thus helped the initiators to understand things in a less threatening way. Orgad’s
(2004a, b) study of breast cancer patients’ web-pages and online help groups
suggests that their sharing of illness experiences and the knowledge gained from
this served to empower patients in the sense that they were able to make sense of, and
manage, the threat and disruption that cancer posed to their routine everyday lives.
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Similarly, reframing on the HCS seemed to make it easier for distressed seafarer-
partners to reflect more upon, and to better manage, their disrupted lives and to
regain a sense of security and control. Maybe for this reason, Lily came back to the
thread and thanked others for their support.
The final support strategy which was identified was offering advice, which as
indicated earlier, was sometimes intertwined with other forms of tactics. Here, I
show more examples:
B3: Try your best to get your parents’ consent. When you become a seafarer’s wife, you will
be home alone for a long period of time, during which you will need your parents’ support.
B4: If you are deep in love with each other, and if you are really prepared for the future
difficulties of being a SP, take action to change your parents’ attitude.
C5: Do not hold it too tight. Learn to release it a bit sometimes. Like chocolate, it melts if
you hold it too tight.
B3 not only gave a suggestion, but also pointed out the implication of not
acquiring consent from parents. B4 advised Lotus to transform her parents’ attitude.
Although the two suggestions were a bit different, the aim was the same—try to
change the parents. Based upon her understanding of love, C5 offered her advice to
Lily: give your boyfriend some freedom. These suggestions, arguably, helped the
initiators to take informed actions.
The four strategies, as shown above, served to downplay and normalise problems,
throw positive light on negative experiences, and offer hope and advice to seafarer-
partners in distress. As such, they contributed to alleviating tensions for seafarer-
partners and nurturing their well-being. Mermaid, a seafarer’s girlfriend aged 24, for
example, said in the interview:
I feel that. . . since he is not home, there is a kind of longing. I want very much to talk to other
seafarer-partners about my situation, the problems I experienced in work and everyday life,
and my pressure. Then they would reply to me. . . some of them give me advice, which I feel
gives me guidance in life. Their replies also help to remove some of my pressure [stress].
Nurturing Seafaring Relationships
The ‘emotion work’ performed on the HCS website between seafarer-partners is not
new. Previous research revealed that friendship between women could allow them to
share marital problems, reveal emotional vulnerabilities, and provide mutual support
(Jerrome 1984; Oliker 1989). Oliker (1989), for example, in a study of friendship
among a group of married American women, noted that through friendship, these
women disclosed marital problems and helped each other to diffuse these problems
and to sustain the marriage through emotion work. As such, it is argued that
women’s friendship provides a safety valve, serving to discharge their discontent
with, and strengthen their commitments to, marriages (Jerrome 1984; Oliker 1989).
The ‘emotion work’ on the website, however, was not performed face-to-face.
Furthermore, it might be between anonymous strangers rather than friends.
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Nevertheless, it similarly had a positive impact on couple-relationships. Firstly, it
diffused seafarer-partners’ dissatisfaction with the relationship. Snow, a seafarer’s
girlfriend in her mid-twenties, stated in the interview:
It makes my mind more at peace. Having read others’ experiences, I feel that life should be
like this. In the past, before I came to this website, I did not know how hard and tiresome his
work is. I felt that he should make a phone call to me immediately once his ship was moored
to a wharf. Otherwise, I would be very angry. Now I know that their job is hard and busy.
Thus, Snow’s anger and disappointment at her boyfriend’s failure to answer her
phone-calls was abated. This seems to have been achieved because, after advice
from others, Snow started to see the situation differently—the failure was not
because her boyfriend did not care about her but because he was too busy and had
little time outside of work. Online observation revealed that several seafarer-partner
participants revealed, on the website, that reading others’ postings helped them to
change the negative feelings created by their partners’ failures or faults in ‘doing
intimacy’.
Secondly, the nurturance serves to foster seafarer-partners’ commitment to the
relationship as illustrated in the following interview extract:
Interviewer: In which respect(s) do you think this website gives you help?
Breeze: I feel mainly in the respect of the relationship with my boyfriend.
Interviewer: How does it help in this respect?
Breeze: When I cannot see any hope, many people give me support and encourage me to
stand firm. (Interview with Breeze, a 27 year old seafarer-partner)
As a result, the mutual support on the website helped seafarer-partners to release
and alleviate emotional tensions, to reduce dissatisfaction and discontent with
partners and to sustain and foster commitment to the relationships.
This does not mean, however, that seafarer-partners always nurture couple-
relationships on the HCS. When they sense from a posting that the relationship
has already broken down or mutual love does not exist anymore, for example, if one
party has formed another relationship, seafarer-partners encouraged the posting
initiator to move on and wished her good luck in the future.
A Specialised Community
We have seen that seafarer-partners were willing to share their emotional problems
and provide support to each other on the HCS, even though they might be strangers.
What made and encouraged them to do so?
For seafarer-partners, the HCS can be seen as a ‘specialised community’
(Wellman 2001). It is ‘specialised’, because community members tend to relate to
each other through narrowly defined but shared interests or identities. This
‘specialised’ nature makes it easy for members to empathise and identify with
each other (Bernardi 2016; Parr and Davidson 2008). Empathy encourages not
only disclosure but also mutual support (Bernardi 2016; Wallace 1999).
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This specialised community provided a vital space for seafarer-partners to talk
about their problems. Such a space was not available offline for most seafarer-
partners as they lived far apart and they felt that their non-seafaring friends could
not appreciate their situation. One seafarer-partner explained:
They [non-seafaring friends] have little idea about seafarers; they cannot empathise with
seafarer-partners’ feelings! Even though we talk, the conversations can never go as deep as I
wish. Moreover, there are many things that they do not understand.
Similarly, another seafarer-partner, Yangtze-Girl, indicated that in real life she
had difficulty in finding an opportunity to share her negative feelings with others and
therefore she had to bear them alone:
In real life, I bear it alone! It is quite natural that my family members are not happy with my
choosing of a seafarer. If taking this and that kind of unhappiness into consideration,
probably, he and I would not come together today [if I complain to my parents]! Therefore,
I can only shoulder pressures in work and unhappiness in real life alone!
By contrast, Yangtze-Girl seemed to feel ‘at home’ on the website, as she stated:
Since I entered the HCS, I discovered sisters who, like me, are waiting. Probably, sea and
seafarers draw us very near; there is nothing to hide! I discovered that they also experienced
what I did and we encourage each other. We are like sisters, family members!
It was common that seafarer-partners called each other ‘sisters’. They likened the
HCS to their parents’ homes where they could always find support. Another seafarer-
partner wrote on the website:
The HCS is our warm home. Here we should comfort each other, encourage each other, and
support each other.
Therefore, there was a strong sense of solidarity and closeness among seafarer-
partners in this community due to their shared experience and identity, even though
they were physically far away from each other. This sense of closeness further
encouraged them to reveal problems and provide mutual support.
Conclusion
This chapter has revealed some problems that seafarer-partners are likely to face due
to consecutive long-term separations. It demonstrates how seafarers’ partners find it
difficult to talk about these problems with their non-seafaring friends and family
members even though they are physically close to them. In this context, the virtual
and ‘distant’HCS provided them with a valuable space to talk about problems and to
both offer and receive support. Despite the physical distances between forum
members they felt closely connected to each other on the HCS because they were
all seafarer-partners and had similar concerns and experiences. The chapter reveals
the ways in which such on-line forums may offer, essential, largely unseen, informal,
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